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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the study of Beowulf, speculation leads into 

many domains; yet, while some areas are constantly 

explored, others remain uncharted or even ignored.^ R. W. 

Chambers observed that scholarship of Beowulf "is one of 

those fields where the evidence is already known, and no 

student can expect to add more than a small proportion of 

new material. Meanwhile, many acute minds are seeking to 

arrive at new results.' 

Many such scholarly minds have noted, but as a rule 

merely in passing, the Beowulf poet's intense interest in 

military affairs and have commented, as did Knut Stjerna 

on the "gusto [with which] the court-poet describes the 

martial procession, a spectacle which was particularly 

attractive in that ornament and armour-loving time."-̂  

iThe edition cited in this study is C. L. Wrenn's 
Beowulf with the Finnsburf:: Fra/ziment (London and Boston, 
1953). Required amplifications are cited in footnotes as 
Wrenn. 

Beovmlf; An Introduction to the Study of the Poem 
with a Discussion of the Stories of Offa and Finn, with a 
supplement by C. L. Wrenn, 3d ed. (Cambridge, En^.t 1963), 
p. 390. 

•̂ Essays on Questions Connected with the Old English 
Poem of Beowulf, trans, and ed. John R. Clark Hall 
(Coventry, 1912), p. 42. 

Cf. Kenneth Sisam's recent observation: "there are 



No one, however, has followed the obvious trail and uti

lized as a basis for a close examination of the poem, this 

preoccupation with the "martial procession" of both the 

poet and his audience. 

Not all scholars agree with the premise that the 

Beowulf poet was primarily interested in aspects of war and 

conflict. Margaret E. Goldsmith, for one, has dissented: 

The poet was concerned . • . only secondarily with 
wars and banquets and feats of swimming. One of the 
strongest reasons for this belief is the extraordinary 
way in which the poet has avoided writing an epic about 
a martial hero. . • . Our poet seems to have little 
Interest in . . • battle poetry. He never allows 
Beowulf to move at the head of an army, or even to 
slay a human opponent, in any part of the main 
action. . . . For some purpose of his own, the poet has 
minimized all the battle scenes in which Beowulf might 
have displayed his prowess; though . . . he lacked 
neither the skill nor the temper to create battle 
poetry.^ 

Yet Adrien Bonjour notes "how perfectly at ease and 

many admiring references to arms and armour [in Beowulf1. 
The fine arms and armour which Anglo-Saxons dreamed of 
possessing are now the concern of archaeologists; and 
though its causes, consequences, or setting may interest 
a modern reader, he is more Inclined to pass over the de
tailed fighting with apathy or even distaste than to enjoy 
it. But the poet took pains to make the three fights 
against monsters the high points of his story. . . . He 
could be sure that the audience . . . would appreciate them, 
for war was endemic in early England, and war was the 
business of the heor^werod [which made up the bulk of the 
audience of the poemj." The Structure of Beowulf (Oxford, 
1965), pp. 12-13. 

^"The Christian Perspectives in Beowulf," CL, XIV 
(1962), 72-73. 



efficient the poet is whenever he deals with strictly 

human warfare and conflicts."^ D. Elizabeth Martin-Clarke 

points out "the delight [which the poet] takes in giving 

us details about the stage properties [e.g., weaponry and 

armor] of his characters."° And Jan do Vries describes 

the poet as one "who has a true taste for the feats of arms 

of famous heroes."''' Bonjour also pays tribute to "the 

degree of the Beowulf scop's artistry, his mastery in 

breathing new life and significance into a highly tra

ditional theme [that of the beasts of battle]."^ All this 

efficiency, delight, and artistry can only have stemmed 

from the Beowulf poet's stressing what he knew best and 

what interested him most: war and its accoutrements. 

The all-pervasive martial interest of the poet may 

be demonstrated by a close analysis of the poem. Bonjour 

has declared that "the most valuable and final criterion 

for an appraisal of the poet's art in 3eo>.a;lf is, and will 

5"Monster3 Grouching and Critics Razipant: or the 
Beowulf Dragon Debated," Twelve Beovralf Pa-.ers. l-'-̂ 0-1960. 
with Additional Go-nients (:ieuchatel, 1962), p. 101. Here-
after cited as Bonjour, "Monsters." 

Culture in Early An-lo-Saxon Eng[:land: A Study >rith 
Illustrations (Baltimore. 19^7). t>. 57. 

'̂ Heroic Song; and Heroic Le.-xond. trans. B. J. Timmer 
(Lend on, 1963), p. 59. 

^"Beowulf and the Beasts of Battle," T.-relve BeoAnilf 
Papers. 1940-1960. v;ith Additional Comments (Neuchatel, 
1962), p. 143. 



remain, internal evidence."^ This internal evidence is also 

the primary criterion for Judging the temper and the tone 

of Bc£̂ £ulX; investigation will disclose not only that 

Beô vulf is a work of art but also that, while the poem 

"depicts a society, it has a sense of atmosphere.' Close 

study will also reveal that both the society and atmosphere 

are principally martial in interest and tone. All settings 

are those of the causes of, the preparations for, the 

engagements in, or celebrations following conflicts; and 

all the characters are cast solely in those settings, while 

the qualities stressed by the poet are those of martial 

mold. Even God is depicted as a Teutonic leader of warriors, 

and both rle and the creatures of evil are primarily moti

vated by the desire for vengeance, a force that persisted 

in the lives of the Christian audience of Beo-.rulf.H 

Aliatever interpretation a reader prefers of the 

9"Monsters," p. I98. 

Ritchie Girvan, Beowulf and the Seventh Century 
(London, 1935), p. 338. 

•̂ •̂ "There is no period in An,~lo-Saxon history when 
the interest taken in the carrying out of vengeance would 
be merely antiquarian. The tales referred to in the poem 
would not be regarded simply as violent, dramatic tales of 
the bad old days, or, in nostalgic mood, the good old 
days. . . , Any man in the audience might find himself 
suddenly forced to become an avenger by necessity, perhaps 
in circumstances that Involved his acting counter to his 
inclination and affections." Dorothy 7/hitelock, Tr.e 
Audience of Beô >mlf (Oxford, 1951), p. 17. 



events recounted in Beowulf, one cannot but agree that the 

poet's vehicle is a tale of the adventures of a warrior 

endowed with those qualities which would be most admired 

by aji audience of warriors. Uncommon strength and bravery 

are put to use against foes both human and supernatural. 

The audience is obviously expected to experience pleasure 

in the details and tensions of conflict as the hero goes 

against opponents of a magnitude—both in strength and in 

evil—beyond that of the enemies who might have been 

encountered by members of the warrior-audience. Further

more, the warrior's rewards, treasures and fame and 

acknowledged leadership, are those of which many among the 

Anglo-Saxon listeners or readers must have dreamed of 

achieving through their own deeds. 

Some scholars reject the idea that the audience was 

a secular group and contend that both the audience and the 

poet were of religious orders. Anglo-Saxon clerics appar

ently enjoyed hearing or reading tales cf courageous 

Christlans--e.g., Andreas. Saint Guthlac. and even the 

comitatus depiction of Satan and his followers in Genesis " 

—and of ajicient heroes engaged in physical battle with 

12 creatures of evil. It has indeed been argued that the 

l2proof of the clerics' interest in pagan heroes is 
offered in the oft-quoted passage from a letter sent in 
797 by Alcuin to Hlgbald, bishop of Lindisfarne: "'Let 
the word of God be read aloud at table in your refectory. 
The reader should be heard there, not the flute-player; the 



sole literate audience available for the reading of Beovmlf 

was to be found only In the monasteries. A. Campbell holds 

that Anglo-Saxon heroic epic poetry was originated in 

monasteries where it "was sometimes applied to secular 

themes. . . . [But] there is no reason to think that the 

monastic heroic epic ever reached secular halls."1^ 

There was, however, a secular audience. In his 

"Preface" to his translation of Pope Gregory's Pastoral 

Care. Alfred laments the passing of such an audience that 

had once existed: "3e kySan hate jjaet me com suije oft on 

gemynd, hwelce wutan glo waeron geond Angelkynn, aegJer ge 

godcundra hada ge woruldcundra."1^ Alfred's biographer, 

Asser, also expressed sorrow over the decay of learning, 

resulting from the decline of religious life in the mona

steries. Why this decline had occurred puzzled Asser, who 

admitted, "The reason I know not; perchance, it is the 

Fathers of the Church, not the songs of the heathen, '-.liat 
has Ingeld to do with Christ? Our house is not vride enough 
to hold both.'" Eleanor Shipley Duckett, Alcuin. Friend 
of Charlema.^ne; His 7̂ 0r3 d and 7rork (Xew York, 1951), 
p. 209. 

^^"The Old English Epic Style," Snp:lish and Medieval 
Studies Presented to J. E. R. Tokien on the Occasion of His 
Seventieth Birtaday. eds. IJorman Davis and G. L. 'Ârerxn 
(London, 1962), p. 26. 

l̂ King; Alfred's 7/'est-Saxon Version of Gre.̂ ory's 
Pastoral Care, with an English Translation, the Latin Text. 
IJotes. and an Introduction." ed. Henry Sweet (London. 1871). 
p. 1. 



result of the attacks of foreign races, which often make 

hostile incursions by land and sea; or, perchance, of the 

great abundance of riches of every kind among the 

people."15 

Asser believed that the material wealth of the 

people had led to the decay of monastic life; but the in

vasions by Norse Vikings and by Danes may have been the 

primary cause. The Golden Age of Bede (d. 732) was 

followed by visits by Scandinavian raiders who "soon after 

the middle of the ninth century . . . began to pass the 

winter at convenient coastal bases [in England]."!^ These 

raids and invasions resulted in the overrunning and 

destruction of the Christian centers of religion and edu

cation. The lamp of learning in Anglo-Saxon England was 

extinguished; only the successes of Alfred made possible 

the restoration of these centers of learning within the 

kingdom. 

In Alfred's England, education was made available 

to secular as well as religious students. So, too, in 

earlier Anglo-Saxon England was education offered to 

persons other than those who were being trained for service 

l^Asser's Life of Kin,̂  Alfred, trans. L. C. Jane 
(London, 1926), p. 77. 

Peter Hunter Blair, An Introduction to An.3:lo-
Saxon England (Cambridge, Eng., 1956), p. 63. 
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within the Church: 

The Benedictine monasteries . . . all contained a 
school in which masters taught the rudiments to lay 
monks, but in many instances other pupils, who were 
not Intended to be monks, were also accepted. When 
there were enough of the latter and the organization 
of the monastery allowed it, these secular nupils 
were taught separately from the lay monks.^' 

These secular pupils would, of course, come only from the 

families of the kings and nobles. 

There was clearly then a secular audience interested 

in martial topics; there may also have been secular poets, 

formally educated and equally Interested in similar sub

jects. If the cowherd Caedmon, relatively a secular person 

when he had experienced his vision, could become a poet, 

why could not a person who was more sophisticated and who 

was perhaps more cognizant of the predominant customs and 

behavior patterns of the day also possess and develop that 

talent? 

Gordon Hall Gerould observed that, although formal 

education in the eighth century was far from wide-spread, 

there were an "educated few in the Church and at the royal 

courts [who] had absorbed to a remarkable degree the 

learning of the ancient world as it had been transmitted 

-'•'Jean Decarreaux, Monks and Civilisation: Fror. 
the Barbarian Invasions to the Reign of Charlemagne (New 
York, 1964), p. 331. 
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through Rome and the Celts in Ireland."-^" One of these 

few evidently was the Beowulf poet; whether he was of the 

Church or of the court can never be proved. That the poet 

was a Christian is unquestioned; generally, many scholars 

agree with Klaeber's description of the Beowulf scop: 

[He was] a man connected in some way with an Anglian 
court, a royal chaplain or abbot of royal birth, or 
it may be, a monk friend of his who possessed an 
actual knowledge of court life and addressed himself 
to an aristocratic, in fact, a royal audience. A 
man well versed in Germanic and Scandinavian heroic 
lore, familiar with secular Anglo-Saxon poems , . , and 
a student of the biblical poems of the Caedmonian 
cycle, a man of notable taste and culture and informed 
with a spirit of broad-minded Christianity.19 

At the time of the composition of the poem, the 

poet may have been a cleric, as Klaeber and Malone suggest; 

or he may have been a warrior turned cleric. Xo one, 

however, without military experience or knowledge or with

out love for the color and trappings of war could have 

written a work so vivid in its scenes of conflict and in 

the emotions which the characters experience in combat. 

l^Beowulf and Sir Gawalne and the Green Knight: 
Poems of Two Great Eras with Certain ContemT)orary Pieces. 
trans. Gordon Hall Gerould (New York, 1935), p. viii. 
Hereafter cited as Gerould. 

^9Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg. ed., with 
Introduction, Bibliography, Notes, Glossary and Appendices 
by Fr[ederickl Klaeber, 3d ed. with list and 2nd supplements 
(Boston, 1950), p. cxv. Hereafter cited as Klaeber. 
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The poet could even have been, as in Beowulf, "a 

warrior, covered in glory, who recites not only the old 

legends but even improvises a song about the heroic deeds 

Just performed by Beowulf" :̂ '̂  

hwllum cynlnges ̂ egn, 
guma gilp-hlaeden gldda gemyndig, 
se Oe eal-fela ealdj ;esegena 
worn gemunde, word of)er fand 
s9Se ^ebunden. Secg eft ongan 
si? Beowujfes snyttrum styr^an 
ond on sped wrecan spel gerade, 
wordum wrixlan. (866b-874a) 

Even Hrothgar is capable of recitation, sometimes 

accompanied by the harp, for Beowulf describes to Hygelac 

the scene at the Danish court celebrating the defeat of 

Grendel: 

paer waes gldd ond gleo; gomela Scilding— 
fe^a fricgende7- feorran rehte; 
hwilum hilde-^eor hearpan wynn§, 
g9n:en-wudu g i j e t t e , i^wilum gyd awraec 
soJ ond sarlic, hwijum syllic spell 
relate aefter rihte rum-heort cyning; 
hwilum §ft ongan eldo gebimden 
gomel guS-wlga gioguSe cwi3'a:r̂ , 
hilde-s^rengo; ijreder inne v/eoll, 
Jponne he wintrum frod worn gemunde. (2105-2114) 

If Beowulf reflects the customs of Anglo-Saxon 

courtly life, then song could have been performed or poetry 

could have been recited or composed by secular poets. The 

poet could have been a man of noble birth, literate and 

20 Vries, p. 169. 
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trained both in the church schools of his day and in the 

war-loving environment in which he lived; like the later 

poet of The Battle of Maidon. ho "possibly . . . was a 

member of . . . [a] well-born heorS'werod. who . . . 

happened to be a practiced poet."^^ 

Such scenes and emotions could have been easily re-

experienced or vicariously enjoyed by secular listeners. 

The Anglo-Saxon audience of Beowulf was probably one like 

that described by Sisam: 

We may suppose that the listeners would be the kind of 
people who appear in Heorot: the king, his family, 
counsellors and officials such as Unferth, ASschere, 
and Wulfgar; perhaps distinguished visitors or 
hostages. In Christian times the Church would almost 
certainly be represented, though not by monks like 
Cuthbert and Bede or hermits like Guthlac. Both the 
main audience would be the king's bodyguard, who 
shared his hearth and table (heorS'geneatas. 
beodgeneatas) and in battle formed the core of his 
army. They should not be thought of as learned in 
legendary history or theology, and quick to interpret 
any difficulty of expression or allusion. Bold pp 
rather than delicate effects would suit them best. 

This "audience would doubtless [have] consist[ed] 

both of veterans and of young men".^^ The duguo" would 

certainly have had military experience and performed war-

21E. V. Gordon, The Battle of M̂ l̂don (London, 1937), 
p. 22. 

22 
P. 9. 

^^Whltelock, p. 26. 
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like exploits. They would relive their own adventures 

through listening to the deeds of Beowulf. The geogu^ 

would have thrilled to hear of the glory and fortunes 

which those same deeds have won for the Geat warrior 

and which might some day be theirs, if they too were to 

exhibit the valor and the fighting qualities of a Beowulf. 

The main concerns of this audience were those of 

all members of a King's or great nobleman's comitatus. 

The warriors were vitally interested in personal bravery, 

loyalty to their leader, capabilities in combat, in 

exacting vengeance for any loss of comrade or leadership, 

and in receiving from their lord praise and rewards. The 

leaders were interested not only in personal bravery and 

fighting abilities but also in leadership during war and 

peace and the holding together of the fyrd by munificence 

in the sharing of treasures won on the fields of battle. 

In Beowulf, the poet reflects all these martial interests. 

The poet mirrors, also, other primary concerns of 

his age. The English peoples were living at ivhat was for 

them the end of a Teutonic heroic period whicn had begun 

during the middle of the sixth century and which had been 

a time of vBlkerwanderungszeit and of conversion to 

Christianity. This twofold character of the recent past 

^^H. Munroe Chadwlck, The Origin of the English 
Nation (Cambridge, Eng., 1924), pp. 28-29. 
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resulted in a dual outlook: 

the one which we might call the orthodox, the England 
of the monastery and the scribal schools writing down 
the books of the day, their faces turned with admira
tion to the classical culture of the Mediterranean; 
the other the England of the barbarian north, with 
its court bard, and verse handed down by oral tra
dition, and with its affections engaged in the old 
pagan belief in Wyrd (fate) and dom (reputation).^5 

During this period, which extended through most of 

the seventh and eighth centuries, there existed what both 

Chambers and Klaeber have called "reciprocal trade of the 

Germanic nations in subjects for heroic poems." Gerould 

described the Anglo-Saxons as "not far removed from the 

tribal life out of which they had emerged."^6 ^nd, in 

similar vein, Wrenn notes that although "Bede shows us 

examples of Christianity as complete in their gentleness 

and charity, . . . yet the old pagan heroic ideals were 

certainly still alive. "̂ '̂  Toward this past looks the 

Beowulf poet, but although he "clearly felt the antiquity 

of the tales he retold . . . the fundamental conception 

of society and politics in Beowulf were those of Anglo-

Saxon England of the seventh century."^° 

25 i-iar tin-Clarke, p. 51. 

26p. vii. 

"̂̂ In Chambers, p. 488. 

^°Willlam Witherle Lawrence, Beowulf and Epic Tra
dition (Cambridge, Eng., 1930), p. 48. 
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The society and politics of the age of the poet were 

essentially martial; the age was one which could spawn 

a heroic epic, a genre that is "mainly concerned with 

conflict."^9 The period during which occurred the events 

with which Beowulf is concerned was strikingly similar to 

the past ages which were depicted in epic works: 

The heroic type of epic exists . , . upon a foundation 
of historic wars of migration, in which the civili
zation destroyed is regarded across a period of re
habilitation, whose temporal extension enlarges the 
historical setting by drama enacted by a few individ
uals, and the wide background is made symbolic of 
those actions. . . . In this period of warfare and 
wanderir^g, when survival depended upon loyalty, 
initiative and endurance, the weakening of old ties of 
a settled society and religion, developed individuality 
and the ideals of personal freedom, in which a man 
might challenge the gods to his undoing. This consti
tuted a heroic age, the sort from which epic could 
spring.^^ 

Just as the ancient civilizations of India and 

Greece looked back to more remote eras for the material for 

their epics, so did the Anglo-Saxons search their past 

history. The Ramayana "was composed . . . from known myths 

and legends, for recitation to an audience very familiar 

with its very component parts."^ The events depicted in 

29G. R. Levy, Tne Sword and the Rock: An Investi
gation into the Origins of ETIIC Literature and the Develop
ment of the Hero (London. 1953). V. 15. 

^^Levy, pp. 86-87. 

"̂ •̂ Levy, p. 211. 
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the Iliad were cast in "the legendary past^ . . . intensely 

alive in the deeds of ancestral heroes, "-̂ ^ The events 

recited in the Odyssey were also from this legendary past, 

but the "scene . . . belongs in general to Homer's own 

time; the epoch of the great adventurers who were exploring 

the seas."^^ So was Beowulf written from the "heroic 

ideal^ . . . [which] was developed during the centuries 

after the fall of Rome in North and West Europe under 

political and cultural conditions similar to those which 

created the Iliad and Odyssey."^^ 

Another similarity between the classical heroic ages 

and that of the Geats was in the use of lays in the 

development of the heroic poem. The composers of classical 

antiquity used as sources for their epics earlier song. 

Just as the later Anglo-Saxons evolved their heroic epics 

from native lays which, from the first, were for a martial 

audience and originally "were the only known poetic amuse

ment of the warriors in hall in the Greek and Germanic 

heroic age." "̂  Eventually the short songs were combined 

into longer, more intricate works, each centered on one 

heroic figure, legendary or historical. 

^^^jevy, p. 178. 

•̂ •̂ Levy, p. 145. 

^^Lery, p. 216. 

^^campbell, p. 26. 
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The audience for the longer epic remained the same 

and was equally eager for the recital of heroic deeds: 

Wnat the singers and hearers delighted in was the 
warlike ideals of the race, the momentous situations 
that bring out a man's character; and the poet's 
imagination eagerly seized upon the facts of history 
to mould them in accordance with the current standards 
of the typical hero life.36 

These "warlike ideals," these "momentous situations," 

and these "current standards" remained unchanged from the 

age of Germanic tribes reported by Tacitus (A.D. 98) 

through the periods of Hygelac and the composition of 

Beô iulf; and they continued to exist for centuries after

ward. These same ideals and situations and standards are 

clearly epitomized in Tae Battle of Maldon 77hich was 

"apparently written very soon after the battle [in 991]."^'^ 

The poet of The Battle of Maldon vras, like the 

earlier composer of Beo'.-rjlf. "well versed in the old heroic 

and aristocratic traditions of poetry, and an aristocratic 

poet.'"^° Like the Beowulf poet, the later composer took 

keen delight in describing the details of combat and the 

^^Klaeber, p. xxix. 

•^'Anglo-Saxon Poetry, sel. and trans. R. K. Gordon, 
rev. ed. (London, 1954), p. 329. 

•̂ °E, V. Gordon, p. 22. The quoted passages are taken 
from this text. Gordon s practice of eliminating the 
spacing between the two half-lines is followed; however, 
his use of T for g and y for w has been modernized. 
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emotions aroused by the adherence to the still existing 

Ideals of the comitatus. The Battle of Maldon illustrates 

how much were these ideals alive, long after the Age of 

Beowulf: the poem deals with those individuals who held 

true to this concept and with those who did not. 

Before the battle Eadric illustrates the feelings 

which the members of the comitatus experience before 

battle: 

Eac him wolde Eadric his ealdre gelaestan, 
frean to ^efeohte; ongan >a for? beran 
gar to gupe. He haefde god ge^anc 
JDa hwile pe he mid handum healdan mihte 
bord7brad spurd: beot he gelaeste 
JDa. he aetforan his frean feohtan sceolde. (11-16) 

When the battle between the Anglo-Saxons and the Danes is 

begun, the poet describes the scene with gusto: 

Waes seo tid cumen 
/>aet ̂ aer faege men feallan sceoldon. 
paer wearS hream ahafen. Hremmas wundon, 
earn aeses georn. Waes on eor/>an cyrm. 

Hi leton pa. of folman feolhearde speru, 
grlmme gegrundene garas fleogan. 
Began waeron byslge, bord ord onfeng. 
Biter waes se beaduraes. Beornas feollon 
on gehwaeSere hand, hyssas lagon. (104-112) 

Byrhtnoth, leader of the Anglo-Saxons, is killed as 

are the two warriors who fight by his side: 

©a hine heowon haeffene scealas, 
7 begen ba beornas pe him big stodon, 
AElfno3r7virulmaer begen lagon, 
5a onemm hyra frean feorh gesealdon. (181-184) 
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Some warriors, led by Godric, flee, as did the followers 

of Beoviilf, into the woods. The others, faithful to their 

code, advance on the Danes and desire only to avenge their 

lord or to die in the attempt: 

'Gemuna^ ̂ r a maela pe we oft aet meodo spraecon, 
|>onne we on bence beot ahofon, 
haeleST on healle ymbe heard gewinn: 
nu maeg cunnian hwa cene sy. 
Ic wylla mine ae|>elo eallum gecy|>an 
^aet io ̂ aes on Myrcon miccles cynnes; 
waes min ealda faeder Ealhelm haten, 
wis ealdorman woruldgesaelig. 
Ne sceolon me on ̂ aera ̂ eode ^egenas aetwitan 
/)aet ic of Sisse fyrde feran wille, 
eard gesecan, nu min ealdor ligeS 
forheawen aet hilde. Me is ĵ aet herma maest: 
he waes aegffder min maeg min hlaford.' (212-224) 

The speaker dashes toward the enemy and is killed. Others 

among the Anglo-Saxons repeat the beot of AElfwine. Offa 

and Leofsunna also allude to the flights of Godric and 

his brothers; then the aged Dunnere challenges them, 

baed ^aet beoma gehwylc ByrhtnoS" wrece: 
'Ne maeg na wandlan se ̂ e wrecan penoeS 
frean on folce, ne for feore murnan.' (257-259) 

The warriors respond; and, as they charge the Danish 

forces, they call upon God to allow them to wreak vengeance 

on the slayers of their leader: 

|)a hi for^ eodon, feores hi ne rohton. 
Ongunnon ^a hiredman heardllce feohtan, 
grame garberend, 7 God baedon 
pact hi moston gesprecan hyra winedrihten 
7 on hyra feondum fyl gewrycan. (26O-265) 
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One by one, the Anglo-Saxons fall in battle: 

Wigend cruncon 
wundum werige. Wael feci on eor^an. (302-303) 

The numbers are fewer, but they continue the battle, while 

the old fighter, Byrtwolf, spurs them on: 

'Hlge sceal ̂ e heardra, heorte /)e centre, 
mod sceal ̂ e mare, pe ure maegen lytia^. 
H§r 11^ ure ealdor eall foreheawen, 
god on greote. A maeg gnornian 
se oe nu fram ^is wigplegan wendan /)enceO. 
Ic eom frod feores. Fram ic ne wille, 
ac ic me be healfe mlnum hlaforde, 
be spa leofan men licgan ^ence.' (312-319) 

The poem breaks off with a description of Godric, son of 

AEthelgar, fighting until he is killed. But the last 

sentence reminds the audience that he was not the one who 

has fled from battle: 

Naes baet na se Godric jie ĉa guoe forbeah. (325) 

Praise for those who adhered to the code of the 

comitatus. scorn for those who did not—these were the 

feelings of the Germanic warriors, whether of the age of 

Tacitus or of that of Beowulf or of the late tenth century. 

These ideals were far from dead in the Christian Anglo-

Saxon period which produced Beowulf. The love of combat, 

the delight in the telling and in the reading or the hearing 

the details of conflict, were not lacking either in the 
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secular poet or in the secular audience of the age. 

The same delight can be experienced by the modem 

reader who can thrill to the martial tones and events which 

pervade all parts of the poem. One has only to look 

closely at Beowulf to enjoy the same elements that afforded 

pleasure to warrior audiences of the past. The main con

cern of the poet of Beowulf was with the martial aspects 

of the life of his age. The concern with the comitatus 

ideal and all its responsibilities of both warrior and 

leader, the intense interest in inter- and intra-family 

wars and in the vengeance required by the blood feud, the 

delight in the details of combat and in the descriptions 

of weapons and armor—all evidence the primary martial pre

occupation of the poet. 



CHAPTER II 

THE WARRIORS 

During the several centuries of the Anglo-Saxon 

period, the "military organization was one of the most basic 

aspects of Old English society. It was indeed a matter of 

life and death for the Anglo-Saxon state. "-̂  Basic to that 

organization was, of course, the body of warriors who 

served the lords. 

There are conflicting views concerning both the name 

by which this group was known and the exact composition of 

the group. Some scholars have attached the name f:!,rrd to 

the Anglo-Saxon military force; others, like Hollister, 

have declared that "nobody seems quite siire what the fyrd 

was. Was it a body of peasants as distinct from the thegns 

and mercenaries? Was it the peasants and thegns together? 

Or was It a synthesis of all three?"^ 

Chadwlck argued that the fyrd was "mainly freemen 

(ceorls) organized according to shires and hundreds."^ 

If Chadwlck's view is valid, then the fyrd was ignored by 

C. Warren Hollister, Anglo-Saxon Military Insti
tutions on the Eve of the Xorman Invasion (Oxford. 1962), 
p. 2. 

2 

Hollister, vv. 2-3-

-^Lawrence, p. 52. 
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the Beowulf poet, for "the freemen received no attention 

in Beowulf, but they were not despised. . . . [They were] 

tillers of the soil . . . [and] no doubt sturdy fighters 

in time of need , . . [but] they did not make heroism a 

profession."^ Hollister, however, defines fyrd as "a 

military force of any kind and from any country. . . . [The 

word] refers in the majority of cases to the Anglo-Saxon 

force."5 

Within the larger military force, there existed a 

smaller group, consisting of the "personal followers of the 

kings, . . . a separate military class . . . [that] could 

be called upon on occasion when it was impossible or un

necessary to summon the fyrd."° This smaller group was one 

which is commonly called the comitatus and which was "com

posed of men from far and wide. . . . [They] flock[ed] 

together in order to perform warlike deeds under . . • [the] 

guidance [of a powerful leader] and gain fame and booty 

from them."^ 

Tacitus thus described the composition of the comitatus 

Very noble birth or great services rendered by the 
father secure for lads the rank of a chief; such lads 

5p. 58. 

^Chadwlck, p. 149. 

'̂ Vries, p. 190. 
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attach themselves to men of mature strength and of 
long approved valour. It is no shame to be seen 
among a chief's followers. Even in his escort there 
are gradations of rank, dependent on the choice of the 
man to whom they are attached. These followers vie 
keenly with each other as to who shall rank first v;-ith 
his chief, the chiefs as to who shall have the most 
numerous and the bravest followers. It is an honour 
as well as a source of strength to be thus always 
surrounded by a large body of picked youths; it is an 
ornament in peace and a defence in war. And not only 
in his own tribe but also in the neighbouring states 
it is the renown and glory of a chief to be dis
tinguished for the number and valour of his followers, 
for such a man is courted by embassies, is honoured 
with presents, and the very prestige of his name often 
settles a war.8 

It is this group with which the Beowulf poet, while 

still concentrating on his martial hero, is concerned. In 

times of war, the members of the group are laiown by various 

terms: "wil-gesi^as," "mago-rinca heap," or "hand-

gesteallan;" "cempan gecorene," "oret-mecgas," "hearda 

heap," "heard-hicgende hilde mecgas," "swiS'-hicenge," or 

"hearde hild—frecan;" or "rond-haebbende," "bord-

haebbende," or "hwate helm-berend." In times of peace, 

the warriors become sojourners of the hall and are known 

by names which denote either their place of residence or 

their forms of pleasures: "driht-guman," "flet-werod," 

"heorS-geneatas," "heal-cTegnas, " or "heal-sittendra;" or 

"beod-geneatas" or "beor-scealca." 

^"Germany and Its Tribes [A.D. 98]," Complete Works. 
trans, Alfred John Church and William Jackson Brodribb; 
ed, Moses Hadas (New York, 1942), p, 715. 
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The most colorful passages in the poem are those 

which deal with warriors (including Beowulf) engaged either 

in combat or in celebration of victory in combat. Only a 

poet who had experienced or who had observed both combat 

and celebration could have composed a work which so mani

festly delights in the portrayal of the Teutonic fighting 

man at work or at play. 

Tacitus declared of the Germanic warriors that 

"whenever they are not fighting, they pass much of their time 

in the chase, and still more in idleness, giving themselves 

up to sleep and to feasts. "9 Beot-mlf abounds with ref

erences to and descriptions of the feasting and entertain

ment. When Heorot is completed, "^aer waes hearpan sweg, / 

swutol sang scopes" (89b-90a) ; and "swa 3a driht-gximan 

dreamum lifdon, / eadlgllce" (99a-100a). Some time later 

when Grendel invades Heorot he finds "ae{>elinga gedriht / 

swefan aefter symble" (ll8b-119a). 

Although "to pass an entire day and night in drinking 

disgraces no one,"-^^ there is danger in such behavior. 

Hrothgar warns Beowulf that many drunken warriors have 

previously overestimated their own powers and have sought 

to win fame by meeting Grendel in combat; but all had been 

defeated. It is probably this type of beot made during 

9p. 716. 

•^^Tacitus, p. 720. 
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feasting that has prompted H. R. Ellis Davidson to comment: 

"The vows made at the ale-drinking to accomplish wild and 

daring deeds could bring bitter regrets when the men who 

made them were sober again,"H if they survived long 

enough to become sober. Those who, before the coming of 

Beowulf, have challenged Grendel did not survive. 

Warriors, however, did not dwell too long on the 

defeats of others. When Beowulf and his men are accepted 

by Hrothgar, the Danish leader invites them to Join in the 

feasting and drinking: 

"site nu^to symle, 9nd on sael meoto 
"sige hreSsecga, swa ̂ in sefa hwette.'" (489-490) 

Beowulf and his men accept; "bene gerymed" (492b); "scop 

hwilum sang" (496b); and Joy reigned. 

se pe on handa baer hroden §alo-waege, 
sgencte sclr wered; ^scop hwilum sang ^ 
hador on IJ^o^ote; /)aer waes haeleSa dream 
duguS unlytel Dena ond Wedera. (494-498) 

"We always hear of the Joy that rises in the hall [in re

sponse to song]. This springs from a feeling of happiness 

aroused in the hearts of the warriors, not only and not in 

the first place by the beauty of song, but by the response 

which it finds in their manly hearts. "-̂ ^ 

Gods and Myths of Northern Europe (Baltimore, 
1964), p.TTo: 

^^Vries, p. 189. 
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Beowulf is taunted by Unferth, and the reply of the 

Geat warrior brings merriment to the hall: 

€)aer w^es haelejpa hleahtor, hlyn swynsode, 
word waeron wynsume. (6ll-6l2a) 

In honor of the visit by the Geats and in response to the 

impression which Beowulf has made on the Danes, Hrothgar's 

queen, Wealhtheow, herself, passes among those who are 

seated by her husband and serves them: 

^ ^ Eode 7/ealh);)eow forS, 
cw|n Hroogares, cynna gemyndig; 
grett^ go^d-hrod§n gtiman on healle, 
9nd |pa ̂ reollc wif ^ ful gesealde 
aerest East-pena ejpel-wearde; 
b^ed hin§ bliSne ^aet baere beor-|?ege, 
leodum leofne; he on lust gp)?eah 
symbol ond^sele-ful, slge-rof kyning. 
Ymb-eode pa, ides HeL'jlnga 
dugu|?e ond geogo);>e dael aeghwyjcne, 
sinc-fato ^ealde, opbaet sael alaijp, 
p^et hlo Beowulfe, beag-hroden cwen 
mode ge|?ungen medo-ful aetbaer. (6l2b-624) 

Beowulf, accepting both greeting and cup, vows to perform 

valorous acts within the hall. His promises are answered 

by Joyous speech from both Wealhtheow and the others. 

^pa waes eft swa aer inne 9n healle 
j?ryf-word sprecen, Seed on saelum. (642-643) 

Celebrations might take forms other than feasting 

and drinking. The celebration of Beowulf's victory over 

Grendel begins with the Danes riding their horses in 
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competition: 

Hwllum hea]po-rofe hleapai^ leton, 
on geflit faran, fealwe mearas. (864-865) 

Between races, a thegn of Hrothgar offers vocal praise of 

Beowulf's victory: 

hwilum cynlnges |pegn, 
gyma gilp-hlaeden, gidda gemyndig, 
se Se eal-fela eal^-gesegena 
worn gemunde, word oJ)er fand 
sgie gebunden. Secg eft ongan 
siff Beowulfes snyttrum styr^an 
ond on sped wrecan spel gerade, 
wordum wrixlan. (867b-874a) 

Following the song, the races continue: 

H^£lum fl^tende fealwe straete 
mearum maeton. (9l6-917a) 

As the day progresses, the Danes come to Heorot to gape 

at the trophy, Grendel's claw; and the leading warriors, 

thankful for their deliverance, drink to the victory: 

Bugon j?a 50 bence blaed-aga^de, 
fylle gefaegon; faegere gebaegon 
medo-ful manig. (1013-1015a) 

Once again the drinking is accompanied by song: 

paer was sang ond sweg §amod aetgaedere 
fore Healfden§s hilde wisan, 
gomen-wudu greted, ^id^oft wrecen, 
Oonne heal-gamen Hroj;>gares scop. (IO63-IO66) 

This song recounts the story of Finnsburg. When it is 
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completed, the drinking is resumed: 

^ Leoo waes asi^g$n, 
gleo-mannes gyd. ^ Gamen eft astah, 
b$orhtode benc-sweg, byrelas sealdon 
win of wunder-fatum. (1159b-ll62a) 

Again Queen Wealhtheow takes part in the festivities: 

"pa cwom Wealhpeo forS / gan under gyldnum beage" (ll62b-

1163a). She bears the cup first to her husband: 

"Onfoh JDissum fulle, fr§o-drlhten min 
"sinces brytta; pu on saelum wes, < 
It 

. • . Heorot is gefae^-so^, 
"beah-sele^beorhta; bruc, penden pu mote 
"manlgra medo." (Il69-1178a) 

The queen then turns to Beowulf: 

Him waes ful boren ond freond-lapu 
wordum bewaegned. (1192-1193a) 

She proceeds to offer Beowulf gifts which the Geat warrior 

accepts graciously. V^ealhtheow then returns to her own seat 

and the festivities continue: 

Eode p§ to setle. paer wa§s symbla cyst, 
druncon win weras; wyrd ne^cupon, 
geosceaft grimme, swa hit agangen wear? 
eorla manegim. (1232-1235a) 

The happiness of the Danes is short-lived; it ends 

with the attack by Grendel's dam. Beowulf's victory over 

the troll, however, provides the Danish court with another 

cause for celebration: 
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pa waes eft swa aer ellen-rofum, 
flet-slttendum, faegere gereorded. (1787-1788) 

When Beowulf returns to the court of Hygelac, 

geongne g^^-cyning godne gefrunon 
hrlngas daelan. (1969-1970a) 

Beowulf now greets his lord. His return is first celebrated 

by the serving of mead. Hygelac's queen, Hygd, as had 

Wealtheow at the Danish court, acts as cup-bearer: j| 

Meodu-scencum '̂" fl 
hwearf geo5.d |Daet fheall-reced HaereJes debtor, F.I 
iT^odeCa Jeode, TTJ-vfaege baer 
Haeinum to handa. (198lb-1983a) 

Beowulf is urged by Hygelac to relate the story of 

his adventures among the Danes. The Geat warrior begins 

by describing the welcoming festivities within the high 

walls of Heorot: 

"Weorod waes on wynne: ne seah ic widan feorh 
"under h§ofonfs hwealf ^ heal-sitten^ra 
"medu-dream maran. Hwiliim maeru cwen, 
"fylSu-sibb fojca, flet ea^l g§ondhwearf, 
"baedd'e byre geonge;^ ^oft^hio beah-wriSan 
"segge sealde. aer hie to sejle^geonge; 
"hwilum for dugu^e dohyor Hro3*gares 
"eorlum on ende ealu-v7aege baer." (2014-2021) 

The victory over Grendel, Beowulf tells Hygelac, had 

roused such Joy within Danish hearts that even Hrothgar 

Joined in the song that accompanied the celebration which 

lasted from morning until night: 
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" . . . we to symble ^ geseten haefdon. 
"paer waes gidd ond gleo; gomela Scilding— 
"fela fricgendej- feorran rehte; 
"hwilum hilde-(Jeor hearpan wynn^, 
"g9men-wud"i^ grette, hwilum gyd awraec 
"soJ ond sarlic, hwlli^ syllic spell 
"relate aefter rihte rum-heort cyning; 
"hwilum §ft ongan eldo gebynden 
"gomel guO-wiga gioguJe cwioa^, 
"hilde-sjrengo; Ijreoer inne weoll, 
"ponne^he^wintrum frod worn gemunde. 

"Swa >fe^erinne andlangne d§eg 
"nlode naman, oOoaet niht becwom. (2104-2116) 

Just as Joy and celebration in the hall reflect the \\^ 

<i happiness of a people, so does sadness in the hall mirror 

the desolate state of a community or nation. The mirth is 

silenced; the harp is stilled; if songs are sung, they are |. 

woeful lays. 

Twice, the Beowulf poet describes this situation. 

First, he pictures the collection of the treasures which 

are ultimately guarded by the dragon. The treasures were 

once the possessions of an honored people, but "ealle h£e 

deaS fornam / aerran maelum" (2236b-2237a). Finally only 

one survivor remains. He places his possessions within the 

mound which contains the treasures of the others who have 

expired before him, and he laments the passing not only of 

his friends and kinsmen but also of the Joys which he had 

shared with his comrades: "gesawon sele-dream" (2252a). 

Now, silence rather than mirth reigns: 

^ ^ "Na§s ^earpan wyn, 
"gomen gleo-beames, ne^god hafoc 
"geond sael swinged, ne se swifta mearh 
"burh-stede beateJ. (2262b-2265a) 
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An atmosphere of sorrow once pervaded the court 

of Hrethel, whose son, Herebeald, was accidentally killed 

by another son, Haethcyn. The father is beset by a dilemma: 

he is bound to seek vengeance for the death of his son; 

yet he cannot exact that vengeance from the other. Beowulf 

recalls how sadness had filled the court: 

"nls pae:; heâ -paij. sweg. 
"gomen in geardum, swylce ?aer iu waeron. 

(2458b-2459) 

Enjoying the pleasures of the hall was, to be sure, 

secondary in the life of a Teutonic warrior. His repu

tation could only come from exploits in combat, and fame 

was his goal. He was proud to be a warrior and to be 

recognized as one, and, if he were a member of a famed 

comitatus. his pride increased. 

Beo-vmlf's band has the look of warriors. V/lnen the 

Danish beach warden challenges the arrival of the Geats, 

he tells them that, from their manner and mien, he knows 

that they are not defeated warriors fleeing into exile but 

that they have come out of greatness of heart to serve 

lirothgar: 

"Wen' ic paet ge for v̂ lenco,̂  ^ navies for wraec-siSum, 
'-'ac for hige-prymmum, HroJgar sohton." (338-339) 

This mien of warriors is also noted by the messenger who 

tells Hrothgar of the arrival of the Geats and who describes 
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them as "'oret-mecgas'" (363b). 

The pride in being a member of the comitatus caused 

the warrior to be ever ready for service to his lord. Even 

as the fighting men slept, their armor and weapons were 

placed within reach. So when the celebration of Beowulf's 

victory over Grendel ends and Hrothgar and his queen de

part from Heorot, the warriors prepare their sleeping 

places. Even though their land is apparently rid of the ;r 

ravager, Grendel, Hrothgar's men still set out their war 

gear: 

^ ^ ^ sŷ S'̂ n aefen cwom. 
Olid him Hrojbgar gewat to hofe sinum, 
rice to raeste. ^Reged weaydode 
unrim eorla, swa hie oft aer dj'don; 
benc-Jselu beredon; hit geondbraeded wearS* 
b§ddum on^ bolstrum Beor-scea^ca sum 
fus ond faegf ^ flet-raeste gebeag 
Setton him to heafdon ^hilde-randas, 
bord-wudu beorhtan.^ p^er on bene waes 
ofer aepflinge yjb-gesene 
heajbo-steapa h§lm, hrlng^d byrne, 
^rec-wuduj^ymlic. Waes peaw hyra, 
p^et hie^oft^waeron an wi^ gearwe. ^ 
ge aet ham ge^on herge, ge gehwaeper /)ara 
efne svrylge maela, swylce l̂ ira man-dryhtne 
Pearf gesaelde; waes seo peed tilu. (1235b-1250) 

Almost immediately, the readiness of the warriors 

is put to a test. Grendel's dam Invades the hall and 

attacks AEschere, one of Hrothgar's warriors. The others 

awake; and, even though they are too terrified to remember 

to don their armor, they grasp their weapons to repel the 

unknown invader: 
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iteL waes on healle heard-ecg togen 
sweord ofer setlxim, sld-rand manig 
hafen handa faest;^ hel^ ne^gemunde, 
byrnam side, |pa hine se broga angeat. (1288-1291) 

In this insteuice, Hrothgar's men are fighting for 

self-preservation; but of even more importance to the 

Germanic warrior was his duty to fight in defence of his 

lord. Loyalty to his leader was the primary virtue of the 

Teutonic warrior: 

13Tacitus, pp. 715-716. 

^^P. 87. 

15P. 14. 

r 

It is an infamy and a reproach for life to have sur- J.f 
vived the chief, and returned from the field. To 
defend, to protect him, to ascribe one's own brave 
deeds to his renown, is the height of loyalty. The 
chief fights for victory; his vassals fight for their 
chief.13 

This ideal, thus described by Tacitus, was still adhered 

to in Beowulfian society. Miss Wnitelock notes that "the 

poet's demand of absolute fidelity to a lord was no mere, 

conventional standard."!^ Sisam also describes the 

persistence of the comitatus code: 

Another thread that runs through . . . [Beowulf] is 
the ideal relationship of lord and man within the 
comitatus, which lived on, at least in some great 
households, throughout the Anglo-Saxon period. . . . 
[It was this] personal devotion to one's lord [that] 
distinguishes the Teutonic from the later feudal 
system in which obligations tend to be limited and legally 
defined.15 

,11 
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Klaeber, too, earlier emphasized the role which loyalty 

played in the martial society from which Beowulf emerged: 

The old Germanic military ideals are still clearly 
recognizable, not withstanding the Christian retouching 
of the story—the prime requirement of valor, the 
striving for fame and the upholding of one's honor, a 
stern sense of duty, the obligation of blood revenge, 
and above all the cardinal virtue of loyalty which 
enobles the "comitatus" relation and manifests in un
flinching devotion and self-sacrifice on the part of 
the retainer.-''" 

^^Klaeber, p. 1x11. 

17p. 55. 

^^P. 149. 

Aim 

1 * 

k 
The Anglo-Saxon concept of loyalty could be expressed 

in several ways: loyalty to one's Ideals, loyalty to kin, 

loyalty to the leader, and loyalty to the group. Lawrence 

sxiggests that allegiance to family "is analogous in many 

ways to political allegiance. "•̂''̂  This allegiance could 

sometimes come into conflict with that of the thegn to his 

lord; but Chadwlck believed that "it would seem that the "̂̂' 

ties between lord and man equalled, if they did not exceed, 

those of blood-relationship."° On the other hand, 

loyalty to kin and loyalty to the lord could coincide, as 

they do in the dual relationship between Beowulf and Hygelac. 

Perhaps no one virtue of the warrior is stressed more 

by the Beowulf poet than that of loyalty. Throughout the 
w 

poem, references are made to the sense of duty and the 
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desire of the warrior to aid and defend his leader. 

During Beowulf's fight with Grendel, the other Geat 

warriors hold back from Joining in the fight. They know 

that their leader has vowed to meet Grendel, alone and un

armed except for his strength. But the sounds of battle 

arouse the warriors, who are stirred both by the desire to 

participate in the ensuing conflict and by the fear for 

their chief's safety: 

^ paer genel̂ ost braegd 
eorl Beovfulfes ealde lafe, 
W9lde fr§a-drihtnes feorh ealgian, 
maeres ^eodnes, Saer lj.iê meahton swa. 
Hie paet ne wiston, pa hie gewin drugon, 
heard-hicgende hilde-mecgas. (794b-799) 

Hrothgar'3 retainers are also noted for their 

loyalty. Wealhtheow describes the followers of her husband 

as men who are true to their code: 

"H§r is aeghwylc eorl oprum getrywe, 
••'modes milde, man-drihtne hold,." (1228-1229) 

Later, when Hrothgar mourns the death of his beloved 

AEschere, the Danish leader remembers his aged counsellor 

and shoulder-companion as the perfect warrior: 

"Jonne we on orjege 
"hafelan weredon, ponne hniton fepan. 
"eoferas cnysedaij, 
TaecTelingl aer-god. 

Swyflcl scolde eorl wesan, 
swylc AEschere waesi" 

(1326b-1329) 

f 
E'C 

! • 

'Ii 

The Geat warriors who have Journeyed with Beowulf 
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to Hrothgar's court again show their loyalty when their 

leader has left them to seek out and kill Grendel's dam. 

As the watchers at the edge of the mere continue their 

vigil, they grow restless. Hrothgar's followers become 

disheartened; thinking that Beowulf is dead, they leave. 

Beowulf's men, however, continue to hope for the reappear

ance of their leader. When he does finally return, their 

Joy knows no boimds: 

Eo^on him jpk to^eanes, ^ Code pangodon, 
SrySlic pegna heap, peodnes gefegon. (1626-1627) 

The emphasis which the Beowulf poet places on this 

aspect of the military organization is reinforced by his 

use of the concept of loyalty in some of the so-called 

digressions and in his depiction of Wlglaf. Most notable 

of the "digressions" are those which relate the stories 

of Finnsburg and of the aftermath of the marriage of 

Ingeld and Freawaru. The contrast between V̂ iglaf and the 

other members of Beowulf's comitatus epitomizes the loyalty 

which the warrior owes to his lord. Conflicts arose over 

divided or conflicting loyalties. Allusions to the 

dilemna of Ingeld or Hengest or Hrethel give Beorulf 

"more than an 'historical' background; they hint at a 

problem that was real to the poet's contemporaries."19 

l9whitelock, p. 17. 
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The Finnsburg lay, sung by Hrothgar's scop during 

the celebration following Beowulf's defeat of Grendel, has 

presented many problems to scholars. But obvious enough 

to the listener is the dilemma of Hengest. His leader, 

Hnaef, is dead; his force of Half-Danes is trapped in the 

hall; yet neither the Half-Danes nor the Finns are powerful 

enough to defeat the opposing force. Hengest agrees to a 

20 
truce and ultimately to a compact to end the fighting: 

* 
5)a hie getruw£don on twa healfa 
faeste frio2fu-waere. Fin Hengeste, 
elne unflitme, aSum benemde. (1095-1097) 

According to the agreement, the Danes are to be given a 

hall in which to live while they await the passing of the 

winter before they can return home. In the meantime, death 

will be the ptinishment for anyone who breaks the compact 

or who taunts someone else into retaliation. 

Hengest takes up his residence at the court of Finn, 

but is "torn between a sincere desire to observe the truce 

21 
with Finn and the duty of revenge of his fallen lord." 

[Hengest is] troubled by the thought that he had taken 
the wrong course, that he should have held fast to his 
obligation to his lord at all costs; . . . he could 

2^Cf. pp. 143-144. 

^•^Beowulf and Judith, ed. Elliott Van Kirk Dobbie, 
The Anglo-Saxon Records. IV (New York, 1953), p. xlvlli. 
Hereafter cited as Dobbie. 
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not get out of his mind the thought that he, especially 
as leader of the band and party to the pact, had 
committed the impardonable sin of disloyalty, and. for 
purely personal advantage, his and their safety.^^ 

The dilemma of Hengest has been labeled a tragedy. 

His "tragic flaw. . . . [is that] he and his fellows of the 

wealaf. rather thsLn throw away their lives round the dead 

body of Hnaef, as the code prescribed, chose to live on, 

and even to enter the service of their lord's slayer."^^ 

Yet, even though the comitatus ideal considered it "improper 

that . . . [a warrior] should come to terms with those 

who had slain [his lord,] . . . in Beowulf, for some un

explained reason, the conduct of Hengest and his comrades 

in coming to terms with Finn after Hnaef's death receives 

no censure."24 

The reason for the lack of censure by Beowulf and 

the others listening to the lay sung by Hrothgar's scop may 

be explained by Tacitus, who wrote that, to the Germanic 

tribes, "to give ground, provided you return to the attack, 

is considered prudence rather than cowardice. "^5 liie 

actions of Hengest may have been considered to have been 

^^Girvan, p. 3D8. 

^^Kemp Malone, "The Old Eng l i sh P e r i o d , " A L i t e r a r y 
His tory of England, ed. A l b e r t C. Baugh (L'ew York, 1948) , 
P. 52 . 

^^Chadwlck, p . 157. 

25p. 7 1 2 . 

1 • - • 

r 
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on the order of a strategic retreat, a "giving of ground"; 

the "return to the attack" was the resumption of the 

fighting, the killing of Finn, and the returning to the 

land of the Half-Danes, with Finn's treasures and wife, 

Hlldeburh. 

The story of Finnsburg has certain parallels in the 

tale of the Ingeld-Freawaru marriage festivities: in each, 

marriage unites two noble families. In the Finnsburg r 

story, Hlldeburh, sister of Hnaef, is married to Finn. 

The reason for this marriage is not kno;m, but Ingeld and 

Freawaru have been married in an attempt to still the feud 'J!? 

between the Heathobards and the Danes. Again, the obll- J 

gation to honor a contract conflicts with that of loyalty f 

and the obligation of vengeance. Beowulf, in describing 

this situation to Hygelac, expresses his belief that the 

peace will not last: 

"wael-faehSa dae^, 
"saecca g^sette. Oft^seldan^hwaer 
"aefte:̂  legd-hryre lytle hwile 
"bon-gar buge^*. " (2028b-2031a) 

Beowulf then surmises what may occur at the nuptial cele

bration: Ingeld will enter with his bride, who will be 

attended by a noble wearing a sword; yet the other warriors 

in attendance will be weaponless. An old Heathobard will 

recognize the sword as. being that which once has belonged 

to wythergyld, the slain father of a youth present at the 



p 
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feast and will call the attention of the young warrior to 

the wearing, by a former enemy, of the sword of his dead 

sire: 

"'Mealjt ou, min wlne^ mece gecnawan, 
"'Ipone pin faedgr to gefeohte ^aer 
"'u^der here-grlma;; hindeman sJcTe, 
"'dyre iren, |^er hyne Dene slogon 
"'weoldon wael-stowe.'" (2047-2051a) 

The old warrior will continue to incite the younger man: r jj 

"'Nu her para^banena byre nat-hwylces i{" . 
"'fraetwum hremi^ on flet gari]cr, ' 3 
"'mor3res'gylbeO ond bone madbum byreo, . 5 
bone pe ou mid rihte raedan sceoldesti'" ;̂ * 

(2053-2056) I? 

Prompted by the older man and, like Hengest, "torn" f 

between the two conflicting duties imposed upon him by the 

Teutonic martial code, the son of Wythergyld, Beovailf 

predicts, will break the peace and the feud will burst out 

anew: 

"ŷ anad" swa ond myndgaS* maela gehwylce 
"sarum wordum, offJaet sael cymeS, ^ 
"paet se faemnan pegn Jore^faeder daedum 
"aefter billes bite blod-ijag swefeS, 
"ealdres scyldig; him se oS'er ponan 
"losaO Ijfigende. con him^land geare. 
"ponne bioo abro'cene on ba healfe 
"aS-sweorS eor^^a; sy53an Ing§lde 
"wealla wael-niOas ond^him wif-lufan 
"aefter cear-waelmum colran weorffaS*. " (2057-2067) 

Matching Beowulf as an exemplar of the comitatus 

ideal is Wlglaf. Like Beowulf, Wlglaf is the last of his 
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line. He has all the traits which the Geat king had ex

hibited in his youth: "to the qualities of loyalty and 

courage which distinguished Wlglaf . . . the poet . . . 

adds a natural modesty which makes the last of the 

Waegmundingas come very close Indeed to the Beowulfian 

ideal of the hero."^^ 

While the aged Beowulf struggles against the dragon, 

all but one of his band fail him: r 
c 
*r 

Neallas him on heape han^-gesteallan, f j 
aeSlinga beam ymb^ gestodon ' 3 
hilde-cystum, ac hy on holt bugon, I 
ealdre burgam. (2596-2599) -I 

Wlglaf acts differently. He recalls the gifts which S 

Beowulf had bestowed upon him: 

wic-stede wellgne Waeg^undlnga, 
folc-rihta gehwylc, swa his faeder ahte. (2607-2608) 

Loyalty to his lord swells within the young warrior until 

"ne mihte %k forhabban" (2609a); he readies himself for 

battle and calls upon his companions: 

"Ic 3p.et mp,el geman^ ba^r we medu pegun, 
"J?onn§ we geheton y.s3Ui;j nlaforde 
"in bio:^-sele,^ ^ JJe uj 5"as beagas geaf, 
")Daet we him oa guS'-getawa gy 1 dan wo Id on, 
"gif him pyslicu pearf gelumpe. 

r 

Adrien Bonjour, "The Technique of Parallel Descrip
tion in BeoT-rulf," Twelve Beowulf PaDers: 1940-1960. with 
Additional Comments (Neuchatel. 1962). p. 55. 
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"h§lmas ond heard sweord. Se he usic on herge geceas 
"to oyssu^ slS-Jate sylfes yiljum,^ 
"oipiu^dg usic^maer6a, on^ me pas magmas geaf, 
"pe he usic gar-wigend ^ gode te§lde, ^ 
"nwate helm-berend, ^ ppaj^ ^e hlaford us 
"|:>is ellen-weorc ana aSohte 
"to ggfreijjmanne, ^ folces l^yrde, 
"f9roam he manna maest^ maeroa gefremede, 
"daeda^dollicra. Nu is se daeg cum^n 
"p^et ur9 man-dryhten maegenes b§hofaO 
"godra gu5-rlnca; wutun gangan to, 
"heipaji hild-fruman, JDê -den hyt si.-e. 
"gled-e^esa griml ^ God wat on mec^ 
"paet Dje is micle leofre, ^ paet minne lic-haman 
"mid minne g9ld-gyfan gled fa^Smie. J 3 
"Ne py^-ceO me gerysne, ^ fea-et we rondas beren p 8 
"ejt to erde, nemne we aeror maegen • oi 
"fane gefyllan, feori> ealgian • H 
"Wedra peodnes. Ic wat geare, ^ ^ 3 
"p^et naeron eald-gewyrht,. paet he ana scyle ^ * 
"Geata duguoe gnorn p:^owian, >> 0 
"gesigan aet saecce;^ urug; sceaj sweord ond helm, 1 C 
"byrne ond beadu-scrud bam gemaene." (2633-2660) 0 i 

When the other warriors fail to respond to Wlglaf's words, 

the youthful warrior goes along to the aid of his lord. 

It is to be his martial baptism, the first time that he 

is to enter into combat: 

pa waes^foijma s^S 
geongan cempan, paet he guSe raes 
mid his freo-dryhtne fremman sceolde. (2625b-2627) 

Wlglaf comes to the side of Beowulf and calls upon 

his lord to remember his deeds of the past and to fight 

as he had in days gone by. Then the younger man utters 

the cry of the true warrior to his lord: "'ic pe 

ful-laestui'" (2668b). When his wooden shield is consumed 

by the dragon's fiery breath, Wlglaf seeks shelter behind 

8 
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the iron shield of his king, \-tho is encouraged by the 

bravery and loyalty of the younger man. Although Beowulf 

is mortally wounded by the dragon, the two warriors destroy 

it: 

ond hi hyne pa begen abrotan haefdon, 
sib-ae8lingas. Swylc sceolde secg wesan, 
pegn aet ?earfe.'— (2707-2709a) 

But Wlglaf's king is dying, and the loyal warrior, c 9 

'5 
pegn ungemete till, ;' -j 

wine-dryhten his waetere gelafede. (2721b-2728) 3 

: ^ 

Beowulf asks to see some of the treasvires which had 1 R 

been guarded by the dragon. Wlglaf complies with the wish 0 
r 

of his lord; his last act, while his chief lives, is to 

carry out some valuable Jewelry for Beowulf to inspect. 

As the king dies, Wlglaf experiences deep sorrow. 

Meanwhile, the remainder of Beowulf's once-proud 

band have emerged from the woods where they had sought 

safety but had found shame: 

Naes Sa laî g to Son, 
paet Sa i^ild-latan h9lt ofgefan, 
t;ydre treow-lo^an, tyne aet^omne, 
8a ne dors ton aer darelSum lacan 
on hyra man-dryhtnes miclan pearfe; 
a9 hy S9amlende ^ scyldas baeren, 
gu8-gewaedu, baer se gomela laeg; 
wlitan on Wilaf. (2845b-2852a) 

Wlglaf offers no sympathy to the other Geats: 

file:///-tho
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^ ba ^aes aet 9am gepngan grim andswaru 
eS-begete pam Se aer his elne forleas. (2860-286I) 

The warrior, saddened by the loss of his beloved chief, 

"seah on unleofe" (2863b), and chides the others for their 

failure to repay their lord for the generous munificence 

with which he had bestowed gifts upon them in the past. 

He also reminds them that, although he has had little 

experience in battle and has little martial skill, he has 

given to Beowulf what aid he could: 

"Ic him llf-wra^e lytle meahte ^ ^ 0 
"aetgifan aet gu5e, ^ ond ongan swa peah ,. | 
"ofer min gemet maeges helpan." (2877-2879) ('2 

i 
He warns those who had failed their king that they will, G 

r 
in the future, suffer for their cowardice: 

"Nu scfal sinc-pego, ond swyrd-gifu, 
"eall ê el-'.Tyn eowrum cynne, ^ 
"lyfen a^icgean; lond-riljtes mot 
"^aere maeg-burge monna aeghtvylc 
"idel hweorfan, sy33an^ae5fllngas 
"f§orr^n gefr^cgean ^f^eam eo^/erne, 
"dom-leasan daed. DeaO blo^sella 
"eorla gehwylcum ponne edwit-lifi" (2884-2891) 

A life of disgrace awaits those who have failed to 

live up to the code. But no one will be able to speak out 

against Wlglaf; as a true warrior, he continues to serve 

his lord, even after the death of the leader: 

Wlglaf 5lte$ 
ofer Blowujfe, byre Wihstanes, 
eorl ofer^o3"rum. (2906b-2908a) 



CHAPTER III 

THE KINGS 

The preeminent virtues of a "god cyning" were the 

martial virtues: leadership In battle, bravery in battle, 

obligation to uphold the honor of family and friends, and 

munificent generosity toward the thanes who served him in 

war and peace. During periods of war, the king or chief ^ i 

was expected to lead his comitatus Into battle, to "do } » 

more by example than by authority. If they are energetic, 3 
X 

if they are conspicuous, if they fight in the front, they , 0 
I ?*• 

lead because they are admired. . . . When they go into 2 
0 

battle, it is a disgrace for the chief to be surpassed in r 
1 Q 

valour." The Teutonic leader must also fulfill the obll- X 
s 

gation of vengeance by avenging any injury to any member g 

of his family, tribe, or followers, or to himself. Further

more, in time of peace, the chief must practice, to his 

followers, that "generosity which the comitatus ideal 
p 

required of a noble lord and leader." 
The poem begins with an account of the Danish kings 

-^Tacitus, pp. 712-713-

^Beowulf: The Oldest English Epic, tr. into 
alliterative verse with a critical Introd. by Charles W. 
Kennedy (New York, 1940), p. xxvi. 

45 
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who preceded Hrothgar. Their fame rested chiefly on great 

deeds in war and conquest and on "ellen fremedon" (3b). 

Scyld, the ancestor of the Danes and the personage 

whom his descendants honored by taking the name, "Scyldlngs," 

had been sent over the seas as a foundling to the Danes in 

time of need. As a leader of his people, he conquered 

surrounding tribes who came to fear his power and to obey 

him and pay him tribute. He "egsode Eorl[e]" (6a),-^ r j 

ojpaet him |eghwylc , para ymb-sittendra 
ofer hron-rade hyran scolde. (9-10) 

'. 01 

-I 

3 
X 
2 

Although he was the terror of his enemies and the subjector ; ^ 
^ 0 

of other peoples, to his own followers he was "leofne ^ 
peoden" (34b), and to his warriors he was "beaga bryttan" ^ 

0 
(35a), distributor of rings. In admiration of the martial p 

s 
qualities of the ancestor of the Danes, the Beowulf poet r 

offers, in accolade, what recurs almost as a refrain 

throughout the poem: 

paet waes god cyning.' i4 

-^Wrenn suggests that Sorle should be translated "as 
the Bruli (the same tribe as later Latin writers spell 
Heruli). T^iQ original home of the Eruli was in the Danish 
Islands; they were notorious for ferocity and cruelty from 
the middle of the third to that of the fifth century; and 
whoever first consolidated the Danish kingdom must in fact 
have subdued the Eruli. They were for long the terror of 
Europe and to have ^:errifled' them would have been a most 
notable feat," P. 184, 

^The phrase is used to refer to Scyld (lib) and to 
Hrothgar (863b) and Beowulf (2390b), 
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Scyld's son, Beowulf the Dane, also wins renown: 

Beoimlf waes breme —blaed wide sprang — 
Scyldes eafera Scede-landum in, (18-19) 

Even as "geong guma," the prince learns that only a generous 

leader can expect unfaltering loyalty from his followers. 

He freely dispenses gifts to his thanes and gains the good

will of his warriors: "gode gewyrcean / fromum feoh-giftum" 

(20b-21a), By his liberal bestowal of treasures he binds jSj 
X 

to him a faithful comitatus that, "ponne wig cume," remembers fli 

his munificent generosity and serves him well in battle, S 
X 

••••' 2 

After the death of his father, Beowulf the Dane is able, '' o s 
therefore, to rule from a position of strength. He is g 

0 
? 

leof leod-c^ing, longe prage Q 
foleum gefraege. (54-55a) r 

it 

This generosity is a preeminent trait in a successful 

Germanic leader and is a dominant characteristic of 

Hrothgar. Later in the poem, generosity is the subject of 

a sermon preached by Hrothgar for the benefit of Beowulf.-^ 

The fame of the Scyldings continues to grow during 

the reigns of the descendants of Beowulf the Dane. Event

ually, Healfdene comes to the throne. The "heah Healfdene" 

he is called; even as he advances in age, he is known for 

unrestrained zest for war: "gamol ond gucT-reouw" (58a). 

5cf. p. 70. 
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Of the four children of Healfdene, Hrothgar proves 

the most famous. To him 

^ ^ here-sped gyfen, 
wiges we9rO-mynd, paet him his wlne-magas 
georne hyrdon. (64b-66a) 

Their obedience is due, however, not to fear but to 

recognition of his ability as a leader and to gratitude for 

his generosity. r H 

As a warrior, Hrothgar is renowned: "guo-rof (608a) S 

and "heaSo-rofe" (864a). As a leader, both in war and in 3 

peace, he is equally famed: "wigendra hleo (429b), "sige- % 
r 

rof kyning" (6l9b), "wig-fruma" (6442), "eorla drihten" % 
0 

(1050a), "harum hllde-frumen" (1678a), and as "eodur ? 

Scyldinga" (663a), protector of the Scyldings. But it is 0 

his munificence that brings him his greatest renown, 

Hrothgar, like Scyld, is described as "beaga bryttan" 

(352a), as "sinces brytta" (607b), as the guardian of 

treasures — "beah-horda vreard" (912b) and "hord-weard 

haelepa" (1047a). Hrothgar refers to himself as AEschere's 

"sinc-gyfan" (1342a). Wealhtheow, while dispensing gifts 

of her own to Beowulf, echos the poet's kennings by calling 

her husband "sinces brytta" (1170a) and also "gold-wine 

gumena" (1171a). 

The fame of Hrothgar as a giver of rings becomes so 

great that, to build a council chamber and mead hall which 

& 

H • 
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will match his dispensations of gifts, he erects Heorot, 

"beah-sele beorhta" (1177a), which becomes renowned not 

only for its great size and it magnificence but also for 

the generosity with which gifts are dispensed within its 

high walls. It is in Heorot that Hrothgar gives to 

Beowulf as a reward for his victory over Grendel armor and 

steeds and the saddle which Hrothgar himself had rode upon. 

It is there that, during the feasting which celebrated 

BLLAAb TECHNOLOGICAL CULWUMfr 

LUBBOCK, TEXAS 

r c 
Beowulf's initial victory, Hrothgar*s queen, Wealhtheow jS 

reminds her husband to be "geofena gemyndig." And it is |j 
0 

there that, after Grendel's dam has killed AEschere and has ^ 
0 ; r retrieved the bloody claw of her son, Hrothgar promises • o 
0 

further rewards in return for Beowulf's continued aid: 5 
r 

"§ec gif pu dyrrei r: 
"Ic pe pa faehSe fe9 lea^-ige, g 
"eald-gestreonum swa Jc aer dyde, ^ 
"winUlnl golde, gyf pu on weg cymest." (1379b-1382) 

The obligation of generosity of the lord to his 

thanes is reaffirmed in Hrothgar's discourse after Beowulf's 

victory over Grendel's dam. Using the tale of the miserly 

Heremod as a parable, Hrothgar dwells upon Heremod's 

tragic flavj-—his lack of generosity: "'nallas beagas geaf / 

Denum aefter dome'" (1719b-1720a). Then Hrothgar offers 

the following advice to Beovmlf: "'«u pe laer be pon / gum-

cyste ongit'".(1723b-1724a). 

Hrothgar reminds Beowulf that God ovnis all and gives 
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to his thanes their rewards and that one should be on guard 

so that his "sawele hyrd" does not allow covetousness to 

mar generosity. The warning to Beowulf is developed in 

striking battle imagery: the guardian of the soul is 

asleep on duty ajid is attacked by a killer who sends an 

arrow into the breast of the warder. Hrothgar tells 

Beowulf that the Individual's great strength and renown can, 

by some sort of violence, be suddenly overcome: c 9 

• s 
'' . adl odSe ecg . , . i: H 
•obde fyres feng oooe flodes wylm 6 
"o38e gripe meces ^oSJ^ gares fliht | 
"oiSe atol yldo oocfe eagena bearhtm." (1763-1766) , o 

1 s 
Unlike most of the other Germanic kings, including J 

Beowulf, who figure in the epic, Hrothgar is not wholly 

guided in his policies as ruler by the duty of vengeance. 

There is possibly some Christian and clerical influence 

here. Still, to negotiate or to fight was a choice given 

to a leader. Either decision was a martial one, for it 

could determine whether the relation between two tribes 

or nations would be one of war or peace. 

Yet clearly rlrothgar would rather negotiate than 

engage in battle. He Is successful when Ecgtheow, the 

^The Church and State "support^ed] the practice of 
settling feuds by payment of wergilds" but were not too 
successful.** Whitelock, p. 13. 

r--
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father of Beowulf, has killed Heapolafe and flees from the 

vengeance of the Wilfings to the protection of Hrothgar. 

The Danish king is able to settle the q\iarrel by payment 

of wergild. Hrothgar also succeeds in bringing to a halt, 

although only temporarily, the fighting between the 

Heathobards and the Danes, a blood-feud which has already 

resulted in the killing of Healfdene by Froda, king of the 

Heathobards, and the slaying of Froda by the vengeful Danes. r jj 

The fighting, at the time of Beo^-mlf's visit to Heorot, }• S 

has ceased; and the marriage of Freawaru (Hrothgar's 3 
X 

daughter) and Ingeld (Freda's son and current king of the 5 

Heathobards) is soon to be celebrated, in hopes of ending o 
0 

the conflict: 

8 
"s£o gehaten is. ^ r 

"geon.-, gold-hroden, gladum suna Frodan; 6 
"nafaS" jpaes geworden wln§ Scyldlng ^ 
"rices •;;yrde, ond paet raed^talaO 
"paet he mid Sy wife wael-faehSa dael, 
"saecca gesette."7 (2024b-2029a) 

Hygelac is another king who exemplifies the martial 

virtues of a Germanic leader. He is Beovralf's lord and 

Beoivulf is proud to be his thane. The Geat king is renowned 

for his actions in war and at his court. 

Zne poet deals with two major military expeditions 

of Hygelac—one successful, the other disastrous, rlis action 

'^Gf. pp. 39-40. 
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at the battle of Ravenswood is the deciding factor in the 

slaying of the Swedish king, Ongentheow, and the Geat 
o • 

victory over the Swedes,° Later, he is the leader of the 

Geat naval force which raids the Frisian coast. The 

raiders are—after an initial success—outnumbered by the 

netware who defeat the invading force: Hygelac is killed; 

only Beowulf survives.^ 

These actions are recounted only in retrospect; but, . -j 

even though Hygelac's leadership in the raid against the f ^ 

Franks ajad Frisians is apparently considered rash and 5 
X 

reckless in view of i t s immediate and l a t e r consequences, ';'• § 
• r 

memories of the renowned and beloved Hygelac spur on g 
0 

Beowulf to face the terrors of combat with the dragon. p 
Q 

The recollection of the Geat-Swedish feud also serves to C 

show cause why, after the death of Beovmlf, the Swedes can 5 

be expected to resume hostilities. 

Hygelac is also a generous king. When Beowulf 

returns from the court of Hrothgar, Hygelac is reported 

"hrlngas daelan" (1970a); and, when Beowulf turns over to 

his lord the treasures which were given to him by the Danes, 

Hygelac rewards Beowulf with "HreSles lafe, / golde gegyrede" 

(2191b-2192a); 
^Gf. pp. 145-150. 

9cf, pp. 76-77. 
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ond him gesealde ^ seofan pusendo, 
bold ond brego-stol. (2195-2196a) 

Hygelac's munificence is remembered by the aged 

Beowulf who recalls the treasures which his lord had given 

him. Beowulf is proud that he has been able to match 

Hygelac's generosity with devoted service: 

"Ic him P4 maJmas, ^ pe he me sealde, 
"g§ald aet gu^e, sw^ mf gife^e waes, r 
"leohtax^ sweorde; he me loî d forgeaf, 
'•'eard, §3*eJ-wyn. Naes him̂ aeij.ig pearf, 
"paet he to GifSum oJ3e to Gar-Denum f 
"o3?e in Swio-rice secean purf9 ' 
'•'wyrsan wig-frecan^ weorOe gecypan. i 
'•'gymle ic him on feoan beforan wolde, ** 
"ana on orde." (2490-2498a) It 

0 

Beowulf then vows to continue his martial behavior as he p 

has done in the past, to fight as long as he lives: 2 

I 
"ond swa to aldre sceall 

"paet mec aer ond s 
"saecca fremman bend en pis sweord polaS", 

I'd oft gelaeste." (2498b-2500) 

Hygelac's generosity is described during the re

telling, by Wlglaf's messenger to the Geat people, of the 

battle of Ravenswood. After the Geat victory, Hygelac 

rewards with treasures and lauds the warrior brothers— 

Wulf, who had engaged Ongentheow in battle, and Eofor, who 

had given the mortal blow to the Swedish king: 

"mid ofer7macrmum; 
"sealde hiera gehwaeJ^um hund busenda 
'•'landes ond locenra beaga." (2993b-2995a) 

8 



10Arthur E. Dubois, "The Unity of Beowulf." PXIA. 
XLIX (1934), 395. 
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As further reward and honor to Eofor, Hygelac gives in 

marriage to the slayer of Ongentheow his "angan debtor" 

(2998b). 

In Beovmlf. the Teutonic concept of the ideal leader 

is exemplified even in God the Father, who is depicted as 

a true Germanic chieftain. God is a divinity especially 

generous to his chosen thanes (or apostles) but who 

dispenses, to all whom he favors, gifts of wisdom, land, ^ m 

and bravery: f g 

"]fundor is to secganne, ^ n 
"hu mihtig God manna cynne .,,.̂  
"purh sidne sefan snyttru brytta'8', •:; * 
"eard ond eorlscipe." (1724b-1727a) i 2 

God has given to Beowulf wisdom and eloquence in discourse. B 

Hrothgar commends the Geat warrior for his prudent use of S 
f 

these gifts from the Almighty: g 

"pe j?a word-cwydas wigtig Drihten ^ 
"on sejan sende; ne hyrde ic snotorlicor 
'•'on swa geongum feore guman pingian. ^ 
'•'bu eart maegenes Strang ond on mode frod, 
'.'wis word-cwida." (I841-l845a) 

God had endowed Beowulf with physical strength: 

gim-faeste gife, ie him God sealde. (1271) 

These are "glorious gifts" but "they are to be used . . . 

not proudly; or vainly to be hoarded."1^ If they are 

' I 
I V 
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used improperly, then man will suffer God's ire and punish

ment. 

God is swift to punish. The Germanic concept of 

Him is that of the Old Testament: "'Vengeance am I,' saith 

the Lord." Witness the poet's account of the curse upon 

the race of Cain. 

Grendel is described as the progeny of Cain whose 

descendants with their progenitor pay the price of the 

vengeajice which God has exacted for the slaying of Abel. 

As punishment for his crime, Cain has been banished from 

men: 

in Calnes cynne— pone^oij"ealm gfwraec 
ece Drihten, paes pe he Abel slog. (107-108) 

Among his descendants are the giants, "pa wlcT Gode vmnnon 

. . . [until] he him Xaes lean forgeald" (113-114). 

Grendel "Codes yrre baer" (711b) and it is decreed that 

, ^ , Ne waes paet wyrd jDa gen, 
paet he ma mosje manna cynnes 
fficgean ofer pa niht. (734-736) 

The monster has to pay for his ancestors' crimes against 

God. 

God plays a part in Beowulf's victory over Grendel's 

dam; for. Just as the Geat warrior's sword, Hunlafing, 

fails to serve him properly. 

r 
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hallg God 
geweold wig-slgor, witig Drihten 
rodera Raedend, h^t on ryht gesced 
yffelice, sypSan he eft astod. (1553-1556) 

The hilt of the ancient sword which Beowulf miracu

lously finds and uses to defeat Grendel's dam pictures the 

giants who have received their Just reward for the 

insolence which they have shown toward God: 

the dragon, tells of that king's sadness at not being able 

to avenge the death of his eldest son, Herebeald, who had 

been—perhaps accidently, perhaps Intentionally—killed 

by his brother, Haethcyn, in an archery contest or while 

hunting: 

"/faes . .̂ . yldestan ungedefejice 
"maeges daedum morpor-bed stre[ge]d, 
'-sySdan^hyne IHaeOcyn ^ of horn-bogan, 
"his frea-wine flane geswei^cte, ^ 
"mi^te m^TTcelses or^d his maeg ofscet, 
"broc5ior oSerne, ^ blodigan gare. 
'•paet waes feo^jpleas gefeoht, fyj^enum^gesyngad, 
"hreSre hyge-meOe; sceolde hwaeore swa peah 
"aeOellng unwrecen ealdres llnnan." (2435-2443) 

r. ' " Y c w! 
svrylce g i g a n t e s . ^ pa wid Gode wunnon f X 
lajige b r a g e ; he him 2aes l e a n f o r g e a l d . (113-114) ' S 

H 
m 
0 

This belief in the obligation to seek vengeance for x 

injury to a member of one s family has brought to one earlier j g 

Geat king a predicament, for he cannot gain vengeance 0 
r 

without slaying his own son. The story of Hrethel, recalled Q 
to memory by Beowulf as he sits overlooking the lair of C 

P 

I f : . -if •" 
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To Beowulf, Hrethel has suffered the same despair as does 

the man who sees his son hanging on the gallows, in punish

ment for a civil crime: 

^ "Swa bid geomorllc gomeliim 9eorle 
"to gebidanne, baet his byre ride 
"giong on galgan."ll (2444-2446a) 

The story of Heremod^^ is used by Hrothgar as an 

exemplum in his sermon on generosity. Hrothgar counsels C i3 

Beowulf to learn from Heremod's failures: "©u pe laer be 

pon, / gum-cyste ongit.'" (1722b-1723a) 

^•'-"Among the Anglo-Saxons no i-rer':ild. no vengeance, 
could be exacted for an executed criminal." Wrenn, pp. 
220-221. 

Tne poet "was perhaps thinking of Randver, who 
was hanged by his father Ermanric" (p. 3 9 ) , who "caused . , , 
[his wife, Sva2ihild] to be trodden to death by horses be
cause he believed i^rongly, that she had committed adultery 
with , , . Randver" (p. 3 1 ) . G. Turvllle-Petre, Tr.e Heroic 
Age of Scandinavia-(London. 1951). 

Heremod was a "Danlsh^klng, after whose death in 
exile, it would seem, Scyld Scefing was mysteriously sent 
to build up the Danish state; hence he occurs Just above^ 
Scyld^in O.E. genealogies, Heremod is the foil to Hro^gar 
and Beowulf in two moralizing passages (901 ff. and 1709 f f ) , 
but no other facts are kno;-ra clearly," Wrenn, p. 314, 

m 
H 

0 
X 

In contrast to the career of Beowulf, Heremod's '5 
r 
0 

early life is full of great but unrealized promise: 5> 
o 

"Seah pe hi^-e mihtig God maegenes wynnum, a 
"eafepum stepte, ofer ealle men §1 
"forS gefremede," (17l6-17l8a) t 

Despite the gifts which God had given to Heremod, the 
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Danish leader abused his powers and lacked the munificence 

so necessary to a successful Teutonic king: 

^ ^ ^ "Hwaepere h^m on ferh|;>e greow 
"breost-hord bl9d-reow; nallas beagas geaf 
"Denum aefter dome." (17l8b-1720a) 

The poet's use of kingly figures—as characters in 

both the action of tlie poem and the episodes recited in 

lays—concentrates on illustrating the martial virtues C ^ 

(or the lack of them). From the beginning of Beo;mlf. at ai 

which point "the emphasis [is] upon the power and magnifl- j? 
X 

cence of the dynasty of the Scyldings,"1^ to the final p 
k 5 

scene, the funeral of Beowulf, ruler of the Geats, the g 
o 

kings are major figures. In their relationship to their r 
Q 

thanes, e,g,, Hygelac-Beowulf or Beowulf-Wlglaf, they Y 
C 

would appeal to the audience as examples of the "guO-cyning" P 
and "beag-gyfa," who would "do more by example than 

authority."!^ 

13Lawrence, p , 7 2 , 

l ^ T a c i t u s , p . 712 . 



CHAPTER IV 

BEOWULF AS WARRIOR 

The primary interest in a heroic poem is, of course, 

in the figure and in the deeds of the protagonist; it is 

his character which inevitably sets the tone of the poem. 

To hold the attention of an audience like that for which 

Beowulf was intended, the hero must epitomize those C 9 

qualities which were most admired by the Teutonic fighting f £ 

him [Beowulf] that is not more or less typical"! of the 

but untypical in degree; he "personified the virtues as 

they were understood at the time; physical and moral courage, 

loyalty to rulers and equal loyalty to followers, generosity 

of spirit and lavishness with possession, scorn of what is 

mean."^ The preoccupation of the Beowulf poet with the 

•'•p. xxvii. 

^Charles Thomas Bruce, "Major Literary Concepts of 
the Soldier as Illustrated in Certain American War Novels" 
(unpubl. diss,, Texas Technological College, I960), p. 10. 
Cf. DA XXI (July, i960), 614-615. 

-^Gerould, p. 8, 
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f' 

man. Klaeber noted, "There is hardly a trait assigned to ' ^ 
X 

2 

Germanic warrior; yet the epic hero also has to be "the ' g 
s 

uncommon soldier who possesses multitudinous military p 

virtues."^ § 

Beowulf is cast in such a role—typical in qi:iality. 

P I 
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martial character of his hero results in the pervasive 

martial tone of the work. Beowulf always moves in settings 

in which the warrior quality is spotlighted. 

Desire for fame, pride in family and in reputation, 

fulfillment of ajiy obligation to kin or leader, Joy in 

physical combat—these motivate the actions of the Teutonic 

warrior. Beowulf is no exception. It is his performance, 

however, that is exceptional. ^ 
;K 

The desire for recognition and renown is a prime in- 31 
-I 

X 
centlve for Beowulf. "It is the heroic Ideal of the 

warrior to be strong and courageous, to conquer all opponents, • § 
s 

and so to win fame with posterity. . . . This thirst for 0 
. 5 

glorious remembrance . . . is Innate In man." Thus, to r 
Q 

the epic protagonist "honor and fame were the pivots of p, 
r 

It 5 G ' 
man's life—of the hero's life first and foremost. 

Lawrence suggests that Beowulf not only wants to repay 

Hrothgar for his aid given to Beowulf's father, Ecgtheow, 

but also is "moved to help Hrothgar by desire for glory in 

troll-killing."^ 

Beowulf's aspirations for fame can be appealed to to 

send him into action. Wnen he relates to Hygelac the 

adventures which he had experienced in the land of the Danes, 

\rles, p. 180. 

^Vrles, p. 186. 

^P. 47. 

g 

file:///rles
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he recounts how Hrothgar has prompted him to seek out and 

destroy Grendel's dam: 

"pa se Seode^ mec^ . . . 
"healsode hreoh-mod baet ic 9n holma-geprlng 
"e9rlsclpe efnde, ealdre geneSde, 
'.'maerSo fremede." (2131-2134a) 

The desire for renown in the present and in the 

future is derived partially from Beowulf's consciousness 

of the past. He is proud of his forebears and of his kin, J 
m 

as well as of his growing reputation as a warrior. When -i 
S I 

he and his men arrive at the Danish coast and are accosted / 5 

by the coast warden, the Geat warrior Immediately declares !• S 

his pedigree: G 
r 
g 

"waes min faeder folcuij gec^ped, P' 
"aepele ord-fruma Ecgpeow haten." (262-263) ^ 

When he is brought into the presence of Hrothgar, Beowulf 

describes his relationship to the ruling house of the 

Geats: "Ic eom Higelaces / maeg ond mago-pegn" (407b-408a). 

Beowulf is also proud of his developing renown. He 

has "that arrogant self-confidence which is the special 

trait of the supremely noble and courageous fighter." He 

knows what is his immediate purpose and he is not hesitant 

in describing it. To the coast warden of the Danish shores, 

Beowulf discloses the motive which initiated his voyage to 

'^Goldsmith, p. 73. 
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the land of the Danes: 

^ "I9 jxies IJroSgar maeg 
"|?T̂ rĥ rum2̂ e sefan^ rae^ gelaeran,^ 
"hu he frod ond god feond oferswySep. (277b-279) 

He also tells Hrothgar of his purpose for Journeying to the 

Danish court: he wants to meet in combat the monster 

Grendel. According to Beowulf, his own people have thought 

so highly of his prowess that they have suggested that he 

travel to the aid of Hrothgar: 

Beowulf then tells Hrothgar of his many youthful 

"Haebbe ic eac^geahsod ^ paet se aeglaeca 
"for his won-hydum waepna ne recced, 
"ic paet ponne forhicge. . . . 

"|?aet ic sweord ^ere o^e si^ne S9yld, 
"g§olo-ran4 to gupe; ac ic mid grape sceal 
"fon wi$ feonde ond ymb feorh sacan, 
"la3 wi? lapum." (433-440a) 

In answer to Beowulf's request, Hrothgar warns him 

s 
"D§i m§ ^aet gelaerdon leode mine o ' 
">§ selest^n,^ snotere ceorjas, f j 
"peoden a^oSgar, paet ic pe sohte,^ ( O -
"forpan hie maegenes craeft mine cupon." (415-418) i o | 

p 
8 

feats: "haebbe of maertfa fela / ongunnen on geogoJJe" r; t 

(408b-409a). He describes his adventures in combat against ^ 

such foes as "eotena," "niceras," and "Wedera." Now he 

wants to battle Grendel. Since the monster from the fen 

attacked alone and used no weapons, Beowulf desires to 

fight him without aid from others and without weapons: 
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of past attempts by others to rid the area of the depreda

tions of Grendel: 

"Ful oft geb§otedon ^ beore druncne 
"ofer ealo-wae^e oret-mecgas, 
"paet hie iî  beor-sele bldan woldon 
"Grendles gupe mid gryrum ecga. 
"Sonne waes pe9s medo-heal on morgen-tid, 
"driht-sele dreor-fah, poi)iie daeg ifxte, 
"eal benc-pelu ^ blode 5)estymed, 
"h9all heoru-dreore; ^ ^ah^e ic holdra py laes 
"deorre dugu3*e, pe |pa deacT fornam." (480-488) 

Beowulf is undaunted by Hrothgar's account of the 

former champions who, over cups of mead, had vowed to 

vanquish Grendel but who, the following morning, had dis-

'Hhe Unferth episode—Unferth's taunt and Beowulf's 

reply—offers another opportunity for Beowulf to recount 

further his youthful exploits. He denies that his swimming 

contest with Breca has been, as Unferth suggests, "for 

dol-gilpe" (509a). Beovmlf, proud of his strength, offers 

his view of the adventure: 

"So? ic talige 
"paet ic mer9-strengo ma:jan ahje, 
'•'earfepo on ypiim, S*onne aenig oper man," (532b-534) 

He goes on to recount his "trial of endurance,"^ the 

X 

m 

S 
X 
2 
O 

appeared and had left behind only bloody traces of their § 
o 

former presence . Ins tead , Beovmlf Joins in the vrar r lors ' f 
o 

pleasures: drink and song, O; 

P 

^Lawrence, p, 155. 
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completion of which was reached only after battles with 

sea-monsters and nicors. Despite the obstacles which he 

encounters, Beowulf knows that Fate favors the brave man: 

^ "Wyrd oft nere3^ 
"unfaegne eorl, ponne his ellen deah," (572b-573) • 

Beowulf then scornfully reminds Unferth that he has failed 

as a member of the comitatus of Hrothgar: that he has 

allowed the attacks of Grendel on the people of his lord 

to go unavenged; 

"Secge ^c pe to so3"e, ^ sunu Ecglafes, 
"|3aet ̂ .aef^e Grendel swa feja gryra gefremede 
"a^ol aeglaeca ealdr9 pinum, ^ 
"hynSo 09 Heorote, gif p^n ^ige waere, 
"sefa swa searo-grim, swa pu self talast," 

(590-594) 

Beowulf chides the other warriors for allowing the 

ravages of Grendel to go unavenged, but none of these 

other Danes appear angered by the censure from one so newly-

arrived in their midst, one also so youthful and unproven. 

Instead, Hrothgar rejoices at Beovmlf's words—others have 

already tried their strength against that of Grendel and 

have failed; and Just a moment before, the Danish leader j,j | 

has recalled their failures. Nor do the other warriors 

present seem to be offended by Beowulf's speech which has 

begun as an indictment of Unferth but ends as an accusation 

directed against the entire retinue of Hrothgar: 
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i)aer waes haelepa hleator 
word waeron synsume. 

hyln svo'̂ nsode, 
(6ll-6l2a) 

Perhaps the Danish warriors are expressing their Joy that, 

as long as Beovmlf is undertaking their task of fighting 

a superhuman enemy of their lord, their responsibility has, 

at least temporarily, ceased to exist. 

Beovmlf is not alone in his estimation of his own 

qualities. Others are able to discern in him signs of 

martial greatness. Both the poet and the other characters 

in the poem constantly refer to the virtues of the hero. 

Throughout the poem, kennings and other descriptive 

passages are used by the poet to keep foremost in the 

minds of the audience the warrior character of Bect-mlf. 

The poet refers to his hero in varying terms: "ellen-rof" 

(340a), "heard under helme" (342a), "heapo-rof" (38la), 

"wael-reow wiga" (629a), "gupe gefysed" (630b), "wid 

cuSne man" (1489b), "hilde rince" (1495a, 1576a), "repe 

cempa" (1585a), "daed-cene mon" (l645a), "maera cempa" 

(1761a), "rofne rand-wigan" (1793a), and "haele hilde-deor" 

(1816a). 

The poet also comments on Beovmlf's unusual physical 

powers. When the Geat warrior is introduced into the poem, 

the poet describes him as "Higelaces pegn," 

s 
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se w^es mon-cynnes maep;enes strengest 
on paem dae^e pysses lifes 
aepele ond eacen. (196-198a) 

This estimate is repeated in almost identical lines (789-

790) when Beowulf defeats Grendel. During the lengthy 

description of that combat, the physical strength of 

Beowulf is constantly emphasized. At one point the poet 

predicts that, against the power of Beovmlf, that of Grendel 

"laesten nolde" (8l2b). 

The poet continues to emphasize the special martial 

character of Beowulf by contrasting him with Unferth. 

During the episode that deals with Beovmlf's fight with 

Grendel's dam, the poet refers to Unferth as one who 

under ySa gew^n aldre^gene^an^ ^ 
drihtscype dreogan; paer he dome forleas, 
ellen maerSum. (1468b-1471a) 

"Ne waes paem oSrum swa" (1471b), the poet ̂ ^ites of Beovmlf, 

Some verses later, the poet sums up the martial traits of 

Beovmlf and describes him as "Seg-n. betstan" (1871b). 

Characters in the poem also see these same qualities 

in Beowulf. Hrothgar's beach warden comments as he 

challenges Beowulf and his fellow Geats: 

"Naefre ic ^aran geseah 
"eorla ofer eorpan, ponne is eower sum, 
*-'s$cg on searwum; nls paet seld-guma ^ 
"waepum geweorJad, naefne him his wlite leoge, 
"aenllc ansyn." "" (247b-251a) 
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Hrothgar's hera ld , Wulfgar, a lso recognizes Beovmlf and his 

men as " ' o r e t mecgas'" (363b); he thus describes the 

v i s i t o r s to h i s leader : 

"hy on w£g-getavmm T/yrfe^pincaeif ^ 
"eorla geaehtlan; huru se aider deah." (368-369) 

In answer to the annoimcement of the arrival of visitors, 

Hrothgar says that he has heard of Beovmlf and of the Geat 

warrior's great strength: 

"manna maegen-craeft 
"heapo-rof haebba." 

"paet he pritiges 
on his mund-gripe 

(379b-381a) 

Hrothgar experiences hope for some relief from the attacks 

by Grendel, for he tells Wulfgar that he will offer 

treasures to Beo^Tulf in return for his aid: 

tt 1 ^ ' * ^ Ic paem godan sceal 
"for his mod-praece madmas beodan." (384b-385) 

There comes a time, however, when the promises and 

the laudatory speeches have to end; then Beowulf and the 

others have to distinguish between speech and action. 

Earlier, when the Danish coast-warden greets Beo^imlf, the 

Dane answers Beovmlf's bold statement that he had come to 

rid Heorot of Grendel: 

"AEghwappres sceal 
"scearp scyld-v7iga gescad witan, 
"worda ond worca." (287b-289a) 

.{*>' 
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Now, as night falls and Grendel roams the vicinity, Hrothgar, 

his hopes raised by the presence of Beowulf, leaves the Geat 

warrior in charge of the hall, the action an honor and a 

recognition of Beowulf's abilities: 

Naefre ic aenegum men aer alyfde 
sipdan ic bond ond r9nd h§bban mihte, 
Oryp-afrn Dena buton pe nu^pk. 
Hafa nu 9nd geheald husa selest: 
gemyne maerpo, maegen-ell§n cyJ, 
waca wid wrapum] Ne blO pe wilna ^ad i 
gif pu paet ellen-weorc aldre gedigest," (655-659) x 

s 
Beovmlf again promises to meet Grendel unarmed, to fight 5 

"wig ofer waepen" (685a), . ^ 
r 

This desire of Beowulf to meet superhuman foes and § 
o 

to fight them without the aid of weapons, plus his obvious f 
o 

Joy in physical, hand-to-hand combat is evidence of the C, 
h 

poet s delight in depicting scenes of combat. The same S 

delight would have been felt by the warrior audience as the 

members shared, vicariously, the hero's emotions aroused 

in battle, 

Beowulf experiences ecstasy as he fights like "a 

wild animal, not killing his enemies by sword or spear, but 

squeezing them in a fierce embrace—thus more like a bear 

than any other animal,"^ During the battle with Grendel, 

"Beowulfe wear? / guS-hreS gyfepe" (8l8b-Sl9a) and aften̂ rard 

% , G, Clarke, Sidelights on Teutonic History During 
the Migration Period. Being Studies from Beowulf and Other 
Old English Poems (Cambridge, Eng,, 1911), p. 49. 
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Beovmlf "niht-weorce gefeh" (827b), In the fight with 

Grendel's dam, he first attacks her with Unferth's sword, 

Hrunting; but when it fails him, he tries to use his 

strength to defeat the troll. This time, however, his 

powers fail to overcome his opponent. Fortunately he sees 

an ancient sword; as he grasps the weapon, he is "hreoh ond 

heoro-grim" (1564a), and "sweord waes swatig, secg weorc 

gefeh" (1569). 

Years later, when he seeks out the dragon, he re-
-4 

experiences his former youthful enthusiasm in combat. o 

Before the worm s lair, the old warrior cries out in ' Q 
s 

challenge: 2 
o 
? 

Let 3a 9f bre9stum 3a he gebolgen waes, Q 
Weder-Geata leod word ut faran, ^ r: 
stearc-heort styrmde; stefn^in bee9m {ii 
heoSo-torht hlynnan under harne stan. (2550-2553) ^ 

The dragon appears; again Beowulf is "hred aet hilde" 

(2575a), During the ensuing fight, Beovmlf is mortally 

wounded; but, "impervious" to the pain of the wound which 

he suffers, he manages to use a short sword to stab at the 

dragon. The Geat warrior fights to the end: 

0a gen syli cyning^ 
geweold his gewitte, waell-sea:ĵ e georaed 
biter^ond beadu-scearp, paet he on byrnan waeg; 
forvfrat Wedra helm wyrm on middan. (2702-2706) 

For all his Joy in combat, Beowulf knows that he is 

not invincible. Hrothgar, in his story of Heremod and in 
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his parable of the "sawele hyrd" and subsequent advice that 

Beovmlf alVays be aware of the necessity of generosity, 

warns the Geat of dangers which might overcome him. But 

Beovmlf also recognizes the possibility of defeat and even 

of death. When, at the celebration following his arrival 

at Heorot, Wealhtheow offers him the drinking cup, Beovmlf, 

"gupe gefysed," tells the queen, 

"Ic paet hogode pa Ic on holm gestah 
. . ^ . . ^ . ^ . . 

"paet ic anunga eowra leoda 
"wlllan geworhte, opffe on v̂ ael crunge, 
" .^. . , Ic gefremman sceal 
"eorlic ellen oboe ende-daeg, 
"on pisse meodu-healle minne gebldan," (632-638) 

This outlook is expressed again by Beovmlf when he declares 

to Hrothgar, 

^ ^ "oaer gel^fan sceal 
"Dryhtnes dome se pe hine dea"? nimeS." (440b-441) 

The Christian point of view of the Christian poet is inter

mingled with the pagan attitude of his ancestors: "Gae^ a 

wyrd swa hio sceali" (455b). 

Later when the Geat champion is ready to dive into 

the pool to seek out the lair of Grendel's dam, he asks 

Hrothgar to care for his thanes "gif mec hild nlme" (1481b) 

and to send the treasures won by Beovmlf to Hygelac, 

s> 

1 0 Cf, pp. 49-50, I 
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Beowulf also promises to use Hrunting to work fame "opcTe 

mec deaj nimeS" (1491b). Death almost calls for Beovmlf 

when, in the fight with the troll, the sword fails him and 

he places his faith in his ovm strength: 

str§nge getruwod§ 
mund-grlpe maegenes. §wa sceal man do[a]n, 
ponne he aet gu3e ^ gegan pence3 
longsumne lof; na ymb his life cearaS. (1533b-1536) 

But Grendel's dam overthrows Beovmlf and it appears "baet jJ 
X 

he on fylle weard" (1544b), God, however, directs his gaze a» 
-4 

to the ancient sword which Beovmlf is able to obtain and S 
X 

11 2 
use to defeat the troll, o 

s 
The first part of Beowulf—the stories of the hero's 2 

o 
adventures at the court of IHrothgar—stresses the fighting f 
ability and the courage which he displays against great ^ 

SI 

odds; the second part—the return of Beowulf to the court g 

of Hygelac, the accession of Beowulf to the leadership of 

the Geats, and the fight with the dragon, with Beovmlf's 

subsequent death and funeral—continues this concentration 

on the warrior's physical powers. The second part 

continues also the development of the martial character of 

the hero and adds, to his portrait as a warrior with 

exceptional strength and bravery, a picture of one who lives 

by the code of the comitatus. This trait of Beovmlf is 

l^Cf, pp. 113-116. 
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best shown in his relationship to Hygelac. 

When the Danish warden challenges the landing of the 

Geats and asks for identification, Beovmlf answers: 

"We synt gT^m-cynnes Geata leode 
"ond Higelaces heor3-geneatas;" (260-261) 

When the Geat warrior Introduces himself to Hrothgar, he 

repeats that he is not only kinsman of the great Geat leader 

but also "mago-pegn," a member of Hygelac's company of >} 

young warriors, "mago-rinc heap" (730a), The membership 

in this "geoguS" is evidently a source of some pride to 

-4 
^ ' 
X 
2 

Beovmlf, as it would be to any young noble who desires to r ' 
Si 

serve at the court of a famous war-king like Hygelac. o 

Beowulf's transition from the "geoguS. the younger ^ 
O; 

and less experienced warriors , , . [to that group of] f 
s 

tried retainers, the duguS"-^^ apparently comes on his return 5̂^ 

from the Danish venture. After he relates his adventures 

to Hygelac, Beovmlf gives to his lord the treasures which 

the Danes have given him in gratitude for his ridding their 

land of Grendel and his dam. In return, Hygelac gives to 
Beovmlf Hrethel's sword, 

ond him gesealde seofan pusendo 
bold ond brego-stol. (2195-2196a) 

If this gift of land and of an area over which the 

12 
Lavnrence, p. 51. 
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young warrior would have Jurisdiction is the initial such 

presentation, it would be extremely important to the youth. 

Dorothy Whitelock observes that according to an Anglo-Saxon 

legal treatise, "to have a helmet, a coat-of-mall, and a 

gold-plated sword is not enough to entitle a man to the 

status of a thegn. If he has not five hides of land, he 

remains a ceorl."1^ If land were so important to the status 

of a freeman, it would be even more so to that of a warrior. 

The veterans were "given establishments of their ovm. . . . o» 

The young men . . . would be brought up at their lord's 

expressed most lucidly by Maurice B. McNamee, insists that 

Beowulf's action is proof of his magnanimity, that the 

maganimous nature of Beowulf is what separates him from 

earlier, classical heroes and is direct evidence of his 

Christian nature, thus proving the dominant Christian 

element of the poem. McNamee declares that Beowulf "con

tinues to show his unselfishness upon arriving home by 

immediately turning over all the rich treasures he had 

^^P. 92. 

^^Whitelock, p. 89. 

3 
-4 
o 
X 

court until such time as he saw fit to reward them with o 

land on which they could settle."^ g 

The action of Beovmlf in giving to Hygelac the r 
Q 

rewards which Hrothgar and Wealhtheow have presented to him 2 ,h:; 
r N-* 

has been a minor source of controversy. One point of view, p 'r̂  
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received from Hrothgar to his lord Hygelac, and the Jewels 

he received from Queen Wealhtheow to his ovm Queen Hygd."15 

Other scholars view Beovmlf's action in a different 

light; they have regarded it as one which was expected of 

a Teutonic warrior. Christian or pagan. Chadwlck, in 

listing and describing the duties of a warrior to his lord, 

noted that one of those duties was to rellnguish to his 

leader any treasures gained by the warrior's ventures.-^^ 
IK 

Tacitus reported that members of the Germanic comitatus i 
" fin 

would not have individual wealth but would have to "look ri 
o 
I 

to the liberality of their chief for their war-horse[s] ^ 
r 

and their blood-stained and victorious lance[s]."17 O 
O 

In more detail, R. A. Williams supports this concept p 
as one that motivates the generosity of Beovmlf. In his 8 

f 
study of the Finnsburg lay, Williams attempts to reconstruct g 
the situation and to establish the primary reason for the 

presence of Hnaef and his company of warriors at the court 

of Finn. He proposes that Hnaef has accepted Finn as his 

overlord and is in attendance at the court to transfer the 

treasure of the Half-Danes to the keeping of Finn: 

^ H o n o r and the Epic Hero: A Study of the Shifting 
Concept of Magnanimity in Philosophy"and Epic Poetry (New 
York), p. 102. 

^^P. 159. 

^''P. 716. 

^ 
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The relationship between the Teutonic "ringspender" 
and the followers of high rank who . , . enjoyed his 
protection and fought his battles for him was a 
singularly intimate one, based on an extreme con
ception of loyalty. The retainer was expected to de
vote his whole personality to the service of his 
protector (in Beo^vnlf. hleo). and in those days the 
idea of personality included everything that belonged 
to a man, not only what we call nowadays personal 
qualities but also personal effects. It was a common 
thing for the retainer to present to his lord his most 
valued possessions. Of course such devotion could 
only be preserved in the rough and tumble of human 
affairs on a basis of mutuality. The chief was 
supposed to be generous and return with interest the jJ 
attentions of his vassal.^° H 

Ji 

H 

Loyalty was perhaps the prime quality expected of a ^ 
£ 

member of the comitatus. It is surely the trait in which 5 
s 

Beovmlf as thane excels. It was the duty of the warrior 5J 
?) 

to fight, without question, for his lord and, if need ? 
arose, to seek vengeance for the loss of his chief. Ol 

llTIt 

The obligation of avenging a slain lord or kinsman î 
is emphasized by the Beowulf poet, especially in his hero, 

in whom this desire is always present. In reciting his 

earlier deeds to Hrothgar, Beowulf tells the Danish king 

of having "wraec Wedera nl5" (423a); and when Hrothgar 

laments the loss of his beloved counselor, AEschere, to 

the attack of Grendel's dam, Beovmlf's consolation is pre

sented in a passage which can serve as the key to the 

philosophy of the Geat warrior: 

f 

•̂ T̂he Finn Episode in Beovmlf: An^Essay in Inter
pretation (Cambridge. Eng,. 1924). pp. 110-117. 
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Beowulf mapelode, beari^ Ecgpeow9s: 
'Ne sor^a, snot9r gumai Selre biff ̂ eghwaem 
'baet̂ 'he his freond wrece, p9nne he fela murne. 
'ure aeghwvle sceal end§ gebl^en, 
'w9rold9 llfjs; wyrce se pe mote 
'domes aer daepe; paej bif driht-guman 
"unlifgendum aefter selest." (1383-1389) 

Later, when Beowulf recounts to Hygelac the details 

of his combat with Grendel and the troll, he begins with 

a brief account of the distresses suffered by the Danes. 

Then he asserts, "'Ic paet eall gevTraec'" (2005b). < 
01 

His adherence to the obligation of vengeance con- -( 
o 

tinues throughout his career as a warrior and throughout x 
that as a warr ior-king. His fai thfulness to the code of *Q 

2 

the comitatus. however, goes beyond that which was expected O 

of the usual Teutonic warrior. 

Beowulf's last act as a member of the comitatus of 

Hygelac comes immediately following the death of his lord '' 

in the raid against the Franks and Frisians. Recalling 

the action, the poet v̂ rites that, before Beovmlf uses his 

unusual swimming ability to escape the slayers of Hygelac, 

N§alles netware ^ hremge porfton, 
feSe-wlges, pe hjm foran ongean 
linde ^aeron; lyt eft ̂ ecwom 
fram pam hild-frecan hames niosan. (2363-2366) 

This Prankish venture is also remembered by Beovmlf who re-

calls how he avenged his lord by killing Daeghrefn, "very ' 

r 
o , 

0 

#-̂  

:•.• • 

>•• 

w 
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likely the slayer of Hygelac. "-̂^ 

, "D^eghrefne wearff 
"to hand-"^onan, Huga cempan. 
"Nallas he 3a fraetwe Fres-9yning[e.], 
"breost-weordunge bringan moste, 
"ac in campe. gecrong c^ombles hyrde 
"agpel^ng on elne; ne waes ecg bona, 
"ban-hus gebraec." (2501b-2508a) 

His duty to Hygelac is completed when the death of 

the Geat leader is avenged; yet Beowulf continues to be 

loyal to the memory of his chief. Wnen the Geat warrior 
-4 

returns home, the only survivor of the fateful expedition, O 
X 

Hygelac s queen, Hygd, wants him to become k i n g . But O 
o 

Beovmlf's loyalty persists as he serves Hygelac's son, 2 
Heardred; Beovmlf aids and counsels the young king until " 

8 
he is slain. Only after the death of Heardred, does r 

-^^Klaeber, p. 215 n. 

20 Cf. pp. 79-81, 

01 

pi!! 

Beovmlf become king of the Geats,"^^ ,̂ 

.11 



CHAPTER V 

BEOvmLF AS KING 

The picture which the poet offers of Beowulf, king 

of the Geats, is a martial one. He is the war-king, the 

protector of his people against both human and superhuman 

foes, 

Beovmlf's unusual capabilities for leadership are 

first recognized by Hrothgar, After the youthful Geat 
-4 tn warrior has completed h i s mission in the land of the Danes o z 
2 

and is ready to sail with his companions for home, he O 
promises aid In the future, if it should ever be required 2 

o 

by Hrothgar and his people. The king answers with compll- » 

mentary words; never has he heard a man so young speak so r; 

wisely: 

"ne hyrde ic snotorlicor 
"o^ swa geongum feore guman pingian. ^ 
"pu eart maegenes Strang ond on mode frod, 
"wis word-cwida." (I842b-1845) 

Hrothgar goes on to observe that, if war or disease should 

claim the lives of IHrethel's sons, the Geat nation can make 

no better choice for their leader than Beovmlf: 

"Wen Ic Jalige, 
"gif paet gegangecT, p̂ -̂ t pe gar nimed, 
"l̂ ild heoru-grimme Hrebjes eaferan, 
"adl opffe.Iren ealdor dfinne 

78 

01 

^ 
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"folces^hy^de, ond pujDln feorh hafast, 
"p^et pe Sae-Geatas selran naebben 
'•'to geceosenne cyning aen^gne, 
'•'h9rd-weard haelepa, gif pu healdan v^lt 
"maga rice." (1845-I853a) 

Hrothgar concludes by telling Beovmlf that his deeds have 

united the Danes and Geats in friendship. As long as 

Hrothgar rules, there will be peace between the two nations. 

The Geat warriors return to their ship and sail back 

to the court of their lord, Hygelac, to whom Beovmlf re- >< 
01 

counts his adventures and exchanges gifts with Hygelac. ^ 

At the end of the festivities, the poet turns to exposition x 
O 

and summarizes the next half century, or more, of the C 
2 

career of his hero: B 
p 

Eft paet gelode ufaran dogrum p ft-
hilde-hlaemmunj syffjan Hygelac laeg C '• 
ond Hear fdrlgde hilge-meceas p 
uij.der bord-l5reo3'an to bonaij. vmrdon, *̂  
5a hyne gesohtan on sige-peode 
hearde hild_-frecan, Hea3*o-§cilfingas 
nida gen^egdan nef^n Hererices: 
sySdan Beovmlfe brade riĉ e 
on hand gehwearf. He g^heojd tela 
fiftl§ wlntra— waes ba frod cyning, 
eald epel-weard— (2200-2210a) 

Before Beovmlf assumes actual leadership of his 

people he is offered the throne. When he returns, the only 

survivor from the ill-fated expedition that has resulted 

in the death of Hygelac, the queen, Hygd, proposes that 

Beowulf become king: 
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.,. . him Hygd gebe^d herd on rice, 
beagas ond brego-stol.1 (2369-2370a) 

Hygd believes that the boy Heardred is not capable of re

pulsing any possible future attacks by neighbors of the 

Geat nation: 

^ jg. bearne ne^truwode, 
paet he w^O aelfylcum epel-r>tolas 
healdan cuife, 3a waes Hygelac dead. (2370b-2372) 

Instead, Beowulf affectionately and honorably counsels the 

young successor to Hygelac and his people: 

5wae3re he ̂ hine. on folce freond-larum heold, 
estum mid are. (2377-2378a) 

Lawrence suggests that "it is tempting to regard this 

[action of Beovmlf] as a special invention of the Beo^fulf 

poet, emphasizing his hero's generosity in not interfering 

l"Such an offer would have meant her ovm hand as 
well. Possibly tradition told of her marriage to Beovmlf, 
and she may be the widow who laments him (3150)." Lawrence, 
PP. 95-96. 

;K 
Despite the added pleas of the Geat people for him o> 

-4 
to occupy the empty throne in place of the young son of i? 

z 
Hygelac, Beowulf r e f u s e s : o 

2 
No ifv^aer feasceaf te ^ f indan meahton J 
a e t da:;: aeffeli^re aei^ige Siijga r 
paet he Heardre^e hjaford waere, Q 
oSoe pone cynedom ciosan wolde. (2373-2376) ^ 

r 
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with the legitimate succession, and contrasting him with 

the Danish and Swedish princes who caused great trouble by 

so doing."^ 

Beovmlf supports Heardred when the Swedish king, 

Onela, invades the land of the Geats to punish them for 

harboring his rebellious nephews, Eanmund and Eadgils, who 

have fled into exile at the Geat court. In the fighting 

between the Geats and Swedes, Heardred and Eanmund are 

killed: 

I 

01 
-4 

he paer for feorme feorh-vmn§e hleat, af 
sweordes swengum, sunu Hygelaces. (2385-2386) 2 

s 
Si 

Onela then withdraws his forces to Sweden. Beovmlf becomes ^ 
? 

the r u l e r of the Geats: ^ 
O' 
f 

^ , syodan Heardred laeg, S 
l§t Sone brego-stol Biovmlf^healdan, v' 
Geat;im wealdan; paet waes god cyning. (2388b-2390) 

Some years later, Beovmlf is able to avenge the death of 

Heardred. He Joins forces with Eadgils and Invades Sweden. 

There Onela is slain, and Eadgils takes the Swedish throne: 

Se ffa^s leod-hryres lean-g^emunde 
u:Jeran dogrum,^ Eadgilse weard, ̂  
feasce^ftuij freond; ^folce gestepte 
ofer sae si(̂ e sunu Ol^teres, 
wigum ond waepnum; he gev^raec syodan ^ 
cealdum cear-siOum, cyning ealdre bineat. 

(2391-2396) 

2p. 96. 
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The action of the rest of the poem is concerned 

mainly with the fighting ability and courage of the aged 

king. It is Beovmlf the war-king who talks to his men 

before going to face the dragon and who vows to meet the 

dragon alone: 

"ic mid 9lne scep,ll 
"gold gegangan,^ oSoe gu6 nl^ed, 
"feorh-bealu frecne, frean eowernel" (2535b-2537) 

The poet constantly repeats kenning such as "god guo- ^ 
01 

cyning," "Wedra helm," and "Wedra peoden." Wlglaf refers jJ 
o 

to his king as "folces hyrd" (2644b); Beovmlf describes f 
himself as "frod folces weard" (2513a). 5 

2 
The aged king is proud of his accomplishments, ^ 

including his last, killing the dragon which had given him g, 6^ 
f 

a mortal wound. He realizes that his wound is serious and r^i 
that death is imminent: 

wisse he gearwe, 
paet he daeg-hwila ^ gedrogen haefde, 
eorSan vrvyie; Sa^waes eall sce^cen 
dogor-gerlmes , deaS" ungemete neah:— (2725b-2728) 

Now, as Wlglaf attends him, Beovmlf tells the 

younger warrior that, during his rule of fifty years, no 

king had dared attack the Geats: 

"Ic 3as leode heold 
"{iftig wlntra; î aes sefolc-cyning, 
"ymbe-sitje^idra aeni^, Oara, 
"pe mec gud-vrinum gretan dorste, 
"egesan 6So[wa]n." (2732b-2736a) 
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The king also rejoices that, even though the deed 

will cost him his life, he is able to win for his people 

such treasures as those in the dragon's hoard: 

"Ic dara fraetwa Frean ealles ffanc, 
"V/Uldur-cyninge, wordu.'p secge, 
'|ecim Di^yhtne, pe ig her 9n starie, 
"|j)aes Oe ic moste mlnum leodum 
"a§r swylt-daega swylcp gestrynan. 
'•'Nû lc on madma herd mine be^ohte 
'•f3;ode feorh-lege, fremmaS gena 
"leoda pearfe.'" (2794-2801a) 

Beowulf then asks Wlglaf to have the Geats build, 

on a cliff overlooking the sea, a mound which will serve 

as a memorial to him and as a beacon to seafarers: 

^ ^ "Ne sjaeg ic her leng wesan. 
"Hatad heado-maere^ hlaew gewyrcean 
"b§orhtne ^efter baele ^aet b^imes nosan; 
"s§ scel^to gemî TLdum mlnum leodum 
"heah hlifi^n ^ on Hrones-naessf, 
"p^et hit sae-liffend ^ sj'SSa.-ri hatan 
"Biovmlfgs blorh, Sa 5e brent^ngas. 
"ofer floda genipu feorran drifaS.''3 (2801b-2808) 

-4 
o 
X 
2 
O 

§ 
P 
8 
f 

and 
^"Chambers and other 

almost literal parallel 
remarkable editors cite the very 

between this account and Homer 
funeral pile of Achilles and Patroklos at picture of the 

the end of the Odyssey (xxiv, 80ff.): 'Then around them 
[the bones of Achilles] did we, the holy host of Argive 
warriors, pile a great and glorious tomb, on a Jutting head
land above the broad Hellespont, that it might 
from off the sea by men, both by those who now 
those who shall be hereafter,' , , , There are 
other parallels, both Classical and Germanic, but not 
so curiously alike in choice of words. It seems that 
the ship-burial and the funeral barrov; were developed 
the early centuries of the Christian era; for Tacitus 
(Germania, xxvii) mentions only the simplest cremations for 
chiefs, with the arms, and sometimes the horse, of the 
deceased, with a turf-mound for the barrow. The essentials 
are there, from which the later practice developed; but as 
yet 'funerum nulla ambition.'" Wrenn, p. 224. 

be seen afar 
are, and by 
plenty of 

quite 
both 
in 
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As king, Beovmlf followed closely the advice offered 

to him by Hrothgar. Throughout the fifty years of his 

reign, the Geat king becomes knovm for his generosity in 

the dispensing of gifts. 

This generosity is recalled by Wlglaf when, during 

the dragon fight, the young warrior attempts to shame his 

companions into Joining him in going to the aid of their 

lord. The young follower of Beovmlf reminds the others of 'M 

the munificence of their king in his dispensing to them g 

gifts of armor, weapons, and other treasures: m 
X 
2 

"ussug^ hl^for^e r 
"in blor-sele, ffe us ffas beagas geaf" (2634b-2635) 

But the old king is childless, and his last act is to 

give his war-gear and neck-ring to Wiglaf: 

Dyde him of^healse hrlng gyldenne 
ploden prjst-hydig, pegne^gesealde, 
g§ongum gar-wlgan, ^gold-fahn§ helm, ^̂  
beah ond byrnan, het hyne brucan well. 

(2809-2812) 

si M 
O 

Later, after the dragon has been slain, Beovmlf 

dispenses gifts for the last time. The dying king tells f 

Wiglaf that, if he had had a son, he would now leave his ^ 

weapons and armor to him: 

"Ny ic ST^a mlnum ^ sy^lan wolde ^ 
'•'guĴ -gewaedu, paer me gifede swa 
"aenig yrfe-weard aefter wurde, 
"lice gelenge." (2729-2732a) ::1-P 

:: Via, m 
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Beovmlf's final words are those with which he tells Wiglaf 

that all Beovmlf's kin are gone and that he must now Join 

them: 

")};; eart ende-laf usses cynnes,^ 
"Waegm\ii>dinga; ^ ealle wyrd forspeon 
"mine magas to metodsceafte, 
"eorlas on elnt$; ic him aefter sceal." 

^paet waes pam gomeJan ^ ^ingaesta word 
b];eost-gehygdum, aer he bael cure, 
h§te he^ffo-wylmas; ̂  him of }̂ raeSre gewat 
sawol secean soS-faestra dom. (2313-2820) 

^LavTTence, p. 50. 

^Ghadwick, p. 162. 

^Charles W. Kennedy, The Earliest En.-lish Poetry 
(New York, 1943), p. 77. 

In the Germanic age, "the greatest of misfortunes -{ 
. o 

[was] for a people to lack a sovereign."^ To lose such a J 
ruler as Beovmlf is catastrophic, for the security of the S 

2 
entire Geat nation has depended upon the strength and C 

r 
leadership of the king. Now, he is gone, and "the national :} 
organization , . , fis] liable to perish altogether. "5 {J, 

Beovmlf had been able to secure the peace; but "'nu ys 

leodum wen / orleg-hwile'" (2910b-2911a), 

Tae pattern of the heroic epic demands, of course, 

that the tale of Beovmlf "be rounded out by noble death in 

battle,"^ for "traditions about a hero always end with the 
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death of the hero,"7 Tradition also requires funeral 

ceremonies that will match in pomp the stature which the 

dead man has reached during his lifetime. 

As Wiglaf gazes at his dead lord, he commands the 

Geats to prepare for Beovmlf's funeral: 

^ "Sie sic baer gearo, 
"aedre geaefned, • • .̂  
"oĵ d ponne geferian ^ fr§an us erne, 
"leofne mannan, paer^he longe sceal rj 
"on Oaes Waldendes waere gebolian." (3105b-3109) K 

01 
, -4 

While the king s b ie r i s being cons t ruc ted , V^iglaf leads & 
X 

a party into the cave of the dragon. They bring out the ^ 
r 

treasures and load them onto a wagon. The dragon is pushed 3 
mm 

into the sea. Then Beovmlf is carried to his funeral site: p 

^ aepellng£ boren, r 
har hilde-rinc to Hrones-naesse. (3135b-3136) S 

The Geats build a huge wooden bier, adorn it with weapons 

and armor, and lay their king amid the pile: 

a geglredan ^ ^Geata leode 
ad on eorSan unwaclicne, 
helm[um] behongen, hilde-i)Ordum, 
^eorhtum Jiyrî -um, swa he bena^waes. 
alegdon 8a tomiddes maerne peoden 
haleff hiofende, hlaford leofne, (3137-3142) 

The Geats set aflame the wooden bier; the smoke rises to 

signal the passing of Beovmlf: 

'^Stjerna, p. 40. 



Sw^ begnornodon Geata leod^ 
hl^fordes hryr§, ^ heorS-geneatas; 
cwaedon baet he waere wvyuld-cynlnga, 
manna mi^dust ond mon-pwaerust, 
leodum liS*ost ond lof-geornost. (3178-3182) 

87 

Ongunnon 3a on beorge ^ba§l-Jyra maest 
Wigend weccan: vmdu-rec ^stah 
Ŝ /eart ofer swiodole, swogende leg, 
wope bewunden. (3l43-3146a) 

When the fire has completed its work, the Geats 

construct a mound, the beacon that Beowulf had asked Wiglaf 

to have built as a memorial to him: 

Ge"^orhton^8a Wgdra leode 
hjeo on hoe. se waes Ijeah ond brad, rj 
weg-liSendum wide gegyne x 
ond betimbred9n on tyn dagum 5 
beadu-rofes been. (3156-3159a) ^ 

PS 
X 

within the mound are placed treasures: "beg ond siglu, / ^ 
t 

eall swylce hyrsta" (3l63b-3l64a). Around the mound ride § 
B 

twelve vrarriors, bewailing the death of their war-chieftain p 
and reciting lays memorializing his deeds: C 

f 
s 

pa ymbe hlaew riodan hilde-deore, ^' 
aebelinga bearn^ ealra twelfe,^ 
woldon ceare cwi3an, kyning maenan, 
word-gyd vrrecan ond ymb w_er s pre can 
eahtodan eorlscipe ond his ellen-weorc. 

(3169-3173) 

So mourn the Geat people the death of their king. 
V 

To them he was the best of rulers and of all men: 

paet waes god cyning.' 



CHAPTER VI 

BEOWULF AS ARCHETYPAL AND FOLK HERO 

In any study of Beowulf as martial epic it is 

illuminating to consider the traits which the protagonist 

has in common with the archetypal hero. These traits are 

universal, exemplified to a greater or less degree in the 

heroes of all peoples and all ages. The particular en- ^ 

K 
vironment within which a people lives determines, of course, >• 
the development of a hero and his specific traits and f<i 

o 
X 

values. If the environments of different peoples are alike, 2 
o 
C 

the myths, folk-tales and legends concerning the heroes O 
o 

tend to be similar; if the environments differ, so will the 2 
heroes. It is from the inheritance, cultural and psycho- §, 

f 
logical, that certain types develop; from a martial context CJ 

such as that in which the Teutonic tribal groups had lived 

rose inevitably the archetypal warrior hero of Beovmlf or 

a Slgemund. 

Maud Bodkin defined the term archetyce as "a 

persistent or recurrent mode of apprehension"-'- and explained 

the "concept of racial experience" as consisting of two 

related ideas: 

lArchetyral Patterns in Poetry: Psychological 
Studies of Imagination (London, 1934), p. 233. 

88 
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(1) All those systems or tendencies which appear to be 
in the constitution of mind and brain . . . [and which 
are] due to racial experience in the past . . . [and] 
(2) . . . [That] which we may "enjoy" in responding 
to that social inlieritance" of meanings stored in 
language which also comes to us from our ancestors, 
and wakens into activity the potentialities of our in
herited nature.2 

Maud Bodkin described the archetypal hero "as a projection 

of man's spirit and ideals"-^ and as a "projection of man's 

underlying sense of his own active nature,"^ 

the hero, one must search for the "elemental ideas" or the 

2pp. 24-25. 

^P, 217. 

^P, 241, 

^The Myth of the Birth of the Hero and Other Writings, 
ed. Philip Freund (New York, 1959), P. ^. 

a 
otto Rank pointed out that to find the sources of 5 

-4 

?l 
X 

"unlversals." He suggested, "How much more natural and § 
r n S 

probable it would be to seek the reason , . , Lî J "the 5> 
o 

general unanimity of these myths in the very general traits f 
5 

of the human psyche, rather than in primary community or o: 
r* 

5 f«!l 

These traits constitute, of course, integral 

sources of the folk culture. In tales and myths and legends, 

they become recurring motifs which, in turn, are trans

mitted from generation to generation and from group to 

group. At any undetermined point in time, the traits. 
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unconsciously or consciously carried and transmitted, are 

attached to or exemplified by an individual within a 

group, and the stories told about him are "altered to make 

them conform to a ritual pattern."^ 

Some scholars, like Levy, have been cautious about 

establishing an absolute relationship between archetypal 

patterns or motifs and a specific historical person: 

the epics of search mlght7 become associated with the ^ 
deeds of a historic king . . . or with a historic JJ 
event. . . . Such epics were in no vj-ay based upon ' m 
historic events, the core of the narrative being the\ ^"^— -4 
mythic wanderings of a single individual on a self- i ' 3 
chosen quest whicn Involved a struggle against j x 
monsters and female enchantments, and always i n c l u d e ^ p 
some experience in the world of the dead.^ ^ g 

s> 
B 

Other s tuden ts have been somewhat more emphatic. r 
Q 

Klaeber observed t h a t "in the course of time . . . ^: 
r" 

[stories in oral circulation] were attached to various <i"i 

persons."^ Vries describes the epic hero as "a subli

mation of a man who actually lived at some time." 

This shifting of the hero from the historical world 

into one different from the actual has been noted by 

^Lord Raglan, The Hero: A Study in Traditions. 
J^th. and Drama (London, 1936), p. 190. 

7ltallcs mine. 

I^evy, p. 85. 

P. XX. 

•^^P. 208. 
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various students of the genre. Maud Bodkin declared that 

"the poet in presenting a supernatural hero deserts the 

actual, or int^^llectual, truth of life only to express more 

powerfully its reality for feeling. "-̂-̂  Levy agrees, 

although with certain qualifications: "in the heroic . . . 

the characters lived their own, not their historic, lives, 

if such ever existed. . . . The hero creates his own world 

within the conditions of an actual community recognized 
-J 

and depicted by the poets."12 Dixon also describes heroic 3 
01 

poetry as a work which "invests its hero in the flovring «, 
robes of fable, [and] is eminently of a dream-like texture."^^ x 

2 
O 

These changes in the hero do not effect alterations C 
Si 

in the archetypal patterns. They remain the same; the O 
? 

changes come in the immediacy of their application and Q, 

especially in the historical figure: "One might call it a f 

mutation when one considers the transition of a historical "^' 

person into a hero. He is placed in an entirely different 

sphere--a sphere much higher and more important than that 

of the world from which he has emerged. "-̂ ^ This "mutation" 

has taken place In the development of any heroic figure, 

whether it be a twentieth-century Texan folk hero like 

l i p . 

12p. 

^h. 

239. 

89 . 

24. 

^ ^ V r i e s , 

1 

p . 209. 
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Gregorlo Cortez, a nineteenth-century American hero like 

Jesse James or Abraham Lincoln, a thirteenth-century proto

type of an English hero like Robin Hood, or a sixth-

centxiry Geat hero like Beovmlf. 

There is close affinity between the archetypal and 

the folk hero. The conformity and attachment of certain 

archetypal patterns of behavior to the life pattern of a 

figure, real or fictional, may culminate in the development jJ 

of a folk hero who then becomes a "popular symbol."^^ 

The manner of development and transmission of tales about ^ 

"^^Levette J. Davidson, A Guide to American Folklore 
(Denver, 1951), P. 26, 

^^Emma Emily Kiefer, Albert l^esselski and Recent 
Folklore Theories. Indiana University Folklore Series, 
No. 3 (Bloomington, 1947), p. 5. 

•̂ '̂ Kiefer, p. 26. 

H 
J) 
•4 

X 

such a hero is a matter of often bitter debate between § 
r 

folklorists among whom "the terminology in use . . . has 5> 
not yet been standardized."-^" There seems to be agreement, p 

o 
however, on the existence of archetypes or urforms of 0\ 

folk tales. The urforms often become variants or "oiko- S 
. ^' 

types . , . [that are] variants which belong to certain 

areas defined by geographical and cultural boundaries. 

Thus the variant of a certain tale in one such area may be 

fundamentally the same story as that in another area and 

yet differ greatly from it in episodes, composition, and 

style. "̂ '̂  

r^^l 



'^^. 

Finnish School's definition, however, is more inclusive, 

and would accept the soiirces of Beovmlf as March en in 

which "the hero's ovm. power and cleverness bring him 

^^Kiefer, pp. 38-40. 

•^^Kiefer, p. 77. 
20 * 

The audience could not have distinguished between 
the historical and fabulous. "Perhaps the strongest evi
dence of all for belief In monsters is that It was found 
necessary to fit them into a Christian universe. If poet 
and audience had though of Grendel and his kind as figments 
of the imagination, the poet would not have gone to such 
trouble to explain their descent." Whitelock, p. 75. 

n 

VK 
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Albert Wesselski distinguishes between various 

types of folk tales. If "one [merely] tells of a happening, 

the telling is a story . . . [or] Geschichte, . . , The 

Novella . . . is an artistically prepared variant. . . . 

[The Sage is] a story of something that really exists or 

has existed and which is therefore credible."^® Marchen 

is a more disputable term. Wesselski claims that it is 

"a tale with realistic and wonder motifs, not believed and 

not meant to be believed; . . . the Finnish School 

[includes] the wonder tale, [and] such types as legends, 

hero-tale," etc.^9 x 
t 

The sources from which the story and personages of § 
5 

Beowulf were dravm would not be Marchen according to J5 
Wesselski ' s de f in i t i on , f o r , to the Beovmlf audience, there Q: 

C 
were no unbelieved wonder elements in the poem. The S 

m 

\i 
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success; but he is aided by outside forces, usually super-

natural or magical."'" 

The stories about Beowulf originated among the 

Scandinavian tribes, were passed along, probably as lays, 

within the Germanic cultural area, and finally carried by 

"tradition-bearers" to England. There the tales were 

particularllzed to conform to the patterns of Anglo-Saxon 

belief and custom. The poet then took the stories and jjj 

molded them, along with psychological patterns, into 5 
-4 

Beovmlf. whose hero could, as can the archetypal hero, ^ 
X 

"symbolize to the reader [or the listener] the sense of § 
his own existence. ""̂"̂  S> 

B 
During the transmission of the original tales, P 

during which perhaps Geschichte slowly evolved into Sage. 0\ 
r 

the figure of Beovmlf was also evolving. His character S 

traits and the tales of his adventures were being added to 

and/or altered until the facts surrounding the original 

individual had become obscure or indistinguishable from the 

fictional. 

Although this blending of the fictional and the 

real is true of the character of the hero, there are folk 

2lKiefer, p. 64. 

^^Bodkin, p. 246. Cf. also Lawrence, pp. 20-23, 
171 ff,; Klaeber,^pp. xil-xxix; Chambers, pp, 62-68; and 
Wrenn in Chambers, pp, 546-548, 
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elements in Beowulf which are recognizable and easily dis

tinguished from the historic. The earliest study of the 

folk influence was that of the parallels between Beowulf 

and the folk Bear's Son tale. The likenesses between the 

two, however, are "general rather than precise," -̂  

Klaeber believes that Beovmlf "is entirely of 

Scandinavian origin, , , , His deeds are plainly of the 

folk-tale order adjusted in the epic to the level of 

Germanic hero-life."^^ But he does not think that any ^ 
m 

likenesses between extant Scandinavian tales and Beowulf -« 
jn 

O 
proved any relationship other than "the use of the same J 

PR — 

or similar Scandinavian sources." -̂  These sources could *Q 
2 

have been the lays which traveled from court to court and, Q 
r 

which, in their transmission, "present distorted memories Q 

of history."2^ g 

Lavo'ence also sees Beotmlf evolving from the folk: 

"Beovmlf constantly betrays his origin as a folk-tale 

hero. A certain unreality surrounds him as a king; he is 

more at ease as a slayer of monsters."^' To Lawrence the 
23Kennedy, p. 70. 

2^?p, 'xxvi-xxvii. 

25p. XX. 

2^G. Turvllle-Petre, The Heroic Life of Scandinavia 
(London, 1951), P. 38. 

27p. 87. 

^ 
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folk elements pervade the poem: "l4any traces survive of 

the hero's primitive character, after he has been made over 

into a Germanic prince. Supernatural strength in wrestling 

and swimming, and supernatural ability to exist under-

vfater, are still his ovm."" 

Levy views Beovmlf as a Teutonic expression of the 

archetypal warrior engaged in a quest: 

Beoimlf follows the long tradition of the voyage to ^ 
free a land of monsters which began with the Epic of m 
Gilgamesh. It has something of the fulness of -4 
Odyssean narrative, showing its hero in youth under- 3 
taking the deliverance of a neighbouring king and his X 
retinue from the deprivations of a giant, v;hich includes 5 
his wonderous fight beneath the waters of a mere, with ^ 
the giant's formless dam, a Northern Tiamat of chaos 2 
and darkness whom he splits in tv70. Beowulf's long P 
life of prowess and magnanimous rule is roimded off r 
with a later fight . . . [vrith] a fire-breathing O 
dragon, to their mutual destruction, like the battles pi 
which terminated an age in the epics of warfare.^^ f̂  

Dixon also sees Beovmlf as an exemplar of universal 

patterns and offers martial parallels vrith classical Greek 

epic poems: 

[Beovmlf's career] v̂ as a life in many respects like 
that described by Homer. , . . Homer's heroes belong 
to an age of bronze, Beovmlf to the age of iron. 
Homer had the courtlier air, though the Christian poet 
had also somewhat softened and humanized the spirit of 
the times. Homer speaks of Pate much as does Beowulf. 
he has the same delight in weapons and armour, the 

^^P, 21. Cf, also Chambers, pp, 47-48, 

29p. 217. 
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arrow sings, the mail rattles with him as in the Anglo-
Saxon epic, his heroes boast in the same strain; the 
dead Homeric hero, like Beo;milf, is placed upon a 
funeral pyre a^d the ashes when the body is consumed 
placed in a like burial mound or barrow. For both 
a dirge is sung, and like ceremonies take place around 
the tomb.-^^ 

The specific folk elements in Beowulf are heroic in 

quality. Lord Raglan ;^ites that "the incidents [of a 

heroic life] fall definitely into three groups—those 

connected with the hero's birth, those connected with his >< 
01 

accession to the throne, and those connected with his .4 
o 

death. They thus correspond to the three principal rites x 
o 

de passage, that is to say, the rites at birth, at initia- C 

tlon, and at death,"^^ g 
r 

The parentage of Beovmlf is clearly stated: a 

"vr§es h^s §ald-faeder Ecgpeo Ijaten --
"Saem to ham forgeaf Hrebel Geata 
"ingan debtor," (373-375a) 

But there are no unusual incidents attendant to the birth 

of Beovmlf, The period of the hero's childhood and youth 

is an integral part of the poem and follows the pattern of 

a heroic career. That pattern can develop In one of two 

ways: "The hero reveals his strength, courage, or other 

particular features at a very early age, , , , On the 

^Opp. 51-52, 

^^P. 190. 
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other hand the child is often very slow in his development."^2 

The latter course was that which Beowulf took in his youth, 

Kemp Malone views this pattern as an attempt by 

the poet to illustrate a Christian awakening to an aware

ness of responsibility to one's fellowman: 

The poet distlngulshea three stages in the development 
of young Beowulf, First, we have the hero as a boy, 
reckless enough, full of tne spirit of adventure, un
aware of the moral purpose inherent in God's gift of ;H| 
great strength; . , . he seemed to tne Geats a youth k 
of great promise. Secondly, the hero becomes aware of Si 
his obligations to God and refuses to use his strength ^ 
for anything trivial; he awaits God's call to high ^ 
service in a great cause. . . . He falls out of favor x 
at home. . . , Thirdly, the hero hears of Grendel and ^ 
realizes that nis call has come. . , . His fellow- C 
Geats , , . are delighted to see the mighty man come g 
out of his lethargy.^^ B 

r 

Bonjour considers the story of Beowulf s youtn as :,: 

a device,"^^ one used for "the glorification of the S 

hero . , . [by] contrast[ing his life] with Heremod's 

career. . . . Thus we have indeed a poor beginning followed 

by a prodigious ascent contrasted with a brilliant promise 

ending in a miserable dovmfall. "-̂ ^ Although the poet uses 

the story as a "device," its source is a folk motif: "the 

^2vrles, p. 214. 

^^"Young Beowulf," JEGP. xxxvi (1937), 23. 

^^Di?re3sion3, p. 25. 

^5"Young Beowulf's Inglorious Period," Anglia. LXX 
(1951), 339-340. Hereafter cited as Bonjour, Inglorious 
Period." 

g 
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reference to Beowulf's inglorious period . . . is allusive. 

. . . The audience of Beowulf was conversant with the motive 

of the sluggish youth, deeply rooted in folklore as it was. 

. . . They certainly knew of the current motive with 

reference to other epic, or folklore, heroes."^^ The 

motif, is of course, on which recurs in many heroic tales: 

it is that of the male Cinderella. 

Three heroes with whom the Beovmlf audience was most 

36Bonjour, "Inglorious Period," p. 344. 

^'Cf. Bonjour, Digressions, p. 48. 

.^^Chambers, p. 32. A detailed synopsis of the 
Offa I story and his connection to Offa II, king of Mercia, 
is offered on pp. 31-40. 

1 
certain to be familiar are Heremod, Offa the Dane, and g 

Holger. The two latter figures are examples of the male m 
o 
X 

Cinderella motif; in the Heremod story, the motif is re- « 
o 
« 

versed: Heremod does not rise from obscure beginnings to ^ 

fame; his career is a glorious or at least a promising one p 

during his youth but he fails to fulfill the inherent 8i 
r 

promise in such a noted beginning.-^' ^. 

The motif is exemplified affirmatively in the tales 

of the two other Teutonic heroes. In his youth, Offa is 

"tall beyond the measure of his age, but dull and speech

less. "38 Yet in defense of Denmark against the invading 

forces of Saxony, Offa shrugs off his lethargy and offers 

n 
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to settle the quarrel by fighting "not only the Saxon prince 

but any chosen champion the prince might bring with him."^9 

Holgar the Dane never does overcome his youthful sluggish

ness. "To this day . . . [he] is remembered in Denmark 

. . . , pictured as a boy of twelve asleep through the 

ages, leaning over a table with a vast beard, too slothful 

to use his great strength until a time shall come when 

Denmark shall be in its utmost need; then he will arise and ,ij 

save his country. "̂ ^ >• 

The fights with Grendel and his dam are also fj 
o 
X 

obvious folklore elements which reappear in the adventures 2 

of heroic personages vrho "encounter the monsters and O 

witches of unknovm worlds."'^! Even the incident in which S Beovmlf watched while one of his followers was killed by g 
P 

Grendel follows the archetypal pattern. Chambers noted m 
that "Beovmlf has to look on whilst his companion is 

killed. . . . In the folk-tale . . . the turn of the hero 

comes last, after all his companions have been put to 

shame."^^ The incident has its parallel most noticeably 

in the Odyssey when Odysseus watches one of his companions 

39 Chambers, p. 32. 

^^Wrenn, p. 59. 

^^Levy, p. 95. 

^2p. 64. 
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being devoured by the Cyclops. 

The dragon episode also has as its source the folk

tale. Vries notes, "One of the most common heroic deeds 

is the fight with a dragon. "̂ -̂  Klaeber suggests that a 

parallel to Beowulf's encounter with the dragon exists in 

"Frotho's dragon fight in Saxo's History (11 38f., 07) 

as indicating a probable Danish origin of the story."^^ 

This parallel, however, may be but one more example of the it 

poet's intentional or unintentional use of the archetypal, kj» 

for, if the story of the dragon fight was in fact trans- ^ 
D 

ferred from Prothe to Beowulf, the poet was merely following d 
? 

a set pattern in using "transference of mythical motifs Q 
from the life of an older hero to a younger one (a unl- |J 
versal process in myth formation)."^5 g; 

F 

"^^p. 215. 

P. xxi. 

^^Rank, p. 63. 

rJ 



CHAPTER VII 

WEAPONS AND ARMOR 

The Teutonic male's interest in weapons and armor 

began early in li^fe. For a youth to receive^arms meant 

Investiture into the tribe. Tacitus thus described the 

/ 

ceremony by which the Germanic people recognized the 

attainment of adulthood: 

In the presence of the council one of the chiefs, or 
the young man's father, or some kinsman, equips him 
with a shield and_a^ spear. These arms are what the 
"toga" is'with us, the first honour with v;rhich y_outh } 
is invested. Up to 'this time he is regarded as a . 
member of the household, afterwards as a member of ) 
the commonwealth.! J 

The youth must have swelled with pride at this ceremony. 

Now he was a man; the sym.bols of his manhood vfere_his 

-^ weapons and armor. Now he was equipped to engage in war

fare, "the chief^Jbusiness^of li£e."2 

Fortunately for the modern scholar, much war-gear 

was buried with fallen warriors. "War has left u£^it_s 

remains in the archaeological record, in the fpj*pjpf 

innumerable weapons buried in the graves of warriors and 

peasants. It is fitting that when we deal with a heroic 

•ill 

-4 

/n 
X 
2 

8 
B 
IS 

r 

f 

•̂ P. 715. 

^Lavnrence, p. 47. 
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age [or with a martial epic] we should consider these . . . 

[accoutrements of war] at some length."-^ 

The Beovmlf poet's intense interest in the trappings 

and pageantry of martial life has been noted and analyzed 

by many scholars. Most commentators have been concerned, 

however, with the archaeological .̂ v>r...otation3 of the poet's 

descriptions of the tools of war. Discoveries at the exca

vations at Uppsala and Sutton Hoc have shovm how faithful ^ fl 
' ^ 

^D. M. Wilson, The Anglo-Saxons. Peoples and Places. 
XVI (London, I960), p. 104. 

^Stephen V. Grancsay, Arms and Armor (New York, 
1964), p. 7. 

> the Beowulf poet is in his descriptions of_weapons and 5 

armor. His use of kennings to equate war-gear and men and .J5 

his extended depictions of warriors in battle array and of .̂  
111"*' 

specific weapons and defensive equipment offer further § 
mm 

n 
proof of the poet's primary interest in the martial aspects p 

a 
of his society. O' 

P 
Man has always been attracted to the warrior and to S 

the garb and tools which set him off from the other members 

of the commimity. 

"'Arms and the man I sing,' said Virgil at the start~~~"̂  
of his Aeneid. and, indeed, men have often glorified ^ 
the arms of a hero as well as the hero himself. . . . 
2^en—poets, princes, and the warriors themselves — 
felt the grandeur and power that clung to the arms that ) 
made a man a hero."^ 
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The Beovmlf poet must have experienced this same attraction; 

surely, his work passes along the delight which he took in 

his pictures of armed warriors. 

The Germanic warrior was equipped for both offense \ 

and defense. His weapons consisted of the sword, the spear. ' 

the bow, and the short sword, or scax. His defensive gear 

consisted of the helmet, the byrnj^ or corselet, and__the 

shield. To carry him into battle, he iiŝ _d_the ship, ̂ he 

war-hor^e, oî  his own feet. To sound the attack,__hejLised 

the war-horn; tô  identify himself and his comitatus. he j 3 

flew high the ensign. All these martial accoutrements are / ^ 
— — ~ — •.-.^— , J, ^ 

i n " * ' 

described in Beowulf. § 
3 

Ships, used either for funereal Journeys of dead JS 

heroes or for travel by warriors seeking adventures, were O' 

adorned and laden with the equipment_of war. Weapons and g 

armor of all sorts we£e included in honor^of^ the dead or 

in anticipation of future use. 

In Beovmlf. the funeral ship of Scyld is adorned with 

a collection of war-gear which surpasses any of which the 

poet has ever heard: 

Ne hyrde^ic cymllcor ceol gegyrwan 
hilde-waepnum ond heaffo-waedum. (38-39) 

Similar equipment is taken aboard the ship which 

is being prepared for the Journey of Beovmlf and his com

panions to the court of Hrothgar: 
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secgas baeron 
0^ bearm nacan beorhte fraetwa, 
guo-searo geatolic. (213b-215a) 

When the Geat warriors complete their stay among the Danes 

and ready their ship for the return voyage home, the 

Y 
vessel is "hladen here-waedum" (1897a); the ship is laden, 

with even more war-gear than that which it had carried on 

the outward Journey. Now the equipment includes not only 

their own weapons and armor but also the treasures which 

have been won by the deeds of Beowulf and the gifts which 

each of Beovmlf's companions has received from Hrothgar. 

Although Teutonic forces did jiot use cavalry, the 

kings and great_nobles used tjie war-horse for_transportation 

to and from J)attlê . In times of peace, these steeds could 

also be used for competition in racing.^ 

In Beoralf. one of the prized rewards conferred upon 

Beovmlf in honor of his victory over Grendel is jlroth^ar's 

gift of eight steeds. One of these bear£_the_very war-seat 

(i.e., saddle) which__Hr_othgar has used_jiurlng^the ̂ _attles 

that have__gained him wide-spread renown: 

Hfht 3a e9rla hleo eahta mearas 
faeted-hleore on fl§t t9o[ha]n,^ 
in under eodera5; para anum stod 
sadol searwum fah sinc9 gevmrpad. 
paet waes hllde-S9tl heah-cyninges, 
dionne sweorda gelac sunu Healfdenes 

-• 

X 

At 

p 

5cf. pp. 26-27. 
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efHan^wolde: naefre on ore laeg 
wid-c^pe§ wig ?on^e walu feollon. 
Ond "oa Be owulf e bega gehw^epres 
eodor Ingwl^a onwea^d geteah, 
wicga ond waepna; het hine wel brucan. (1038-1041) 

Hrothgar rides upon another of his horses on his 

Journey with Beovmlf to the edge of the pool at the bottom 

of which is the dwelling of Grendel's dam: 

|pa waes Hro^fgare ho^s gebaeted, 
wicg wunden-feax; wisa feng§l 
gea to l i c gende; gum-fepa stop _ 
lind-haebbendra. (1399-1402a) I« 

n 
r 

Later, when the Geat hero returns to his homeland, 5 

he gives to Hygelac four ofjfche steeds which he has re

ceived frj)m jrothgar: 

Hyrde ic^ paet pam fraetvmmi feower mearas, P 
lungre, gelice last weai^dode, ^ S 
agppel-fealywe; he him est geteah ^ 
maera ond macba. (2l63-2l66a) 

The Teutonic warriors v/ere heavily equipped for war. 

Their readiness for combat is stressed by the Beo-.mlf poet, 

especially in his descriptions of Beovmlf and his compan

ions who Journey to rid Heorot of the ravages of Grendel. 

The Geat vrarriors are alvrays depicted as bearing arms sLnd 

wearing armor. 

When the Geats reach the Danish shore, they step, 

fully armed, onto land: 

3 

! I 
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W§dera leo^e on wang stigon 
s§e-wudy saeldon —syrcan hrysedon 
guff-gewaedo (225-227a) 

The Geat v/arriors are not sure of the manner of their re

ception by the inhabitants of the land, and their initial 

advance is taken "fyrd-searu fuslicu" (231b). 

They are sighted immediately by the Danish coast 

watchers, the leader of whom challenges the landing party 

and asks the strangers to identify themselves: ^ 

ft 

"Hwaet syndon ge searo-haebbendra n 
"byrnum werede?" (237-238a) ^ 

2 
2 

Satisfied by Beo^nilf's identification of his party, the 5 

Danish coast warden offers to guide the Geats on to Heorot: 

"ic eow w£slge" (292b). The Dane assigns his warriors the 

the Geats inland. As the party marches on its path, gold-

adorned boar-helmets gleam^n the sun: 

Eofor-lic scionon 
ofer hleo:j-berrg_]an: gehroden golde, 
fah 02j.d fyr-heard, fehr-wearde heold: 
gup-mod grummon. (303b-306a) 

The guide directs Beovmlf and his men within sight 

of the buildings that make up the seat of Hrothgar's court. 

At this point, the Danish officer leaves the Geats and 

returns to his post on the beach. 

The Geats continue on towards Heorot. As they enter 

5 

P 
task of guarding the nevrly arrived vessel; then he leads m 

^ 
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the cluster of buildings, they close formation, proudly 

a\iare of their warrior mien. They stage a show of marching 

order as they "to sele furffum" (323b); "Gu3'-byrne scan" 

(321b); the linked rings of the armor, "hring-iren sclr," 

make martial melody in rhythm with the synchronic, double-^ 

time pace. The warriors' steps clatter on the stone-paved 

street leading to Heorot; any Danes present must have 

stopped and stared at the martial display as the Geats 

march, garbed in full and terror-inspiring armor: 

in hyra gryre-geatvmm gangan cwomon. (324) 

A'hen the warriors reach Heorot, they halt and divest 

themselves of their weapons and armor. Their shields are 

set against the tov̂ ering wall: 

setton . , . side scyldas, 
rondas regn-hearde vriS paes recedes weal. (325-326) 

Their spears are stacked upright in good standard military 

order, ready to be seized if circumstances call for 

immediate action: 

Garas stodon. 
sae-mar._na searo, samod aetgaedere. (328b-329) 

The "sae-mepe" Geats take off their byrnies and place them 

nearby; they sink to the bench, "bugon pa to bence" (327a), in 

a weariness finally realized after their swift sea Journey 

i 
ft 

•4 
1 

ir")i 

C 

3 

r' 
j»»»i 

and strenuous march from the coast. 
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Once more, they are challenged, this time by 

Wulfgar, a prince of the Wendels and as herald a high-

rsLnking member of the comitatus of Hrothgar who is then 

within the hall: 

'jHwanon ferigeaff ge faette scyldas, 
"graege syrcan ond grim-helmas, 
"here-sceafta heap?" (333-335a) 

Beovmlf identifies himself and his men and the purpose of H 
< 

their coming to the land of the Danes. Wulfgar enters it 

Heorot and reports Beowulf s coming to Hrothgar, then II 

returns to welcome the Geats and to extend Hrothgar's in- !; 

vitation to Join him within the hall. Wulfgar informs the Ip 
P 

Geats that they may wear their armor into the hall: j[2 

'lb' 
"Nu ge mo ton z^n^s^n in§o--r̂ um gud7ge,tavmm, k" 
"under here-griman, HroSgar geseon. (395-396) ĝ 

IT? 

Their weapons, however, must be left outside: \_X^ 

"laetaS" hilde-bord her onbidan 
"vmdu, wael-sceaftas worda gej^lnges." (397-398) 

The Geats enter Heorot and are greeted by the king. There 

begins a celebration of their arrival and mission. 

Later that evening, after the festivities are 

concluded, Beovmlf, having vovred to meet Grendel without 

using weapons and armor in the combat, is aided in divesting 

himself of his gear: 
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i)a he him of dyde isern-byrnan 
helm of hafelan sealde his hyrsted sweord, 
irena cyst 9mbiht-pegne, 
ond gehealdan het hilde-geatwe. (671-674) 

Although in the coming fight with Grendel, Beovmlf disdains 

the use of weapons, other warriors place their war-gear by 

their sleeping places. "Waes peaw hyra" (1246b)^ to be 

ready even when retiring, to meet any emergency which may 

arise. 

Of the weapons used for offense, the sword was most 

value_d, both as an actual instrument for use in war and^as 

jL sjmbol. The importance of and regard for this weapon are 

shovm in Beoi-mlf. in which there is "so much feeling shown 

for the unique personalities of swords."' 

The_first detailed description of the uses of the 

sword is in Beô -mlf's narration of his swimming match with 

Breca. Both youths carry their swords unsheathed to ward 

off the attacks of sea monsters: 

"Haefdon swurd nacod, pa wit on sund reo[wo]n, 
'•'heard on handa; wit unc wiS hron-fixas 
"werian pohton." (539-541a) 

Beovmlf is proud of the performance of his sword aga^^^ 

the sea-monsters: "ic him penod / deoran sweorde" (560b-

1 
•m 

°Cf. p. 32. 

7A. T. Hatto, "Snake-swords and Boar-Helms in 
Beowulf." ES., XXXVIII (1957), 145. 
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56la) ; he is able to slay nine of._the attackersj^ 

"Hwaepere me gesaelde, paet ic mid sweord ofsloh 
"niceras nigene." (574-575a) 

One of the gifts which Beovmlf receives as reward 

for defeating Grendel is a sword: 

ty .y 

"maere ma3pum-sweord manige gesawon 
"beforan beorn beran. "" (1023-1024a) 

\ 

The poet fails to comment further on this treasure. S 

The companions who have accompanied Beowulf to , ^ \ 

Heorot also receive gifts; each is given an ancient relic, | 
probably a sword: ^ t̂ 

m 

^ i)a gyt ae^hwylcum eorla^drihten 
parape mid Beowulfe b^im-lade teah, 
on pae^e medu-bence mapjum gesealde, 
yrfe-lafe. (1050-1053a) 

In the lay sung about Finnsburg, a sword plays an 

important role. Only when Hengest is presented with 

Hunlafing, "hilde-leoman / billa selest" (Il43b-ll44a), 

does he finally decide to break the contract made between 

himself and Finn" and reopen the feud which has earlier V 

resulted in the death of Hnaef, Hengest's leader. Girvan 

suggests that "the solemn giving and girding of a sword 

was symbolic of the conferring of a position of Independent 

•3 

8 Cf. p. 37. 
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or semi-independent rule."^ Girvan also notes that the 

acceptance of the sword by Hengest can only result in 

violence, for "the ^rearing of the sword was an outrageous 

breach of the agreement . . . and Finn was bound to deal 

with it in the manner which his oath required."!^ Anyone 

who, even merely by a taunt, causes the fighting to resume 

will be put to death. 

Another sword, Hrunting, accompanies Beovmlf in his 

9"Finnsburuh," Proc. Brit. Acad.. XXVI (1940), 349. 

^°P. 350. 

1 
undervfater Journey to the lair of Grendel ŝ^ dam. Hrunting ,, i^^ * 

ii 

has been loaned to Beovm.lf by Unfe£th and has won fame J i 
c 

before: a 
— y 

Naes paet ponne maet9st maegen-fujtuma, 
paet n^m on ffearfg lah 3yle HrocTgares; 
waes paem ij.aeft-mece Hrunting ^.ama; 
paet waes^an foran^ ealde-gfstreona; 
§cg waes iren ^ ater-tanum fah, ^ 
ahryded heapo-swate; naefre hit aet hilde ne swac i-̂ i 
manna aeng^om,^ para pe^hit mid mundum bewand, |̂  
se ffe gryre-§iJas gegan dorste, 
folc-stede fara. 2Iaes paet forma sid 
paet hit ellen-weorc aefnan scolde. (1455-1464) 

The poet observes that Unferth, "pa he paes waepnes onlah / 

selran sweord-frecan" (1467b-1468a), does not remember that 

he has taimted Beovmlf at the festivities welcoming the 

arrival of the Geats. 

Beowulf calls Hrunting "'ealde lafe, / wraetllc 
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wig-sweord'" (1488b-1489a), and he vows, 

„ * "ic me ml^ Hruntinge 
dom gewyrce, opde mec deaj nimed;" (1490b-1491) 

Hrunting, when put to use_against the troll, fails to aid 

Beovmlf: 

Ongeat pa se goda griind-wyrgenne 
mere-wif mihtig; maegen-raes forgeaf 
hilde-bille, hond sweng ne 9fte^h. j 
pa9t hire on i^afelan ^ h^ing-mael agol j 
graedig gud-leo^. -Da ^e gist onfand, 
paet se beado-leoma ^bitan noldf 
a^dre scep3an, ac seo ecg §eswa9 ;« 
deodne ae^ pearfe; 3olode aer fela J 
h9nd-geomota, helm of+; gescaer, :K 
faeges f^rd-hraegl; 3a waes forma si3 -
deorum madme, paet his dom alaeg. (1518-1528) \ 

The famous sword^^havlng proved useless against Grendel's 

dam, Beovmlf casts it aside: 

v* ^ ^ ^ 

Wearp^oa wunden-mael wraettum gebunden 
yr^e oretta^ paet hit on eor3an laeg, 
stiff ond styl-ecg. (1531-1533a) 

The Geat warrior tries to vanquish the troll as he 

had defeated her son, by his ovm strength; but his powers 

also fail. In danger of losing his life, Beovmlf 

glimpses an ancient sword, one fashioned before Noah's 

flood, perhaps by Tubal-Gain, "the forger of all in^tru- :̂ -Jir 

ments of bronze and iron" (Gen, iv,22): 

Geseah 3a on searwum sige-eadig bil, 
eald-sweord eotenisc ecgum pytig^ 
wigena weor3-mynd; paet [waes] waepna cyst. 

,:>̂  
'•̂! 
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buton hit ^aes mare Sonne aenig mon offer 
t9 beadu-lace aetb^ran meahte, 
god ond geatolic giganta geweorc. (1557-1562) 

Beovmlf secures the weapon and uses it to defeat his 

opponent: 

He^gefeng pa fetel-hilt, freca Scyldinga, 
Hreoh ond heoro-grim, hrlij-g-mael gebraegdU 
aldres orwena, yrringa sloh,^ 
paet hire wiff halse heard rrapode, 
ban-hring§s braec; bil §al ffurhwod 
faegne flaesc-'^oman; heo on flet gecrong, 
sweord waes swatig, secg weorc gefeh. (I563-I569) 

sees the body of Grendel, moves to it, and strikes at it 

with the ancient sword: 

V ^ Hra wide s-pr9ng, 
sypOan he aefter deaoe drepe pr9wade, 
heoro-sweng heardne, ond hine pa heafde becearf. 

(1588-1590) 

11"The ornament of swords which is most often 
mentioned . . . and vrhich was regarded as characteristic 
of the sword of a chief, vras the hilt ring . . . which was 
certainly fixed to the hilt (not the scabbard). . . . The 
ring was of gold . . . and considered as a treasure. . . . 
The oldest of the [swords extant in Scandinavia, Germany, 
and England] are without the ring, and belong to the fifth 
century. During the following century a small loose ring 
appears. . . . About the close of the sixth century the 
ring is fixed, increases in size and is (in some examples) 
ornamented. These peculiarities persist during the greater 
part of the seventh century, and then disappear. Thus the 
swords described in Beo^-mlf belong to the sixth or seventh 
centuries, or approximately to the period between A.D. 500 
and 650." Stjerna, pp. 25-27. 

4 

I -1 
Grendel s dam finally vanquished, Beovmlf stands r 

k 
over the corpse. Then, "waepen hafenade / heard be hiltum" -
(1573b-1574a), he prudently surveys his surroundings. He 1 '* 
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Almost immediately the blade of the sword begins to melt 

away: 

^ pa paet sweord ongan 
aefter heapo-swate nilde-gicelum, 
wig-bil wanian. (I605b-l607a) 

Majiy treasures lie about the lair of Grendel's dam; but, 

as he leaves to return to land, Beowulf takes with him only 

the head of Grendel and the hilt of the sword, the blade 
< 

of which has been completely melted away: H 

aer gemealt, ^ ^ , 
forbarn broden-:jael waes paet blod to paes hat, 
aettren ellor-gaest. se paer inne swealt. 

(I6l5b-l6l8) •i 

lis 

1 

Later in Heorot, Beovmlf describes the failure of 

Hrunting and confesses that, only through the help of God, 1 

is he alive and able to relate the story of his adventxire: **' 

'Ne meahte ic aet hilde mid^Hruntinge 
'wiht^gew;v-rcan, peah paet waepen duge; 
'ac me geuffe ^ ylde Waldend. 
•'paet ic on w%e geseah wlltig^hangian 
"eald-sweo:jd eacen —oftost wisode 
•'winlgea ^easum-j paet ic dy waepi^e ^ebraed. 
'Ofsloh 5a aet paere^saecce, pa me sael ageald, 
'huses hyrdas. ^pa paet hilde-bil ^ 
"f9rbarn, brogden^mael, swa paet blod gesprang, 
"hatost heapo-swata. Ic pae-^ hilt panan 
"feondum aetferede. fyren-daeda vr^aec, 
'deaff-cwealm Denlgea, swa hit gedefe waes. 

(1658-1670) 

Beovmlf presents to Hrothgar the hilt of the weapon^^.-

which has saved his life: 
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•Sa waes gylden hilt gamelum rince, 
harum hild-fruman on hand gyfen. (1677-1678) 

Itjiad been the Property of the giants who had warred 

against God. Afterjtheir defeat, the sword was handed down 

^̂ 'tlĵ _l̂  came_into the possession__of__two of the giants' 

descend^Jts, Grendel and^hls dam. Now, it is held by 

Hrothgar, who 

1 p 
^"^Obviously, the engraving on the hilt had been 

added after Noah's flood. 
l-̂ lvrenn, p. 213 n., suggests that "there was a 

serpentine or spiral design on the hilt." Stjerna, pp. 
28-29, described the hilts of swords found by Scandinavian 
archaeologists: "The animal-designs on the sword-hilts. . 
[bear] likenesses to serpents." The serpent design was 
also carried onto the blade. "Sprinkling with poison or 
snake's blood was supposed to make the blade specially 
hard." Stjerna, p. 2i. These "snake-swords, compounded 
with venom, snake-svrords which bite to kill and whose 
wielders feed or blood them on their enemies, take us back 
to a world of magic realism." Hatto, p. 155. 

./ 

hyl^ sceawod^ 
ealde lafe. On ffaem waes or vrrijen ^ 
f:.T-n-geYinnes, sy§pan flod ofsloh,12 „ 
gifen geotfnde, gigantas cyn; ^ 1 
frecne geferdon; paet waes freipde peed i: 
ecean Dryhtne; him paes ende-lean ^ 
pu:̂ h ;^^etere3/^ylin Waldend §ealde. * 
Swa wags on ffaem scennum sciran goldes ^ 
purh run-stafas^ rihte gemearcod, '^ 

feseted ond gesaed, ^hwam paet sweord geworht, " 
rena cyst aerest waere 

vn:eopen-hilt ond wyrm-fah.l^ I687b-l698a) j 

The next morning, the Geats prepare to depart and *•' 

return to their homeland. BeoiTulf gives Hrunting back to 
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Unferth and thanks the son of Ecglaf for his loan of the 

faimed weapon. Beovmlf does not speak harshly of the 

failure of Hrunting in the battle with Grendel's dam: 

Heht pa s^ hearda Hrunting beran 
sunu Ecglaf es, heht his sweord î iman, 
leoflic iren; ^ saegde him jbaes laenes pane, 
cwaeff, he pone guff-wine godne Jealde, 
wig-craeftigne, nales wordum log 
meces ecge. (1807-I8l2a) 

For this exemplary behavior of Beowulf, the poet offers 

lofty praise: "paet waes modig secg" (1812b). 

The Geats then walk to the beach where their ship 

awaits them. The vessel has been well-guarded by the ^ *• 

coast warden, and Beowulf rewards the Danish warrior by // % 

giving him a sword: 

He paem bat-wearde bunden golde 
svmrd gesealde. (1900-1901a) 

A sword could be utilized as a means of punishment. <^—-

This use is illustrated in the Thrxth digress^ion,_which_30t 

only serves to provide "a foil__̂ to the joy^ ^̂ ®f?L* ̂ î.?* 

. . .[but also] stresses the problem of the 'use of 

power.'"-^^ In the episode, everyone, except Thryth's 

father, is forbidden to look upon her beauty. Any man 

who is guilty of gazing at the princess is put to death: 

\ 

Ii 
i' 
*» 
III. 

« 

K 

I 

l^BonJour, Digressions, pp. 54-55. 
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ac him wael-bende weotode tealde, 
hand-gewipene; hrapQ seopffan waes 
aefter mund-grlpe ^ mece-gepinged, 
paet hit sceadgn-mael scyran moste 
cwealm-bealu cydan. ~ (1936-1940a) 

In the Heathobard episode, ^ related by Beovmlf to 

Hygelac and his court, a sword plays the same type of role 

as does the sword Hunlafing in the Finnsburg lay. Both 

swords caus_e_ the rjesjumption of feuds. In the Heathobard 
'^ ™ ' I 

story, the mere sight of a sword worn_by a former enemy j 
i 

causes an old Heathobard warrior to point out to a younger 
man that the weapon of his dead father, Wythergyl4j_j-s_'^—- ;r^-— * ]f: -—• ' iJ,: \ 

now a Danish tro£hy: ;3» 

5 
* % 

"gomelra lafe ^ «: 
"heard ond hring-mael Heaffabear[d.]na gestreon. 

(2036b-2037) 'I 
..»I 

lUff 

After completing the story of his adventures in the f}^ 

land of the Danes, Beovmlf gives to Hygelac the treasures 

won by his deeds. Among the rewards is "gud-sweord 

geatolic" (2154a). 

In return, Hygelac presents to Beovmlf the gold-

ornamented sword which has once belonged^to Hrethel: 

Het ^a eorla hleo ^in gefftian, 
heaoo-rof cyning, Hreffles Jafe, 
golde gegyrede; naes mid Geatum oa 

^5cf. pp. 39-40. 
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slnc-m^ipum §elra on sweordes had; 
paet he on Biowulfes bearm alegde. (2190-2194) 

This weapon plays an important though calamitous role in 

the dragon fight; like the sword, Hrunting, in the combat 

with Grendel's dam, Naegling, the legacy of Hrethel, fails 

Beovm_l^. 

When Beowulf faces the dragon, he does so, at his 

ovm wish, alone but fully armed: 

but Naegling cannot penetrate the_scaly hidj9___£f the 

monster: 

Hond up 4^raed ^ 
Geata d^vhten, gyrg-fahne sl9h 
in9ge-laf§, pae^ sio ecr gewac, 
brun on ban§, bat unswiOor 
ponne his 3^od-cyning pearfe haefde, 
bysigum gebaeded. (2575b-2589a) 

The dragon is angered at the onslaught of the Geat king 

and retaliates with flames; again Beowulf's sword fails to 

perform as it should in combat: 

gold-wine G|ata; guff-bill^geswac, 
nacod aet nl3e, swa hyt no sceolde, 
iren air-god. (2584-2586a) 

Beowulf's companions have fled to nearby woods. 

Among the warriors is Wiglaf who, seeing his chief in dire 

Id 

» 

Sweord aer^gebraed i 
god gu3-cyning, gomele lafe, { 
ecgum ungl^aw. (2562b-2564a) : 

Beovmlf boldly attacks the dragon and cuts at the worm, ji 

^1 

y 
,..11 -
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straits, "ne mihte 2a forhabban" (2609a): 

gom^l swyrd gejeah 
paet waes mid eldum Eanmundes laf, 
suna Ohtere[s.]. (26l0b-26l2a) 

Wiglaf's father, Weohstan has killed Eanmund during the 

war between Onela and Ohthere, and Onela has given to 

Weohstan, Eanmund's sword and armor. Weohstan has kept 

this war gear for Wiglaf "offffaet his byre mihte / eorlscipe 

efnan" (2621b-2622a). Although this will be Wiglaf's 

initial use of the weapon, he rushes fearlessly to the aid j| 
0 
Ik 

of Beowulf and calls upon him to fight with the ability j, 

and courage of his youth. i 

Urged on by Wiglaf, Beovmlf strikes a blow so power-

Naegling f9rbaerst, 
geswac aet saeccê ^ sweord BiOT-m-lfes 
gomol and^graeg-mael. Him paet gifede ne waes, 
baet him Irenna ecge mihjon 
nglDan aet hilde; waes sio hond to strong, 
se ffe meca gghwane, mine 5ef:jaege, 
sv/enge ofersohte, ponne he to saecce baey 
waepen vmndum heard; naes him wlhte oe sel. 

(2680b-2687) 

The sword is useless. Beowulf is wounded by the dragon 

but, with the aid of his faithful companion, is able to 

defeat the v/orm. 

The last descriptions of swords concern two un

named weapons, one which has originally been among the 

treasures guarded by the dragon and one which has once 

ii 

••fi:.'-

V • - • -

ill . ^ '\m 
•' mi 

ful that the sword blade snaps: > Ii 

•«n 
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belonged to Ongentheow. The first sword has, the poet con

fesses hearing, been among the treasures that, long ago, 

have been stolen and that once have belonged to the lord 

who had ovmed the relics: 

Bill aer gescod 
-^ecg^waes^l^en— eald-hlafordes 
pam oara^maoma mund-bora waes 
longe hwile. (2777b-2780a) 

The other sword was among the armor and weapons which had 

been the possessions of Ongentheow. When he is killed by " \:l 

Hygelac's warriors,they are borne to the Geat king: 

. . . 

m 
/ 

The Beowulf poet treats other weapons in less detail. ̂  -f^-

None are, as is th£_ sword, given individual names; and 

none are endowed with personalities which set off one from 

the_other. 

Next to the sword in liiiP£r̂ ]Ĵ fl?cê o_ the Germanic ̂ ^:1_ 

warrior was the sjpear. This v/eapon "was evidently that 

for throwing—a Javelin; . . . it was used both in boar-
~-^»M^tS»m'; 

hunting _and war . . . [and] was provided with hooks or 

barbs."1^ 

-he spear is the first weapon named in t̂ ê  posm: 

16 Stjerna, p. 40. 

iM^ 

"nam on OngenSio . . . 
"heard swyrd hilted • > . i 
" Higelace baer." (2986-2988) 

I 

% 

"in 

jil 
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the people, the "Gar-Dena" (la), to whom the work is 

addressed are the "Spear-Danes." The coast warden who 

challenges the Geats when they step onto Danish land 

"prymmum cwehte / maegen -wudu mundum" (235b-236a) before 

he speaks to the invaders. The Geats carry spears; when 

they reach Heorot, the weapons '"here-sceafta heap'" 

(335a), are stacked beside a bench before the hall. Wnen 

Hrothgar's messenger returns from announcing to his chief 

the arrival of the Geat band, he suggests that "'vmdu, 

wael-sceaftas'" (398a), be left outside the hall. 

Spears are used while the Danes and the Geats 

stand on the bank overlooking the waters in the depths of 

which dwell monsters, including Grendel's dam. Beowulf ̂  , ) ^ 

uses bow and arrow to kill one of those_monsjters which is 

then pulled ashore by the use of barbed spears: 

Hraepe wear3 on yffum mid eofer-spreotum 
heoro-hocyntum. (1437-l438a) 

Wiglaf is described by the poet as "geongum gar-

wigan" (2811a); and after the death of Beowulf, the young 

warrior tells the Geats that 

"nu se here-w^sa hleator alegde, 
"gamen ond gleo-cream. (3019-3020a) 

Since all pleasures can no longer be enjoyed by Beovmlf, 

all sports and song ceases among the people. "Foroon 

» 
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sceall gar wesan / monig morgen-ceald" (3021b-3022a). 

Tĥ e jbow and arrow receive more limited attention.*-

Beovmlf uses this weapon to kill the monster in the waters 

above the lair of Grendel's dam: 

Suijjne Geata Jeod 
feores getwaefed, 

yd-gewin^es, paet him on aldre stod 
here-strael hearda. (1432b-1435a) 

of flan-bogan 
d-̂  

In Hrothgar's parable on the soul, the "sawele hyrd" is 

unsuspectingly shot by "'flan-bogan'" (1744a). Finally, 

the dilemma which Hrethel faces begins 

Ijsyffffan.hyne Haeffcyn ^ of horn-bogan, 
"his frea-wine flane geswei^cte, 
"miste m§rcelses oîd his maeg ofscet, 
"brodor oderne, blodigan gare." (2437-2440) 

^he last of the weapons used by the characters in 
'',•-' (7 .•-• •/•'•-

the poem is jthe short-sword or fcaife. This weapon is 

mentioned twic^e,_once as used _by Grendel's dam and again 

as used by Beowulf. 

When Beovmlf finds that Hrunting is useless against 

the troll, he flings aside the weapon and grapples with 

her. When Grendel's dam is unsuccessful in her attempt 

to sink her talons into the body of the Geat hero, she 

pulls forth her poniard: "ond hyre seax geteah, / brad 

[ond.] brun-ecg" (1545b-1546a). Her use of the short sword 

fails, however; and Beowulf is able to kill her. 

:r|i 
IIHB 
in 
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Beowulf uses a knife, more successfully, in the 

dragon fight. When Naegling breaks, Beovmlf is wounded. 

Wiglaf attacks the dragon, and Beowulf, beneath the worm, 

draws his knife from its sheath on his byrnie: 

^ pa gen sylf cyning ^ 
geweold his gewitte, waell-sea^e gebraed, 
biter^ond beadu-scearp, paet he on byrnan waeg; 
fqr̂ r̂rat Wedra helm wyrm on middan 
Feond^gefyldag. ^ —fehr^ellen vrraec— 
ond hi hyne ba begen abroten haefdon, 
sib-aeffelingas.'— (2702b-2707a) 

Although the several weapons carried by the Germanic 

warrior could also be used defensively, the purely defensive 

gear of the warrior_jconsisted of the helmet, the_ corselet, 

and the shield. The helmet also often symbolized leader

ship: 

[The] oft-recurring expression for kings (verses 371, 
456, 1321, 238I, 2705) . . . implies something more 
than the bare idea of "protector," We may suppose 
that there was a direct and natural association of 
ideas between this v;ord and the concrete helmet, the 
splendid head-gear of princes, which, on account of its 
elevated position and its lustre, was well fitted to 
be the symbol of a chieftain, . . . [The] Lord of 
Heaven is , , . called helm-heofena at verse 182,-'-' 

Whether all fighting men were equipped with helmets 

is questionable, Stjerna declared that helmets were 

"relatively numerous,"^^ but Hatto's view is that they 

17stjerna, p, 7. 

18p. 1. 
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"were comparatively rare in early Germanic days, and it has 

been surmised that only chiefs and picked warriors wore 

them."19 Beo;mlf. however, deals only with the leader and 

the comitatus. all of whom are equipped with helmets. 

In Beovmlf the first description of helmets is given 

in a colorful passage describing the Geat warriors as they 

march from the Danish shore to Heorot: 

, Eofor-llc scionon 
ofer hleo^ ber[?;i]an: gehroden g9lde, 
fan o^d fyr-heard, fehr-werde heold: 
guff-mod grummon, (303b-306a) 

When Beovmlf speaks to Wulfgar, Hrothgar's messenger, 

before the hall, the Geat warrior is, as he is also at 

several other places in the poem, described as "heard under 

helm," When V/Ulfgar returns from speaking with Hrothgar 

and invites the Geats into Heorot, he suggests that, 

although their weapons should be left vrhere they had stacked 

them near the wall, they may wear their helmets into the 

hall: 

"Nu ge moton gangan in eowrum guo-getavmm 
"under here-griman," (395-396a) 

A helmet is included among the gifts which Hrothgar 

gives to Beovmlf after Grendel is vanquished. The helmet 

19p, 157. 
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is bound with wires which will halt the sweep of a sword: 

Ymb paes helmes hrof ^heaf04-beorge 
wlri;un bevmî den ^ walu utaij heold, 
pa§t him fela laf[e.] frecne ne meahton 
scu3;-heard scepffan, ponne scyld-freca 
ongean gramum gangan scolde. (1030-1034) 

In the Finnsburg lay, the bodies of Hnaef and his 

nephew (the son of Finn and Hlldeburh) and of the other 

warriors killed in the initial fighting are placed upon 

a funeral pyre and burned. Among the flames can be seen 

the dead bodies still adorned with their helmets: "swyn 

eal-gylden / eofer iren-heard" (llllb-1112a). 

After Grendel's dam seeks revenge for the death of 

her son and invades Heorot where she kills AEschere, 

Hrothgar remembers his favorite warrior as the best com

panion to have by one's side in battle, when "eoferas 

cnysedon" (1328a), 

The helmet which Beovmlf puts on before he dives 

into the water to seek out Grendel's dam is one ornamented 

with treasures. It was shaped by an ancient workman who 

had adorned the helm with swinish shapes: 

, . . se hwita helm hafelan werede 
, , . . • * v * 

. . , ^ ^ since gevfeordad 
befongen^frea-wrasnum, swa hi^e fyrn-dagiim 
worhte waepna m̂i*?, wundrum teode, 
besette^swin-licuim, pa^t hine sydpan no 
brond ne beado-mecas bitan ne meahton, 

(1448-1454) 
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The Sutton Hoo discoveries, among which is a helmet, 

have shovm the faithfulness with which the Beovmlf poet 

20 

has depicted the weapons and armor of his age. Since to 

the Germanic vra.rriors the helm was of prime importance in 

defense, the helmets were adorned with figures of the boar, 

"a protective symbol."21 it was Chambers' view that "the 

golden boar was a symbol of the god Freyr: some magic 

protective power is still, in Beo-tmlf. felt to adhere to 

these swine-likenesses, as it was in the days of Tacitus."^^ 

The boar as a symbol was of great significance to 

the Teutonic people. It "was one of the beasts partic

ularly sacred to Freyr, the god of fertility."^^ Freyr 

- 20̂ ^̂ i-.eiock, pp. 83-85. 

^̂ Vr'renn in Chambers, p. 519. 

22p^ 359. 
Some scholars suggest that the boar design is a 

Celtic symbol, "in a direct line of descent from the large 
number of boars portrayed in a similar form by pre-Roman 
Celts," '.illson, p, 141, Cf. also Larousse Encyclopedia 
of Mythology (London, 1959), P. 247. Hereafter cited as 
Larousse, 

The major Sutton Hoo vfeapons and armor, including 
the helmet, however, show a close affinity to those found 
in Scandinavian graves and may have been imported from 
Sweden, Peter Hunter Blair, An Introduction to Anglo-Saxon 
England (Cambridge, ^^z., 1956), p. 57.Of, also Charles 
Green, Sutton Hoo: The Excavation of a Royal Ship Burial 
(London, 1963), PP. 134-139; and ;:renn in Ciiambers, pp, 
510-512, 

23E. 0, G. Turvllle-Petre, Hvth and Religion of the 
North: The Religion of Ancient Scandinavia (New York, 
1964) , p, 166, Hereafter cited as Turvllle-Petre, M̂ rth 
and Religion. 

:3t , 
•t 
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was "one of the chief gods of the Swedes, . . . He was also 

the divine ancestor of their kings."^^ To him belonged 

"the boar Gullinbursti (Golden-bristled) or Sliffrugtanni 

(Cutting-Tusked)."25 The golden boar pulled the chariot 

of the god and "had been forged by the dwarfs Brokk and 

Sindri. It sped through the air or across the earth more 

quickly than a galloping horse. As soon as it appeared the 

night would be illuminated."^^ 

The boar was also a symbol of physical courage. ^^^ 

Hatto compares the animal to Germanic warriors: "Like 

the German heroes, the boar was at his most magnifleant 

and dangerous when ringed by his enemies at his last 

stand. . . . No animal displays more desperate courage when 

brought to bay. "̂''̂  

As a rhetorical figure, the helmet is used in one 

of the finest poetic passages in the poem. On the evening 

of the celebration following Beovmlf's successful Journey 

to the lair of Grendel's dam, the poet describes the 

coming of night in a lovely martial metaphor: "Niht-helm 

geswearc / deorc ofer dryht-gumum" (1789b-1790a). 

2^Turville-Petre, Myth and Religion, p. 168. 

^^Turvllle-Petre, Mvth and Religion, p. 168. 

^^Larousse, p. 276. 

27p. 156. 

*-
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The poet mentions the helmet several other times in 

the poem. Among the gifts which Beovmlf receives from 

Hrothgar and passes on to Hygelac is "heaffo-steapne helm" 

(2153a); among the treasures which are guarded by the 

dragon is 

"se hearda helm, h.yrsted golde" (2255); 

among the gifts that are given to Wiglaf by the dying 

Beovmlf is "gold-fahne helm" (2811b); among the trophies 

which the Geats take from the body of Ongentheow and 

present to Hygelac is "his helm somod" (2987b). 

For "helmet" the poet uses a compound term, "grum-

helm" (334b), which is defined in Wrenn's Glossary as 

"helmet with mask-protection; helmet with mask as 'vizor.'" 

Klaeber's Glossary adds, "'Visors, in the strict (technical) 

sense, were unkno;m. in Beowulf's time, but the face was 

protected by a kind of mask.'" This visor was not a 

peaked affair; instead, it covered n̂d protected the face 

and "was Joined to the upper part of the helmet. . . . A 

man could not take his helmet off alone and without 

help."28 

^^Stjerna, p. 5. 
"Tne [Sutton Hoo] helmet was basically a hemi

spherical iron cap to which were attached vizor, cheek-
pieces and neck-guard of iron. The cheek-pieces were 
hinged, but the front and back attachments were rigidly 
secured. Inside the cap there was space for padding and 
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The corselet, or byrnie, also receives high praise 

from the poet. The attention paid to it in the poem 

attests to the special affection and regard which the 

Germanic warrior held for this part of his defensive gear. 

Several times, it meant to Beowulf the difference between 

life and death. 

Among the armor which adorns the burial ship of 

Scyld are byrnies (40a). As the Geats step onto Danish 

land, "syrecan hrysedon" (226b); and the shore guard 

challenges them and asks who they are, "'byrnum werede'" 

(238a). 

When Beowulf is introduced to Hrothgar, 

on him byrne scan, 
searo-net seowed smipes orpancum. (405b-406) 

The Geat warrior informs the king that he has come to fight 

Grendel; but, if he fails to overcome the monster, his 

the head was further protected from weapon-blows by the 
tubular crest which ran from back to front. This was an 
iron tube encased in silver of about l/8-lnch thickness 
and its ends carried gilt-bronze dragon heads. Other 
bronze fittings are the eyebrows, further decorated with 
silver wire and niello-inlay and edged below with garnets 
inset over gold foil. The eyebrows are further embellished 
with a gilt boar's head at each outer end. A single bronze 
casting also comprises the nose and mouth-piece of the 
vizor, again decorated with silver and nieilo-lnlay. And 
to complete the adornment, the iron surfaces of the cap 
and its attachments were originally covered with very 
thin sheets of tinned bronze decorated with panels in 
relief and further bound at the helmet-edges by a rim of 
gilded bronze." Green, pp. 69-70 
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corselet should be returned to Hygelac: 

"Onsend Hi^elac, gif mec hild nim9, 
"beadu-scryda betst, ^aet ijjine bre9stum wereo, 
"h:jaegla selest paet is Hraedlan laf, 
"Welandes geweorc." (452-455a) 

Beovmlf describes how, during the contest with Breca, 

he is protected from the onslaughts of sea monsters: 

"paer me wiff ladum llc-syrce min, 
"heard, hond-loc9n, helpe gefremede, 
"beado-hraegl broden on breostum laeg 
"golde gegyrwed." (550-553a) 

His go3d-ringed war-corsel^t serves him again in 

his fight with Grendel's dam. As he prepares himself to 

dive into the water and seek out her lair, he dons his 

byrni e: 

S90lde here-byri^e hondum gehroden, 
ŝ d ond § ear o-fah, sund cu:;p.ian, 
seo 3e ban-cofan ^ beorgan cupe, 
paet him hilde-grap hrepre ne mihte, 
eorres inwit-feng aldre gescepdan, (1443-1447) 

Although for Beovmlf to reach the bottom of the pool 

requires "hwil daeges," as soon as he nears his goal, 

Grendel's dam "guff-rinc gefeng / atolan clommum" (1501b-

1502a), Her talons clutch at him but fail to do him 

injury: 

no py^aer in gescod 
halan lice; hring utan ymb-^earh, 
paet heb bone fyrd-hom ^durhfon ne mihte, 
locene leoffo-syrcan lapan fingrum. (1502b-1505) 
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While she bears Beovmlf to her underwater hall, sea-monsters 

attack him; but, against his byrnie, their tusks break: 

^ sae-deor monig 
hilde-tuxum here-syrcan braec. (1510b-1511) 

The war-sark again protects him against the troll when, 

after Hrunting is cast aside and the two wrestle, Grendel's 

dam tries to use her "seax," Once more, the byrnie foils 

her: 

, , Him on eaxle laeg 
breost-net broden; paet gebearh f9ore, 
wiff ord ond wiff ecge ingang forstod, 
Haefde "da forsiffod sunu Ecgpeowes 
under gyr^e grynd, Geata cempa, 
nemne him heaffo-byrne ^helpe gefremede, 
here-net hearde ond hallg God. (1547b-1553) 

This passage illustrates the special affection 

which the warrior had for his war-corselet. It was a X 

valuable part of his war-gear and was among treasures 

offered as gifts or revrards. Hrothgar gives Beovmlf a 

byrnie, (1022b) which he, in turn, gives to Hygelac (2153b). 

Among the relics which the dying Beovmlf passes on to 

Wiglaf is a war-corselet (2812a). 

In time of battle, a vanquished hero's sark could 

be taken as a trophy or could accompany his body in the 

funeral rites. The Geats take from the body of Ongentheow 

"iren byrnan" (2986b) and present it to Hygelac; in 

the flames of the funeral fire at Finnsburg can be seen 
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"swat-fah syrce" (1111a), and Beowulf's pyre is hung with 

war-corselets, "beorhtum byrnum" (3l40a). 

The last of the three majorjiefensive_items was the 

shield. In Beovmlf. only in one incident, the dragon 

fight, does the shield play an important role. 

Wnen the Danish sentry first glimpses the Geats, 

he sees "beorhte randas, / fyrd-searu fuslicu" (231b-232a); 

and he describes the warriors as "'lind-haebbende'" (245a). 

At the door of Heorot, the men discard "faette scyldas" 

(333b) and Hrothgar suggests 

"laetaff hilde-bord her onbidan." 

Although most shields used by Germanic warriors 

were made of wood, Beowulf's is of iron, especially made 

to protect him against the fiery breath of the dragon:^9 

Heht ij-im pa gewyrcean wigendra hleo 
eall-irenne^ eorla dryhtan, 
wig-bord -wraetllc. (2337-2339a) 

When Beowulf faces the dragon, the Geat king carries 

"bord-rand onswaf / wiff 3am gryre-gieste" (2559b-2560a). 

Beowmlf attacks; the dragon retaliates. For a brief time 

the king is served well '^y "steapne rond": 

^9A motif in epic poetry is that of special armor 
made for a hero, e.g., that which Hephaestus made for 
Achilles or that which Vulcan made for Aeneas. 
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^ §cyld wel^gebearg 
Ijfe ond^lice laessan hwile 
maerum peodne ponne his myne sohte. (2570b-2572) 

When vriglaf comes to the aid of Beowulf, the wooden 

shield of the young warrior is useless against the dragon; 

"lig-y3um forborn / bord wl3 rond" (2672b-2673a). Wiglaf 

immediately withdraws behind the iron shield of his king: 

ac se maga geonga ^ under his maeges scyld 
el̂ -e geeode, pa his agen waes 
gledum forgrunden. (2675-2677a) 

From their shelter, the two warriors manage to kill their 

foe. 

The__shiej^ was a major and honored part of the 

Teutonic war gear. With the byrnie^and the helmet, it 

was used as a martial symbol to honor the memory of dead 

heroes. 3eo',"m.lf's funeral pyre is adorned not only with 

war-sarks and helms, but also "hilde-bordum" (5139b). 

Two additional pieces of equipment, supplementary 

to the Germanic warrior's weapons and armor, also figure 

prominently in Bec.-rulf. These are the battle ensign or 

standard and the v^ar-horn. 

The first appears early in the poem. On the funeral 

ship of Scyld is set a golden standard which waves high 

over the head of the dead king: 

ba gyt hie l>im asetton segen ĝ lldenne 
heah ofer heafod. (47-48a) 
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An ensign, also golden, is one of the rewards which 

Beowulf receives from tho Danish king: 

Forgeaf pa Beowulfe bijan̂  Healfdenes 
segen gyldenne sigores to leane, 
hroden hild.e-cumber. (1020-1022a) 

This gift, as are the others, is given to Hygelac: 

Het da in beran eofor, heafod-segn29 (2152) 

Later, when, at Beowulf's request, Wiglaf enters 

the dragon's cave to bring back some of the treasures for 

the Geat king's inspection, the young warrior sees, 

hovering over the treasures, "Segn eall-gylden / heah 

ofer horde" (2767b-2768a). Wiglaf gathers up as much 

treasure as he can carry, including the ensign, "beacna 
< -

beorhtost" (2777a). 

The war-horn is mentioned twice. Wnen the Geats 

and Danes gather at the edge of the vraters which hide the 

lair of Grendel's dam, the horn is sounded: "Horn stundum 

song / fuslic f.yrd-leoS" (I423b-I424a). The blasts of ^ 

the horns are so terrifying that the sea-beasts flee from 

the area: 

29"In Beowulf there are six references to the boar 
as a symbol. . . . Five of the six references concern the 
helmet. . . . The sixth refers to the standard." Hatto, 
PP. 155-156. 



wyrmas ond wil-deor 
bjtere ond gebolgne; 
guff-horn galan. 
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h£e on weg h^uron 
bearhtm ongeaton, 

(1430-I432a) 

During the description of the Haethcyn-Hygelac expedition 

against the Swedes, the horn announces the arrival of aid 

to the Geat forces which have been chased into the woods: 

"Frofor eft gelamp 
sajig-mo^um ^omod aer-daege, 
"syffdan hie IJygelaces horn ond byman, 
"gealdor ongeaton." (2941-2944) 

The sheer gusto and the obvious affection and even 

reverence with which the Beovmlf poet describes weapons 

and armor and the intimacy in details with which he 

pictures the martial accoutrements of the Germanic thane 

clearly manifest the poet's interest in and enjoyment of 

the "pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious wari" 

Every other aspect of the poem is subordinate to that of 

the warrior. And what is the warrior without his v̂ ar-gear? 

"-:>*iC 

^^Cf. pp. 148-150. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE WARS AND THE BATTLES 

Studies of the historical elements in Beowulf have, 

for the most part, been directed toward illuminating major 

themes and patterns and explicating specific episodes, 

when they have not been concerned with relating such 

elements in the poem to Scandinavian sagas and archaeolog

ical remains and to such chronicles as that of Gregory of 

Tours. The studies have not often dwelt upon the poet's 

ovm consuming interest in the wars of the Danes and the 

Geats and the Swedes. 

Wnat most investigations have proved, directly or 

indirectly, is the poet's reliability in his descriptions 

of the happenings in the history of the Scandinavian 

tribes. These incidents are the "elements . . . which we 

naturally classify as 'historical,' i.e., based on history 

in contradiction to the frankly fabulous matter of a pre-

natural character, [and which] have, in a large measure, 

an air of reality and historical truth about them which 

is quite remarkable, and, in fact, out of the ordinary."^ 

There have been, however, a few studies concerned 

^Klaeber, pp. xxix-xxx 

137 
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with the literary function of the historical elements. One 

notable and influential inquiry—that of Adrien Bonjour— 

points out that the so-called digressions and episodes of 

historical content "are actually made to play . . . a 

significant and often quite subtle part in the organic 

structure of the poem."^ They supply background for the 

main events of the story and often motivate the action of 

the characters. 

Lawrence suggests that, with the supernatural 

elements which form the main threads of the narrative in 

Beowulf, "there run contra pun tally, minor themes."-^ 

Dorothy Wnitelock describes these 'minor themes' as "two 

series of events [which] are referred to so frequently that 

it is obvious that the poet wishes them to be present in 

his hearers' thoughts as he tells his tale. The tragic 

stories of family strife within the Scylding dynasty, and 

of the wars fought by the kings of the Geats against the 

Swedes or Franks attain almost to the position of sub

plots."^ Arthur G. Brodeur also sees the historical 

elements as integral to the work: they "do not impede the 

II5 action; they are a part of it. 

2Digressions. p. 43. 

5p. 27. 

^P. 34. 

5"The Structure and Unity of Beowulf." PMLA. LXVIII 
(1953), 1186-1187. 
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The poet's intent, then, in his use of the historical 

is to develop further his main theme, the adventures of 

Beovmlf. 

Yet the poet's primary concern, as has been argued 

here, is with the martial aspects of the life of his hero. 

His vivid recounting of battles expands these aspects of 

his work and furthermore contributes to the elevation of 

his tale to epic level. The earlier exploits of Beovmlf 

are not unimportant: e.g., in the Breca episode, 

Beowulf's prowess serves to cleanse the seas of monsters 

that have been harassing seafarers. But only when Beovmlf 

performs deeds which affect the fate of nations and of 

peoples does his fame begin to grow and does his owa. 

development become of the highest interest. Only then do 

the deeds of the hero take on epic majesty and significance. 

The poet is intent upon giving his audience more 

than the mere bones of history; he fleshes out the 

skeleton of facts to communicate fully the pleasures which 

his audience most relishes, "the Joys of eating, drinking, 

and fighting,"^ especially the last. And the poet shows 

as much zest in his painting of larger canvases as he does 

in his portrayals of individual combats, as, e.g., that of 

Beowulf and Grendel. 

^Lawrence, p. 283. 
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The Beowulf poet does not picture vast armies in 

action. Sisam points out that "wars in those days were 

not fought out between organized national armies within a 

limited period. They were more in the nature of raid and 

counter-raid. "''' 

It must also be remembered that, as C. M. Bowra has 

observed, in the arena of heroic poetry, "the bards' whole 

view of history is not historical but dramatic. They do 

not see events as the historians do; they are much more 

interested in personalities and vivid episodes than in 

great movements or the vagaries of politics. In reading 

their work we must look out for a tendency to shape 

material in the interest of artistic needs."° 

The Beovmlf poet exemplifies such a tendency in his 

martial epic. His concern, too, is with the relationship 

of the historical events to the individual, the family, or 

the tribe and with the dramatic effect of the recitation 

of the events on his audience. 

Beo'.-pJilf begins with allusions to the wars fought 

by the early Danes. Scyld, Beowulf the Dane, and Healfdene 

gain renovm through their victories in intertribal conflict, 

As they subjugate their neighbors, the Danish kings are 

'̂ P. 57. 

Qr̂ r̂oic Poetry (London, 1952), p. 519. 
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paid tribute and their power increases. Scyld, 

monegum maegpum meado-setla ofteah; 
egsode Eorl[e]. (5-6a) 

His son wins fame in a similar fashion, and so also does 

Healfdene. To Hrothgar, too, "here-sped gyfen / wiges 

weorff-mynd" (64b-65a). 

Early in the poem, the poet also offers a brief 

description of the wars which had been fought between God 

and the giants. In linking Grendel with Cain, the poet 

includes other descendants of the first murderer: 

|}anon untydras ealle onwo9on, 
eotenas ond ylfe ond orcne-as, 
swylce gigantas. ^ pa wiff Go^e vmnnon 
lange prage; he him ffaes lean forgeald. (111-114) 

No details of the battles are offered, but the poet exults 

in God's victory and His giving to his enemies their Just 

reward. 

At the time of Beowulf's visit to the court of 

Hrothgar, the Danes are, except for the attacks by Grendel, 

at peace. Their feuding with the Heathobards has been 

temporarily (as Beovmlf believes) halted by negotiations 

for the marriage of Ingeld and Freawaru. Beovmlf is, to be 

sure, skeptical of the intended result of the alliance. 

In his forecasting, to Hygelac, of the probable outcome of 

the marriage festivities, Beowulf dwells on the old 

warrior's prompting of the son of the slain Wythergyld to 
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take vengeance for the death of his sire at the hands of 

the Danes.^ "'para banena'" (2053a), "those murderers," 

the aged warrior calls the Danes; he continues to incite 

the younger man by pointing out how their former enemies 

strut like victors about the hall: 

ft t ^^^fraetvmm hremlg on f l e t g a f i ] ? , 
"'morffres gyl|2,eff ond pone maSpum byreff. ' " 

(2054-2055) 

Aroused by the old warrior's play on his emotions, the 

younger msm will wreak vengeance for the death of his 

father. The feud will break out again; "'Weallaff wael-

nlffas'" (2065a). Ingeld's love for Freawaru will cool; 

and Beowulf foresees no good resulting from the attempt 

at settling the feud. 

The poet also forecasts future troubles for the 

Danes, h^aen Heorot is built, "sele hllfade / heah ond 

horn-geap" (8lb-82a). The next lines prophesy the dovm-

fall of the structure in flames of war--presumably the 

renewed war with the Heathobards: "heaffo-wylma bad, / 

llffan liges" (82b-83a).^0 

^The Ingeld episode is discussed above on pp, 39-40, 

•^'^"Zne poet refers to , . , [the disastrous end 
[of the hall] precisely at the moment in which he tells us 
of its construction and unsurpassed splendour[, It] is the 
first obvious instance in the poem of one of the author's 
favourite devices. The contrast inherent in the sudden 
rapprochement between a brilliant thing or harmonious 
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Another war concerning which the poet offers only 

a hint is one which had been waged by Heremod. It is 

alluded to in a lay Joined to that of Slgemund and sung 

when the warriors are returning from following Grendel's 

bloody track through the fen. No details of the battles 

are given. 

During the ensuing festivities at Heorot, the 

Finnsburg lay is sung. The lay sung in Beowulf is con

cerned mainly with the problem of vengeance and the 

12 
dilemma of Hengest. The fragment, usually entitled 

The Fight at Pirjisburg. deals, to be sure, more vividly 

with the details of the actual fighting between the forces 

of Finn and those of Hnaef. In the lay, the poet's 

account of the heroes' funeral is, however, characteristic 

in its vividness of detail of the concreteness with which 

the Beovmlf poet develops all his martial scenes: 

situation vividly set forth and a brief intimation of 
disaster adds, in an effective way, to the impression of 
melancholy and sadness in which so much of the poem is 
steeped," Bonjour, Di.^reGsions. pp. 44-45. 

l^Klaeber suggests that the recitation of the lay 
concerning Slgemund raises "Beovmlf, as it were, to the 
ranks of preeminent Germanic heroes." P, 158, The Heremod 
career, however, affords a contrast with that of Beô imlf: 
"the poet stresses the contrast (. , . to Beoimlf's great 
advantage) between Heremod's tyranny and the aversion it 
brought about, and Beowulf's popularity," Bonjour, 
Digressions, p, 48, 

^^cf, pp, 37-39. 
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Here-S9yldinga 
betst^bea^o-rinca w^es on^bael gearu. 
AEJ pagm ade waes ^ ep-gesyne 
swat-fah syrce, swyn eal-gylden, 
eofer i^en-heard, aepeling manig 
w^du9 awyrded; sume on waele^crungon. 
Het oa Hlldeburh aet Hnaefes ade 
hjre selfre sunu sweoloffe^befaestan, 
ban-fatu baernan ond on bael do[a]n. 
Eâ 'me on eaxle ideg gnorno^e,^ 
geomrode giddum. Gu3-rjnc a^tah; 
wand to wolcnUij wael-fyra maest, 
hlynode for hlawe; hafelan^multon, 
b§ngeato byrston, f̂fonne blod aetspranc, 
l§o-bite lices. LJg ealle^forsT/ealg, 
gaesta glfrost, para ffe paer guff fornam 
bega folces; waes hira blaed scacen. (1108b-1124) 

A few brief lines in the lay are devoted to the fighting 

which breaks out in the spring; the poet summarizes the 

action, noting only that Finn dies bravely on corpre: 

, ^ •Ba waes heal hroden 
feonda feorum, swilce FJn slaegen, 
cyning on corpre, ond seo cwen numen. (1151b-1153) 

Wars fought by the Geats are also celebrated by the 

poet. Most Important of these are the Geat raids upon the 

Frisian coast and the battles fought in a series of 

campaigns with the Swedes, the latter the aggressors in 

most of these Geat-Swedish wars. 

The subject of the raids along the northeast coast 

of Europe is first brought to the attention of the audience 

when Beovfulf receives gifts from Hrothgar. Among the 

treasures is a necklace that is later given by Beowulf to 

his lord, Hygelac. The Geat king is wearing this treasure 
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when he is killed during the raids which he commands: 

pone hring haefde Î Jigelac Geata, 
nefa Swei;tinges, nyhstan siffe, 
siffban^he imder segne sine ealgode, 
wael-reaf werede; hynê wyr(J fornam, 
ŝ pffan he foy wlenco wean ahsode, 
faehffe to Frysum. (1202-1207a) 

The poet stesses the folly of Hygelac in making such a 

rash raid upon what proved in the end overwhelming forces 

of Frisians and Franks. He "sought out his ovm fate" 

against an enemy that proved too powerful for the Geat 

invaders to conquer: 

"Waes s£o tfroĥ  scepen 
'heard wiff Hugas sy3ffan^Higelac cwom 
'f§ran flot-herge on Fresna î and 
'paer h}rr;e Hetware hilde genaegdon, 
'elne geeodon mid ofgr-maegene, 
'paet se bvr-n-wiga bugan sceolde, 
'feoll on feffan.̂  (2913b-2919a) 

Other allusions to the Frisian raid are aimed at 

the "glorification of Beovmlf. "-̂ ^ They illustrate and 

emphasize two martial virtues of the hero: his great 

strength and his adherence to the code that required 

vengeance for the slaying of one's lord. 

Beovmlf's strength aids him in escaping from the 

debacle. The lone survivor of the battle, he swims from 

the scene; yet he bears the spoils of conflict, the war-

13BonJour, Digressions, p. 42. 
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gear of thirty enemy warriors. The enemy try to entrap 

him, but many are killed by the Geat champion: 

ponan Blowulf C9m 
sylfes craefte, sund-nytte dreah 
haefde him on earme^ ^ aria pritig 
hilde-geatwa, pa h§ to holme stag. 
N§alle3 Hetware ^ hremge porfton 
feffe-wiges, pe l)im foran oî -gean 
linde-5)aeron; lyt eft ^ecwom 
fram pam hild-frecan hames niosan. (2359b-2366) 

Later, Beowulf recalls how he had used his strength to 

vfreak vengeance on Daeghrefn, "Huga cempan" and presiimed 

14 
slayer of Hygelac. Beovmlf seems to exult, and the poet 

appears to share his elation, as the Geat king recollects 

how he used his mighty grip to break the body of the enemy: 

"ne waes ecg bona, 
"a9 hi^ hilde-grap heortan vfylmas, 
"ban-hus gebraec." (2506b-2508a) 

More attention is paid by the poet to the battles 

in the wars between the Geats and the Swedes. Various 

episodes are recounted by the poet, but the events are 

neither connected nor offered in sequence. To an audience 

that was acquainted with the history of the wars, however, 

no problem would arise from a brief allusion to some 

event which had occurred in the series of conflicts. 

Allusions to these episodes in the Geat-Swedish wars would 

14cf. pp. 76-77. 
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"bring home to the audience the theme of the Swedish-

Geatish enmity in an impressive gradation. The recurrence 

of the theme subtly conveys the impression of an impending 

doom, and leads to the epic prophecy of the dovmfall of the 

Geats after Beovmlf's death. The dramatic effect of the 

prophecy is thus heightened."^^ 

The battles with which the Beowulf poet is chiefly 

concerned fall into two groups: those in which Beowulf 

apparently takes no part and those in which he does. The 

first group includes the battle of Ravenswood; the second 

occurs during the Geat-Swedish wars which result from un

sought Geatlsh involvement with family feuds in Sweden. 

During the later years of Hrethel's rule, the 

fighting between the Geats and Swedes had apparently 

ceased; but, after his death, the battles resume. Beovmlf, 

while preparing to meet the dragon, recalls this 

resumption of war which had followed the death of the old 

king: 

"pa v^es synn ond sayu §weona ond Geata; 
"ofer wjd waeter wroht gemaene, ^̂  
"here-niS" hearda, sySffan Hreffel swealt, 

(2472-2474) 

Renewal of open conflict between the two nations 

occurs when the Swedes invade the land of the Geats: 

15BonJour, Digressions, p, 73 
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The Swedes 

"eatolne inwit-scear oft gefremedon," (2478) 

The Geats rise in defense of their homeland. Haethcyn is 

slain in the fighting: 

„ ^, "ac waes wide cuff, 
paette Ong9nOio ealdre besynffede 
^^HaeOcen Hrfpling ŵiff Krefna-wudu, 
nl?̂  for 9nmedlan aerest gesohton 
•Geata leode GuS-Scilfingas." (2923b-2927) 

In more detail than is used in describing any other 

battle in the poem, the poet pictures the combat that 

ensues. The audience of Beowulf would be struck with 

apprehension as the poet told of the dire situation of the 

Geat forces as they flee the victorious Swedes, the misery 

of the Geat warriors as, wounded and leaderless, they 

cower in PLavenswood, the arrogant promise of Ongentheow 

to see them all hanging from the gallows-trees at the 

coming of davm: 

Besaet ffa sinherge ^ sweorda^lafe 
vmndum wer-^e; wean oft gehet 
earmre ^eohhe ondlonge^nlht, 
cwae3 he on mergenne meces ecgum 
getan woldf, sum[e.] on galg-treov7u[m] 
Tfugluml to gamene." (2936-294la) 

Then the audience's spirits would lift as did those of the 

trapped Geat warriors, for with the dawn comes the sounds 

of the war-horns of Hygelac's forces moving into the fray: 
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^ ^ "Frofô " eft gelamp 
"sarig-modum r.omod aer-daeg, 
"syffSan hie IJygelaces ^ horn^ond ^yman, 
"g9aldor ongeaton, ^pa se goda com 
"leoda dugo8e on last faran." (294lb-2945) 

The fighting betvreen the Geat and Sv;edish warriors 

begins with "wael-raes weora" (2947a); at the sight of the 

hated Swedes, the Geats with "faehffe towehton" (2948b). 

The battle rages; Ongentheow is forced to retreat far into 

his own domain, to the entrenchments of his own stronghold 

(at old Uppsala?). The Geats follow in svrift pursuit over 

the plains of Sweden until the Swedes stand and fight. 

Besides those episodes which describe conflict 

between Beo";m.lf and supernatural foes, no other battle 

scene in the poem expresses so clearly the poet's (and his 

auditors') delight in combat. The warrior-audience must 

in imagination have felt every blov̂  that V7as struck, must 

have reeled from the shock of wounds, and must have 

exulted in the final victory of Wulf and Eofor. No doubt, 

they responded also v:ith admiration to the valor of the 

undaunted though aged Ongentheow, "'blonden-fexa.'" For 

the fierce old Swedish king fights like a great boar, 

cornered in his ovm lair. 

Attacked by the Geat warrior, Wulf Wonreding, 

Ongentheow is wounded. 

"baet him for svrenge swat aedrum sprong 
"Vo-rn under f exe. " (2966-2967a) 
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Stung by the wound, "'naes . . . forht swa ffeh,'" the 

aged Scylfing returns the blow, vmif recoils unsteadily, 

"ac he ];im 9n heafde ^helm aer gescer, 
paet he blode fah bugan sceolde, 
feoll on foldan." (2973-2975a) 

To succor his fallen brother, Eofor rushes into the 

fray. He attacks the Swedish king and swings "'brad[n]e 

mece, aiming at "'entiscne helm / brecan ofer bord-weal'" 

(2979b-2980a). •Yc.e old leader falls, "'waes in feorh 

dropen'" (2981b). Then, Just as the slain Patroclus is 

stripped of Achilles' armor by Hector, so is Ongentheow 

shorn of his war-gear which is carried to the leader of 

the victorious Geats: 

" v , ^ V "5 -̂ i 

II-
m on Cngendio iren-byrnan, 
§ard ZT^yrd hilted ^ond his helm samod; 

"hares hyrste Higelace baer." (2986-2988) 

For a time follov7ing the slaying of Ongentheow, 

there is peace bet;ieon the two peoples. In Sweden, hov̂ ever, 

civil strife breaks out between the king, Onela, and his 

two nephews, Eanmund and Eadgils, sons of Ohthere, brother 

of Onela. I'r.e two young men flee into exile at the court 

of Heardred; in pursuit of txiem, Onela invades the land of 

the Geats. The Geats defend their homeland against this 

invasion; during the conflict, Eanmund and Heardred are 

killed. 
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During this war, Wlglaf's father, Weohstan, fights 

on the side of Onela. Later, when Wiglaf prepares to go 

to the aid of Beowulf in his fight with the dragon, the 

young warrior draws "gomel swyrd," the legacy of his 

father, who has received the weapon for his deeds in the 

service of the Swedish king:^^ 

^ Eanmundes laf 
suna Ohtere[s.].^ pam aet^saecge weardff, 
wraeccan wine-leasum, ^eohstan bana 
me9es §cgum, ond his magum aetbaer 
brun-fagne helm, byrnan hrlngde, 
eald-sweord etonisc. ^ pa§t him Onela forgeaf, 
his gaedelinges guff-gewaedu,^ 
fyrd-searo fuslic; no ymbe ffa faehffe spraec. 

(26llb-26l8) 

The feuds of the past have not been forgotten by 

the peoples of either side. As Beovmlf reminds Hygelac, 

^ "Of^ seldan hwaer 
"aefter leod-hryre lytle hwile 
"bon-gar bugeff. " (2029b-2031a) 

As the plans for the wedding of Ingeld and Freawaru for 

a time halt the feud of the Heathobards and Danes, so 

has the military power of Beowulf brought to a temporary 

l^"That Wiglaf's father was originally a Swede seems 
probable . . .; and this may be to some extent confirmed 
by the following account (26l2ff) of his fighting in the 
service of Onela, slaying for him his rebellious nephew 
Eanmund whom the Geats were supporting, and receiving as 
a reward from Onela a wondrous ancient sword • . . which 
Eanmund had owned." V/renn, p. 223. 
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cessation that of the Swedes and Geats. The messenger's 

recounting of the earlier stages of the Geat-Swedish feud 

ends with the prophecy that, now that Beowulf is dead, the 

Swedes will seek vengeance for former humiliations: 

Saet ys sio faehffe ond se feondscipe, 
-ni5 wera,^ ffaes^ffe ic.[wenl hafo, 

|pe us seceaO to Sweona Jeod^, 
|sydoan hje gefricgeaff f̂ êan us§rne 
^ealdor-leasne, pone ffe aer geheold 
•'wid hettendum herd ond rice 
|aefter^haeleffa hryre, hwate Scjldingas, 
•folc-red fremede offoe furffur gen 
'eorlscipe efnde." (2999-3007a) 

Only a poet primarily interested in composing a 

martial poem--one to be recited to a warrior-audience— 

would have dwelt to such a degree upon wars and rumors of 

wars, the crashing together of foot-troops, the clashing 

of swords upon helmets, the shower and the storm of arrows. 

The wars, to be sure, are not the primary topic of the 

poet; their function is to support his central theme, the 

contests of Beô milf with preternatural foes. Yet they 

envelop this central theme and narrative in an atmosphere 

heroic, martial, one ringing with "the soldiers' music 

and the rites of war." 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

Beowulf is a martial epic, composed by a warrior 

poet, of Christian faith, and addressed to an audience made 

up largely of warriors. The poem reflects the age in which 

it was composed; that age was a martial one, well mirrored 

in the content and tone of the epic. It was an heroic age, 

one in which heroic poetry could flower and one in which 

there was an audience that would enjoy and relish the 

adventures of a Beovmlf pitted against uncommon foes. 

The audience would be one that delighted primarily 

in action and secondarily in stories of action. Heroic 

poetry by its very nature would find favor with such 

listeners or readers: 

The first concern of heroic poetry is to tell of 
action. . . . The most obvious field for such action 
is battle, and with battle much heroic poetry deals. 
Of course in treating it the poets are interested in 
much more than the ideals of manhood. They like the 
thrills of battle and know that their audience also 
will like them and enjoy their technical de tails.-•-

That the poem was influenced by the advent and 

spread of Christianity in England is indisputable; but. 

iBowra, p. 48. 
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"in spite of the obvious Influence of the new religion, 

the dominant tone of the poem is courtly rather than 

clerical. . . . Certain It is that . . . [the poet] was a 

man . . . [with] a good education, according to the 

standards for laymen of his time."^ 

Many students of Beovmlf agree that it was written 

for the court. Lawrence describes it as "highly sophisti

cated and aristocratic, essentially a court epic."^ Vries 

declares that "heroic poetry . . . is originally an aristo

cratic art . . . [and] lives at the court of the nobility,"^ 

Dubois concludes that Beowulf reflects courtly life and is 

"fit entertainment for barons and kings."5 

The actions of the characters in the poem would be 

acceptable to the audience and "are no doubt in conformity 

with the customs at an English court. "^ Much of the setting, 

too, would be familiar to such an audience. The poet's 

listeners must have responded with delight as they visu

alized moving "continually across the stage kings and queens, 

and warriors; a mighty spectacle of vigorous and passionate 

^Dobbie, p, Iv. 

•^Lawrence, p. 4, 

^P, 166. 

5p. 405. 

^G. Storms, "The Figure of Beowulf in O.E. Epic," 
ES., XL (1959), 11. 
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life—wars and combats, domestic feuds, . . . treacheries, 

villanies —[all] . . . revealed to the alert imagination 

by stray allusions, and in subsidiary episodes and 

songs. "'̂  

geowulf not only provides such courtly or martial 

actions to delight an audience; it also portrays the 

audience itself. The festivities of drinking and feasting 

and reciting of lays are the festivities of Anglo-Saxon 

courts; the audiences which listen to such lays as those 

of Heremod or Slgemund of Finn are the audiences of early 

England. The listeners of Beowulf see themselves (as do 

those who would be warriors, including the Walter Mittys) 

as the heroes of such lays as they listen to or read or 

see heroic subject matter. The audience of Beovmlf was no 

different from that which thrilled to the action of Homer's 

heroes or of the valiant but doomed warriors at Thermopylae 

or Maldon. The audience, too, would feel the stirring of 

the blood, the vicarious response to the primitive call 

to action. Just as English warriors responded to the 

challenge of Henry V before the walls of Harfleur: 

But when the blast of war blows in our ears 
Then imitate the action of the tiger; 
Stiffen the sinew, summon up the blood. 
Disguise fair nature with hard-favour'd rage; 
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect. 

(Hea.Y. m.1.5-9) 

^W. Macneile Dixon, English Epic and Heroic Poetry. 
The Channels of English Literature, ed. Oliphant Smeaton 
(London, 1912), p. 57. 
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So, too, must the warrior-audience of Beowulf have responded 

to the challenge of the poet to recall the heroic past: 

^ ^ 
Hyaet we Gar-Dena in gear-dagum 
pfod-cyninga prym gefrunon, 
hu da aepelingas ellen fremedon. (1-3) 
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